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Abstract

High-throughput structure determination based on solution nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) spectroscopy plays an important role in structural genomics. Un-

fortunately, current NMR structure determination is still limited by the lengthy

time required to process and analyze the experimental data. A major bottleneck

in protein structure determination via NMR is the interpretation of NMR data,

including the assignment of chemical shifts and nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) re-

straints from NMR spectra. The development of automated and efficient procedures

for analyzing NMR data and assigning experimental restraints will thereby enable

high-throughput protein structure determination and advance structural proteomics

research. In this dissertation, we present the following novel algorithms for automat-

ing NMR assignment and protein structure determination. First, we develop a novel

high-resolution structure determination algorithm that starts with a global fold cal-

culated from the exact and analytic solutions to the residual dipolar coupling (RDC)

equations. Our high-resolution structure determination protocol has been applied

to solve the NMR structures of the FF Domain 2 of human transcription elongation

factor CA150 (RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain interacting protein), which

have been deposited into the Protein Data Bank. Second, we propose an auto-

mated side-chain resonance and NOE assignment algorithm that does not require

any explicit through-bond experiment to facilitate side-chain resonance assignment,

such as HCCH-TOCSY. Third, we present a Bayesian approach to determine pro-
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tein side-chain rotamer conformations by integrating the likelihood function derived

from unassigned NOE data, with prior information (i.e., empirical molecular me-

chanics energies) about the protein structures. Fourth, we develop a loop backbone

structure determination algorithm that exploits the global orientational restraints

from sparse RDCs and computes an ensemble of loop conformations that not only

close the gap between two end residues but also satisfy the NMR data restraints.

Finally, to facilitate NMR structure determination for large proteins, we develop a

novel algorithm for predicting the Hα chemical shifts by exploiting the dependencies

between chemical shifts of different backbone atoms and integrating the attainable

structural information. All the algorithms developed in this dissertation have been

tested on experimental NMR data with collaborators in Dr. Pei Zhou’s and our labs.

The promising results demonstrate that our algorithms can be successfully applied to

high-quality protein structure determination. Since our algorithms reduce the time

required in NMR assignment, it can accelerate the protein structure determination

process.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The knowledge of the 3D structures of proteins plays important roles in understand-

ing protein functions and discovering new drugs. For example, in the structure-based

rational drug design [27, 49, 44], the high-resolution atomic coordinates of the protein

structural templates are crucial for deriving an accurate biophysical scoring function

to predict and identify the accurate mutations and drug targets.

Although high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies have been able to iden-

tify nearly the complete sequence of the human genome, studies of the 3D structures

of proteins on a genome-wide scale (i.e., structural proteomics) are still limited by

current slow speed of protein structure determination. X-ray crystallography and

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are two primary experimental methods for high-

resolution protein structure determination. Unfortunately, structure determination

by either method is laborious and time-consuming. In X-ray crystallography, grow-

ing a good quality crystal is in general a difficult task. NMR structure determination

does not require crystals, thus it can be used to determine protein structures in the

1



physiologically-relevant solution state, and has become a premier tool for studying

protein dynamics. However, current NMR structure determination is still limited by

the lengthy time required to process and analyze the experimental data. The devel-

opment of automated and efficient procedures for analyzing NMR data and acquiring

experimental restraints will thereby speed up protein structure determination and

advance structural proteomics research.

In NMR terminology, each atom in the known primary sequence of a target

protein is represented by a unique chemical shift (or resonance) in NMR spectra,

that is, each chemical shift serves as a scalar “ID” for an atom in the primary

sequence. The magnetic interactions captured by an NMR spectrum can be described

as a graph, in which each node represents the resonance of an atom in the primary

sequence, and each edge represents a possible atomic interaction either through bond

or through space. We call such a graph the NMR interaction graph [10]. For example,

in an NMR interaction graph derived from a heteronuclear single quantum coherence

spectroscopy (HSQC) spectrum, each edge represents an amide bond (i.e., HN−N)

interaction, while in an NMR interaction graph derived from a nuclear Overhauser

and exchange spectroscopy (NOESY) spectrum, each edge represents a through-space

interaction between a pair of protons closer than 6 Å, measured via the nuclear

Overhauser effect (NOE).

In general, NMR structure determination is accomplished through the follow-

ing procedure. The first step is to identify the correspondence between chemical

shifts (i.e., nodes in the NMR interaction graph) and atoms in the primary sequence.

Such a process is called resonance assignment, which is a crucial step in NMR data

analysis and structure determination. The resonance assignment can be classified

into two categories: backbone resonance assignment and side-chain resonance as-

signment, which refer to resonance assignments for backbone and side-chain atoms,

respectively. A typical approach for backbone resonance assignment is to exploit the
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connectivity information in an NMR spectrum that measures the bond interactions

between backbone atoms in the main-chain of the primary sequence. For instance,

in [9], a globally-consistent Hamiltonian path from an NMR interaction graph is

found to align to the primary sequence and obtain backbone resonance assignments.

On the other hand, side-chain resonances are normally assigned by exploiting the

chemical shift pattern and the through-bond connectivity information in side-chains

from an HCCH total correlation spectroscopy (HCCH-TOCSY) spectrum, which links

up the side-chain resonances with the pre-determined backbone resonances using se-

quential connectivities. The Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) [161] has

collected statistics on the observed chemical shifts of all amino acids from a large

database of solved protein structures. We call this information the BMRB statistical

information. This information is often used to assist both backbone and side-chain

resonance assignments. Once the correspondence between chemical shifts and atoms

in the primary sequence has been identified after resonance assignment, each NOESY

cross peak can be assigned to a pair of protons that are potentially correlated via a

through-space NOE interaction. This process is called NOE assignment. In practice,

neither resonance assignment nor NOE assignment is an easy task, since NMR spec-

tra are often complicated by spectral artifacts, missing peaks, experimental noise and

peak overlap. The completion of the NOE assignment process immediately provides

a set of NOE distance restraints between spatially-neighboring protons, and enables

structure calculation software, such as xplor-nih [146] and cyana [62], to compute

the 3D structural coordinates of the protein.

Besides NOE distance restraints, other NMR geometric constraints can be also

used in structure determination. For example, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)

provide global orientational restraints on the internuclear bond vectors with respect

to a global coordinate frame [157, 156], and can be also used in structure deter-

mination [157, 48, 143, 136, 45, 166, 168, 185]. Recently our lab has developed
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a polynomial-time de novo algorithm, called rdc-analytic,1 to compute accurate

protein backbone structures from RDC data [168, 166, 165]. rdc-analytic takes

as input two RDCs per residue, e.g., assigned NH RDCs in two media or NH and

Cα-Hα (henceforth abbreviated to CH) RDCs in a single medium. It has been shown

that when a peptide plane is fixed in R3, at most 16 possible orientations can ex-

ist for the orientation of the next peptide plane [166, 165, 71]. Given NH and CH

RDCs in one medium, the orientations of the associated NH and CH vectors can

be solved from the RDC curve equations and the kinematic restraints from the pro-

tein backbone geometry [165, 168]. Instead of randomly searching the conformation

space to find solutions consistent with the RDC data, rdc-analytic computes the

exact solutions of a system of quartic monomial equations derived from the RDC

equation, and obtain a discrete, finite and algebraic set of roots which represent the

backbone conformations. A depth-first systematic search algorithm is employed to

search over all possible roots (conformations) to find an optimal solution for each

SSE fragment. The RDC RMSD (namely the sum of the squared differences between

experimental and back-computed RDCs over all RDCs in the SSE), Ramachandran

suitability, van der Waals packing, and other common empirical molecular mechanics

energy terms are included in the scoring function used in the depth-first systematic

search [166, 168]. The computed dihedral angles for a residue do not solely depen-

dent on the local RDC information at that residue. Rather, the algorithm searches

over all SSE residues and finds the global minimum of the scoring function for each

SSE. A detailed review of this method can be found in [45].

1 The early version of rdc-analytic published in [168, 166, 165] was called rdc-exact.
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1.2 Bottleneck in NOE Assignment and Protein Structure Determi-
nation

One of the main bottlenecks in protein NMR structure determination lies in the

acquisition and interpretation of a sufficient number of accurate distance restraints

from nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) data. Such a process is often obstructed by

assignment ambiguities due to chemical shift degeneracy, in which the chemical shift

differences of different protons are too small to resolve experimentally. Traditional

NMR structure determination approaches [61, 124, 60, 69, 93] rely on heuristic tech-

niques such as molecular dynamics (MD) and simulated annealing (SA), and may

use a variety of data, including chemical shift, scalar couplings, NOEs and resid-

ual dipolar couplings (RDCs). In these approaches, however, RDCs are typically

not employed in the annealing protocol until the end of structure calculation (i.e.,

refinement). Moreover, SA/MD based structure determination algorithms are used

in these approaches as a subroutine in an iterative NOE assignment protocol. The

SA/MD structure determination subroutine must typically be carefully initialized

the first time using only reliable NOE assignments. The computed structures are

then used to prune ambiguous NOE assignments. The SA/MD subroutine is used in

an iterative fashion with new NOE assignments until convergence is reached.

Since NOEs provide merely local distance restraints, the correctness of an NOE

assignment usually depends on the accuracy of other NOE assignments in its neigh-

borhood. Thus, an error in an incorrect NOE assignment can be propagated, and

hence influence the assignments of other NOEs. In contrast to NOE restraints, RDCs

provide global orientational restraints on internuclear vectors, for example, backbone

NH and CH bond vectors with respect to a global alignment frame [157, 156]. In

addition, in solution NMR RDC data can be collected with high precision, and

assigned much faster than NOEs. Although several attempts have been made to
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find self-consistent NOE assignments [61, 124, 67, 112, 60, 69, 93], little work has

been done on exploiting other constraints such as residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)

for resolving ambiguous NOE assignments. noah [124, 61], for example, uses the

structure determination package dyana [67], and starts with an initial set of NOE

assignments with putatively one or two possible assignments. aria [112] and can-

did [67] improved on noah by incorporating better modeling of ambiguous distance

constraints. For instance, in both programs, the form of a (
∑
r−6)−1/6 sum is used

for handling ambiguous distances when multiple possible assignments exist for an

NOE crosspeak. In auto-structure [69], several heuristic rules that simulate the

expertise of manual assignment are included to generate an initial fold. In pasd [93],

several strategies were proposed to reduce the chance of invoking the structure cal-

culation into a biased path due to the incorrect initial global fold. None of the above

NOE assignment approaches applied the global constraints from RDC data to filter

ambiguous NOE assignments.

In traditional NMR structure determination approaches, stochastic techniques

such as SA/MD are employed in a tight inner-loop and are invoked several times

to filter ambiguous NOE assignments [61]. The objective function used in these

stochastic techniques models both the empirical molecular mechanics energy and

the satisfaction of experimental data for a protein structure. Unfortunately, these

stochastic techniques can be trapped into local minima in the energy landscape of

the objective function. Missing the global minimum structure solution during the

iterative process can subsequently lead to incorrect NOE assignments. Furthermore,

most previous approaches for automated NOE assignment [67, 112] heavily depend

on an accurate initial fold. However, the acquisition of a sufficient number of initial

NOE assignments for computing a reliable starting fold is non-trivial, mainly due to

the chemical shift degeneracy. Manual intervention and human expertise are often

required in assigning these important initial NOEs in order to obtain a reliable initial
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fold.

To address above issues, the polynomial time de novo algorithm rdc-analytic

has been proposed to compute high-resolution backbone structures for secondary

structure elements (SSEs) using a minimum amount of residual dipolar coupling

(RDC) data [166, 165, 168]. The accurate backbone conformations computed by

this algorithm enable us to propose a new strategy for NOE assignment. For exam-

ple, a novel NOE assignment algorithm [167] was proposed to filter ambiguous NOE

assignments based on an ensemble of distance intervals computed using intra-residue

vectors mined from a rotamer database, against inter-residue vectors from the back-

bone structure determined from RDCs. This algorithm uses a triangle-like inequality

between the intra-residue and inter-residue vectors to prune incorrect assignments

for side-chain NOEs. However, the algorithm [167] has the following deficiencies: (a)

it does not exploit the diversity of the rotamers in the library, (b) it does not exploit

the rotamer patterns observable in NOE spectra, and (c) uncertainty in NOE peak

position suggest a probabilistic model with provable properties which the previous

algorithm [167] did not capture.

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we will attack the computational bottleneck in NOE

assignment and protein structure determination, and develop new structure deter-

mination frameworks for initial global fold determination, side-chain conformation

determination and high-resolution structure determination.

1.3 Bottleneck in Protein Side-Chain Resonance Assignment

Although substantial progress has been made in automated backbone resonance

assignment [189, 10, 30, 100, 46, 176, 9, 81, 163], only a handful of algorithms

have been developed for automated NOE assignment [185, 67, 60, 112, 69, 94], and

little progress has been made for automated side-chain resonance assignment [111,
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122, 13, 47]. In practice, neither resonance assignment nor NOE assignment is an

easy task, since NMR spectra are often complicated by spectral artifacts, missing

peaks, experimental noise and peak overlap. Generally speaking, the side-chain res-

onance assignment problem is much more challenging than the backbone resonance

assignment problem [122, 13, 119]. Traditional approaches for side-chain resonance

assignment [107, 108, 132, 119] usually require a combination of several side-chain

NMR experiments, such as HCCH-TOCSY experiments (Fig. 1.1), to obtain nearly

complete side-chain resonance assignments for high-resolution structure determina-

tion. Unfortunately, TOCSY-based experiments usually perform poorly on large

proteins due to the fast transverse relaxation of protonated carbons, which causes

severe signal loss in NMR spectra. Partially deuterated protein samples with selec-

tive methyl proton labelling have been used to reduce transverse relaxation for large

proteins [57, 159] and improve the efficiency of structure determination for small

proteins [188, 154]. Although partial protein deuteration improves sensitivity and

resolution of NMR spectra, it also reduces the number of the NMR-active protons

attached to side-chain carbons, thus limiting the utility of the HCCH-TOCSY ex-

periment for obtaining complete side-chain resonance assignments. However, it is es-

sential to obtain nearly complete side-chain resonance assignments as a prerequisite

for high-resolution structure determination. Therefore, development in side-chain

resonance assignment and high-resolution structure determination without TOCSY

data is highly valuable and can potentially enable structural studies of large proteins

by NMR.

In Chapter 5, we will develop a novel algorithm that assigns side-chain resonances

from NOESY, backbone chemical shift and RDC data rather than from TOCSY

spectra. Unlike other previous structure calculation approaches [61, 67, 112, 69, 93],

all of which require a nearly complete set of both side-chain and backbone resonance

assignments, the high-resolution structure determination strategy encoded by our
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13C 
(F2)

1H 
(F3)

1H 
(F1)

Figure 1.1: The information content of HCCH-TOCSY. Panel A: Atom nomen-
clature and interactions in a side-chain. The red dotted lines show the side-chain
through-bond interaction Hβ-Cβ-Hα. Panel B: Schematic diagram of a 3D HCCH-
TOCSY spectrum. The red circle represents a cross peak, in which fHβ

, fCβ
and fHα

represent the frequencies of Hβ, Cβ and Hα, respectively.

new algorithm only needs backbone resonance assignments, and does not require any

TOCSY-like experiments. Instead, our side-chain resonance assignment algorithm

computes the side-chain resonance assignments directly from NOESY spectra, RDCs

and backbone chemical shifts. Such an advantage can help structural biologists

reduce both experimental cost and NMR instrument time, and hence speed up the

NMR structure determination process.

1.4 Prospective Structural Studies of the FF Domain 2 of Human
Transcription Elongation Factor CA150

We have collaborated with Dr. Pei Zhou’s lab and applied our structure determina-

tion protocol to solve the new structure of the FF Domain 2 of human transcription

elongation factor CA150 (FF2). The atomic coordinates of the ensemble of top

20 structures of FF2 with the lowest energies, using the NOE assignments com-

puted by our algorithms, have been deposited into the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID:

2KIQ [185]). Fig. 1.2 shows the ribbon view of one NMR structure of FF2 solved
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Figure 1.2: The ribbon view of one structure of the FF Domain 2 of human
transcription elongation factor CA150 (FF2) solved by our new structure determi-
nation approach rdc-Panda. The PDB ID for our new NMR structures of FF2 is
2KIQ [185]. The biological functions of the FF domains of CA150 are being studied
by Pei’s and Greenleaf’s labs at Duke University.

by our new structure determination approach rdc-Panda. The solved structure

(Fig. 1.2) of FF2 is important for the structural studies of CA150. It can contribute

to the structural understanding on how the FF2 domain coordinates with the other

FF domains of CA150 to interact with the phosphorylated C-terminal domain of

RNA polymerase II (phosphoCTD).

1.5 An Example of Protein Structure Determination Problem

In this section, we present an example of a typical protein structure determination

problem. In our example, we aim to determine the NMR structures of the FF

Domain 2 of human transcription elongation factor CA150 (FF2). The input NMR

data include CH and NH RDCs, assigned backbone and side-chain chemical shifts,

and 3D NOESY cross peaks. As we described previously, CH and NH RDCs provide

the global orientational restraints for the corresponding CH and NH bond vectors. In
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a 3D NOESY spectrum, each NOE cross peak consists of three frequency coordinates,

i.e., the unassigned frequencies of the first proton and its bonded heavy atom, and

the unassigned frequency of the second proton in the NOE interaction.

In order to elucidate the complete 3D structural coordinates, including backbone

and side-chain conformations, we need to obtain a set of NOE distance restraints

through the NOE assignment process, which maps the frequency coordinates of each

NOESY cross peak to a pair of proton names in the protein sequence. Fig. 1.3

illustrates an example of NOE assignment for a NOESY cross peak using chemical

shift information alone. In a typical NOE assignment process, a pair of protons

are considered to have a possible NOE interaction, if their chemical shifts intersect

within a user-defined error window around a NOESY cross peak. For the NOESY

cross peak shown in Fig. 1.3, chemical shifts of two protons, namely ASP11-HA and

ASP48-HA fall within the error windows of the first proton frequency (i.e., the first

frequency coordinate of the NOESY cross peak) and its heavy atom frequency (i.e.,

the second frequency coordinate of the NOESY cross peak) , while chemical shifts

of three protons, i.e., ASP48-HB3, ASP11-HB3, and MET15-HG3, fall within the

error window of the second proton frequency (i.e., the third frequency coordinate

of the NOESY cross peak). Thus, there are in total 2×3 possible (i.e., ambiguous)

NOE assignments that can be assigned to this NOESY cross peak. Among these 6

ambiguous NOE assignments, only one assignment represents the true NOE distance

restraint for FF2. This assignment ambiguity resulting from the closeness between

chemical shifts has been the major difficulty in NOE assignment.

Traditional NOE assignment and structure determination approaches depend on

heuristic rules or manual intervention to handle the assignment ambiguity, and ob-

tain a set of initial NOE assignments, which are then used to generate the starting

structure templates and bootstrap the iterative NOE assignment and structure cal-

culation process. In these traditional structure determination approaches, RDCs are
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ASP48-HA

(4.48 ppm, 56.79 ppm)

ASP11-HA

(4.54 ppm, 57.19 ppm)

ASP48-HB3 (2.41 ppm)

ASP11-HB3 (2.45 ppm)

MET15-HG3 (2.46 ppm)

Figure 1.3: An example of NOE assignment. The frequency coordinates of the
NOESY cross peak are (4.50 ppm,56.82 ppm,2.44 ppm). The thresholds 0.05 ppm
and 0.5 ppm are used as the frequency error windows for protons and heavy atoms,
respectively.

not used in the structure calculation until the final refinement step. These approaches

inevitably fall into a circularity that NOEs are used to compute the fold, but the

fold is needed to resolve NOE assignment ambiguity. Moreover, these heuristic based

approaches cannot guarantee to find the global optimum solution that best satisfy

the input NMR data.

Our NOE assignment and structure determination algorithms are fundamentally

different from traditional approaches in that our algorithms use RDCs as the primary

geometric restraints to determine an initial global fold for filtering NOE assignment

ambiguity and determining high-resolution protein structures. Figs. 1.4 and 1.5

illustrate the basic idea and the procedure of determining the initial fold using RDCs

in our FF2 example. We first applied the rdc-analytic algorithm [168, 185, 45] to

compute the conformations and orientations of three helices (i.e., residues 8-18, 27-33,

and 48-60) of FF2, using the global orientational restraints from CH and NH RDCs

(Fig. 1.4, Chapter 2). For each helical fragement, the rdc-analytic algorithm

first computes a discrete and finite set of possible dihedral angle solutions for each

residue by exploiting the geometric restraints from RDCs and backbone kinematics
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(Fig. 1.4A and B). Then it systematically searches over a conformation tree for all

residues and finds the global optimum solution of backbone dihedral angles that best

satisfies the RDC data (Fig. 1.4C). The resulting RDC-defined SSE structures, i.e.,

three helical conformations (Fig. 1.4D), have RDC RMSD < 1.0 Hz. Next, we packed

each pair of helices using a sparse (< 9) set of NOE distance restraints, which were

extracted from NOESY spectra using only chemical shift information (Fig. 1.5A,

Chapter 2). When packing each pair of helices, all four-fold symmetries due to the

dipolar operator reflected in RDCs were taken into account. The packed three helices

are called the core structure of FF2. The core structure, determined mainly using

RDCs and sparse NOEs, agrees well with the NMR reference structure (i.e., with

backbone RMSD < 1.5 Å). After packing SSEs, we computed the remaining loop

backbone conformations using the CH and NH RDCs, or sparse NOEs extracted

from NOESY spectra (Fig. 1.5B, Chapters 2 and 4). In loop backbone structure

determination, the core structure is fixed as a rigid body, and only loops and side-

chains are allowed to move (Fig. 1.5B). The computed loop conformations close the

gaps between SSEs and form the complete backbone structure, which is also called

the initial global fold. Once we obtained the complete backbone structure, we placed

the side-chain rotamer conformations on the RDC-defined backbone structure by

comparing the back-computed NOE patterns with the unassigned NOESY spectra

using a Hausdorff match score (Fig. 1.5C, Chapters 2 and 3). The computed side-

chain rotamer conformation and the RDC-defined backbone conformation provide

sufficient enough structural information to filter the ambiguous NOE assignments,

obtained using only chemical shift information (Fig. 1.3).

The example described above outlines our RDC-based structure determination

process. In this dissertation, we presented different variations of our structure deter-

mination problem, according to different information we use or different conditions

we assume for the target protein. Chapter 2 covered the main steps of our structure
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A. B.

D.C.

Figure 1.4: Determining the conformations and orientations of SSEs for FF2. (A)
Backbone geometry for illustrating the basic idea on RDC-based backbone structure
determination. (B) Computing a discrete and finite set of backbone conformations for
each residue. (C) Systematically searching over a conformation tree and computing
the global optimal solution for each SSE that best interpret the RDC data. (D)
Three helical conformations defined by RDCs for FF2.

determination procedure, with our initially-developed algorithms. In particular, we

developed a Hausdorff-based pattern matching technique to place side-chain rotamer

conformations on the backbone structure using unassigned NOESY data. In addition,

we proposed a local minimization approach to compute the loop conformations using

sparse NOEs extracted from NOESY spectra. These two modules, i.e., side-chain

structure determination and loop backbone structure determination, were further

improved by incorporating new information or using different input data restraints.

In particular, in Chapter 3, we presented an extended side-chain rotamer structure
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Figure 1.5: Main steps of RDC-based backbone structure determination for FF2.
(A) Packing three RDC-defined helical conformations using sparse NOE distance
restraints. (B) Computing the loop backbone conformations. (C) Placing side-chain
rotamer conformations using unassigned NOESY data.

determination algorithm that integrates prior information (i.e., empirical molecular

mechanics energies) about the protein structures with the unassigned NOESY data

in structure calculation. In Chapter 4, we presented an improved loop backbone

structure determination algorithm that exploits the global orientational restraints

from CH and NH RDCs, and computes the loop conformations that close the gaps

between SSEs.

In the above example, we assumed that both backbone and side-chain resonances

can be assigned from conventional NMR experiments. This assumption may be valid

for most small- and medium-size proteins. For large proteins, the protein samples

are usually deuterated in order to overcome the fast transverse relaxation problem.
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Thus, for large proteins, the chemical shifts of side-chain and Hα protons cannot be

assigned through conventional resonance assignment approaches. To overcome this

problem, we further improved our structure determination protocol by integrating

two new algorithms (Chapters 5 and 6). In Chapter 5, we presented a new automated

algorithm for side-chain resonance assignment, NOE assignment and high-resolution

structure determination exclusively using unassigned NOESY spectra. Since this al-

gorithm does not require TOCSY data, it can potentially be applied to determine the

structures of large proteins. In Chapter 6, we developed a new algorithm to predict

the Hα chemical shifts, which cannot be assigned conventional triple resonance NMR

experiments for large proteins. This chemical shift prediction algorithm, combined

with the algorithm described in Chapter 5, can facilitate high-resolution structure

determination for large proteins.

1.6 Outline of Dissertation

The structure of this dissertation is organized as follow. In Chapter 2, we presented

rdc-Panda, a high-resolution protein structure determination algorithm that starts

with a global fold calculated from exact and analytical solutions to the RDC equa-

tions. The rdc-Panda algorithm consists of three main modules, namely determin-

ing backbone conformations and orientations using the global orientational restraints

from RDCs, packing backbone fragments using sparse NOE distance restraints, and

assigning all NOEs using a Hausdorff-based pattern matching technique. The com-

putational experiments demonstrated that rdc-Panda can be successfully used for

high-quality structure determination using a limited amount of NMR data. In addi-

tion, rdc-Panda was successfully applied to solve the new NMR structures of the

FF Domain 2 of human transcription elongation factor CA150 (RNA polymerase II

C-terminal domain interacting protein), which were deposited into the Protein Data

Bank.
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We further extended and improved the high-resolution structure determination

protocols encoded in rdc-Panda by incorporating the following new algorithms

in side-chain structure determination and loop backbone structure determination,

which were described in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. In particular, in Chap-

ter 3, we presented a Bayesian approach for determining protein side-chain rotamer

conformations using unassigned NOESY data. This Bayesian approach integrates

the likelihood function derived from observed experimental data (i.e., unassigned

NOESY data), with prior information (i.e., empirical molecular mechanics energies)

about the protein structures. It unifies the side-chain structure prediction problem

with the side-chain structure determination problem using unassigned NMR data,

and applies the deterministic dead-end elimination (DEE) and A* search algorithms

to provably find the global optimum solution that maximizes the posterior proba-

bility. Since our side-chain structure determination approach does not require any

NOE assignment, it can accelerate the NMR structure determination process.

In Chapter 4, we presented Goal, a loop backbone structure determination algo-

rithm that exploits the global orientational restraints from sparse RDCs to compute

the loop conformations that not only close the gaps between two end residues but

also satisfy the NMR data. The comparison studies showed that Goal outper-

forms both traditional structure determination approaches using the same sparse

NMR data and structure prediction approaches. Goal can compute high-quality

complete protein backbone conformations, which will benefit the NOE assignment

process in high-resolution structure determination.

In Chapter 5, we described Nasca, a novel algorithm for automating side-chain

resonance assignment, NOE assignment, and high-resolution structure determina-

tion, in the absence of any explicit through-bond experiment to facilitate side-chain

resonance assignment, such as HCCH-TOCSY. Nasca formulates the assignment

problem into a Markov Random Field (MRF), and applies combinatorial protein
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design algorithms, including dead-end elimination (DEE) and A* search algorithms,

to compute the optimal solutions that best interpret the given NMR data.

In Chapter 6, we described a novel algorithm for predicting the Hα chemical shifts

using attainable information, such as chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, other

than the structural data. Our prediction algorithm employs a Bayesian network

to represent the dependencies between chemical shifts of different backbone atoms,

and incorporate the known structural information when available. It can predict

more accurate Hα chemical shifts than previous structure-based prediction methods,

and still achieve a decent prediction accuracy even without structural information.

The accurate Hα chemical shifts predicted by our algorithm can facilitate our side-

chain and NOE assignment algorithm Nasca for determining the structures of large

proteins, in which the Hα chemical shifts cannot be obtained through conventional

backbone resonance assignment approaches.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we provided the conclusion marks and future directions.

The technical details, the proofs of correctness and complexity, and the applica-

tions of the above algorithms were described in this dissertation. All the algorithms

were tested on real NMR data, and distributed open-source under the GNU Lesser

General Public License.

The outline of this dissertation also corresponds to the following peer-reviewed

publications:

Chapter 2:

Jianyang Zeng, Jeffrey Boyles, Chittaranjan Tripathy, Lincong Wang, Anthony Yan, Pei

Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. High-Resolution Protein Structure Determination Starting

with a Global Fold Calculated from Exact Solutions to the RDC Equations. Journal of

Biomolecular NMR, 45(3):265–281, 2009.

Jianyang Zeng, Chittaranjan Tripathy, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Hausdorff-
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Based NOE Assignment Algorithm Using Protein Backbone Determined from Residual

Dipolar Couplings and Rotamer Patterns. Proceedings of the 7th Annual International

Conference on Computational Systems Bioinformatics (CSB), Stanford, CA, 2008. Vol-

ume 7, pages 169-181.

Chapter 3:

Jianyang Zeng, Kyle E. Roberts, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Bayesian Ap-

proach for Determining Protein Side-Chain Rotamer Conformations Using Unassigned

NOE Data. Journal of Computational Biology, 2011 (In press).

Jianyang Zeng, Kyle E. Roberts, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Bayesian Ap-

proach for Determining Protein Side-Chain Rotamer Conformations Using Unassigned

NOE Data. International Conference on Research in Computational Molecular Biology

(RECOMB), Vancouver, 2011. Springer-Verlag (Berlin), Volume 6577/2011, pages 563-

578.

Chapter 4:

Chittaranjan Tripathy, Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Loop

Closure using Orientational Restraints from NMR Data. Proteins : Structure, Function,

and Bioinformatics, 2011 (In press).

Chittaranjan Tripathy, Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Loop

Closure using Orientational Restraints from NMR Data. International Conference on

Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB), Vancouver, 2011. Springer-

Verlag (Berlin), Volume 6577/2011, pages 483-498.

Chapter 5:

Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Side-Chain Resonance As-

signment and NOE Assignment Using RDC-Defined Backbones without TOCSY Data.
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Journal of Biomolecular NMR, 50(4):371–395, 2011.

Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Markov Random Field Framework

for Protein Side-Chain Resonance Assignment. International Conference on Research

in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB), Vancouver, 2010. Springer-Verlag

(Berlin), Volume 6044/2010, pages 550-570.

Chapter 6 is based on unpublished material.
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2

High-Resolution Protein Structure Determination
Starting with a RDC-Defined Global Fold

This chapter has been adapted from the following published manuscripts:

Jianyang Zeng, Jeffrey Boyles, Chittaranjan Tripathy, Lincong Wang, Anthony Yan, Pei

Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. High-Resolution Protein Structure Determination Starting

with a Global Fold Calculated from Exact Solutions to the RDC Equations. Journal of

Biomolecular NMR, 45(3):265–281, 2009.

Jianyang Zeng, Chittaranjan Tripathy, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Hausdorff-

Based NOE Assignment Algorithm Using Protein Backbone Determined from Residual

Dipolar Couplings and Rotamer Patterns. Proceedings of the 7th Annual International

Conference on Computational Systems Bioinformatics (CSB), Stanford, CA, 2008. Vol-

ume 7, pages 169-181.

In this chapter, we propose a new structure determination framework, called

rdc-Panda (RDC-based SSE PAcking with NOEs for Structure Determination and
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NOE Assignment), by starting from an accurate global fold computed from RDCs.

rdc-Panda consists of three modules: (1) rdc-analytic, which computes orienta-

tions and conformations of SSE backbones; (2) Packer, which packs SSE backbones

using sparse NOE restraints; and (3) hana (HAusdorff-based NOE Assignment),

which uses the SSE backbones to place side-chains and assign NOEs. Unlike previ-

ous approaches that randomly sample the conformation space to find solutions that

satisfy experimental restraints [155, 70, 2], rdc-analytic solves a system of low-

degree polynomial equations in closed-form formulated from RDC restraints and pro-

tein backbone kinematics, to compute the backbone dihedral angle solutions. rdc-

analytic employs a systematic search over the roots of the polynomial system to

find the global optimal solution for each secondary structure element. Packer first

extracts a small number of unambiguous inter-SSE NOEs from the NOESY spectra

using only chemical shift information, and then performs a systematic 3-dimensional

(3D) grid search over relative translations for the core structures, including all SSE

backbone conformations. It considers all possible rotamers and discrete translation

points that satisfy these sparse inter-SSE NOEs. The hana module uses a Hausdorff-

based scoring function to measure the similarity between the experimental spectra

and the back-computed NOE pattern for each rotamer from a statistically-diverse

rotamer library [116], and selects optimal position-specific rotamers for filtering am-

biguous NOE assignments. Finally, a local minimization approach is used to compute

loops, refine side-chain conformations, and eliminate steric clashes among side-chains.

hana views the NOE assignment process as a pattern-recognition problem, where

the objective is to establish a match by explicitly modeling the uncertainty in NOE

peak positions, and thereby to choose an ensemble of rotamers with the best match

scores between the experimental NOE data and the back-computed NOE pattern.

Unlike previous, stochastic algorithms [61, 67, 69, 112, 124, 93] for NOE assign-

ment, hana uses the reliable initial fold computed primarily from RDCs, and can
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hence effectively prune ambiguous NOE assignments. Our strategy for computing

the global fold is similar to the hierarchical approaches in [66, 28, 41], which apply

the “local-to-global” idea and start with the SSEs to construct the global fold. In

these approaches, however, SSEs are either determined by sampling the conforma-

tion space to find solutions satisfying the distance restraints (mainly from assigned

NOEs) [66, 28], or selected from a structure database [41], while in rdc-Panda the

global fold is defined from exact solutions to the RDC equations.

We applied rdc-Panda to four proteins: the FF Domain 2 of human transcrip-

tion elongation factor CA150 (RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain interacting

protein) (FF2), human ubiquitin, the ubiquitin-binding zinc finger domain of the

human Y-family DNA polymerase Eta (pol η UBZ), and the human Set2-Rpb1 in-

teracting domain (hSRI). Our results show that rdc-Panda can achieve an accuracy

of more than 90% for NOE assignment, and can calculate an ensemble of structures

with backbone RMSD of 0.97± 0.30 Å and all-heavy-atom RMSD of 1.74± 0.36 Å

from the reference structures. These results show that rdc-Panda can be success-

fully applied for high-resolution protein structure determination using only a limited

set of NMR data by first computing RDC-defined backbones.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Overview

Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the rdc-Panda approach. The flow chart

of the rdc-Panda algorithm is given in Fig. 2.2. Our structure determination ap-

proach is divided into two stages. In Stage 1, the conformations and orientations

of SSE backbones are computed from the RDC data using the rdc-analytic al-

gorithm [166, 168] (Fig. 2.1 A). Then the SSE backbones are packed using sparse

unambiguous inter-SSE NOE restraints, extracted from NOE spectra using only

chemical shift information (Fig. 2.1 B). We call the resulting packed SSE backbones
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the core structure. Next, in the hana module (Fig. 2.1 C), side-chains are placed

on the core structure from the rotamer library [116] by comparing back-computed

NOE patterns of rotamers vs. the experimental NOESY spectra using a Hausdorff-

based pattern matching technique [186]. Then the algorithm iteratively computes

the NOE assignments and structures in loop regions (including side-chains) using

a local minimization approach (Fig. 2.1 D), in which the core structure is fixed as

a rigid body and only the loop regions and side-chains are allowed to move. The

local minimization approach allows side-chain flexibility and thus can eliminate the

steric clash between rotameric side-chains that could not be resolved by the NOE

pattern matching technique. The complete structure (including side-chains) com-

puted by hana, called the low-resolution structure, is then used to filter ambiguous

NOE assignments. In Stage 2, the NOE assignment table computed by hana in

Stage 1 is fed to the structure refinement protocol in xplor/xplor-nih to calculate

high-resolution structures.

Unlike previous approaches, in which RDCs are only used in final structure refine-

ment, our structure determination applies the global constraints from RDCs at the

beginning, to compute an initial accurate global fold for subsequently pruning am-

biguous NOE assignments. Moreover, our packing algorithm systematically searches

all discrete translation points and outputs all packed structures that satisfy the exper-

imental restraints. In addition, the pattern matching technique drives the selection of

optimal rotamers for NOE assignment by statistically exploiting the conformational

diversity of the rotamer library, effectively utilizing the accurate backbone confor-

mations solved from RDCs, and efficiently mining the implicit rotamer patterns in

the experimental NOE spectra.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of rdc-Panda. Panel A: rdc-analytic.
Panel B: Packer. Panel C: hana. Panel D: the local minimization approach for
loops.

2.1.2 Input Data

The input data to rdc-Panda include: (1) the primary sequence of the protein;

(2) the 3D NOE peak list from both 15N- and 13C-edited spectra; (3) the resonance

assignment list, including both backbone and side-chain resonance assignments; (4)

the RDC data, including CH and NH RDCs, and the RDCs of other bond vectors

(optional), such as Cα-C′ and N-C′ bond vectors; (5) the talos table of dihedral

angle ranges from the chemical shift analysis [34]; (6) the rotamer library [116].

Only CH and NH RDCs in one medium are required by rdc-Panda to compute the

backbone conformation and orientation, but other additional RDCs such as Cα-C′

and N-C′ RDCs can be also included. This additional data is used to prune the

(φ, ψ) angles in the rdc-analytic step.
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2.1.3 SSE Backbone Determination from Residual Dipolar Couplings

Residual dipolar couplings [156, 157] provide global orientational restraints on the

internuclear bond vectors, such as NH and CH bond vectors, with respect to a global

coordinate frame. Given NH RDCs in two aligning media, the associated NH vector

must lie on the intersection of two conic curves [152, 169, 166]. In [168, 166, 165], the

authors proposed the first polynomial-time de novo algorithm, which we henceforth

refer to as rdc-analytic, to compute high-resolution protein backbone structures

from RDC data. rdc-analytic takes as input two RDCs per residue (e.g., assigned

NH RDCs in two media or NH and CH RDCs in a single medium). In [166, 165], the

authors also showed that given a peptide plane, the orientation of the next peptide

plane can have at most 16 possible orientations; a related theorem was shown by [71].

Given NH and CH RDCs in one medium, the associated NH and CH vectors can be

solved from the RDC curve equations and the protein backbone geometry [165, 168].

For the one-medium case, detailed proofs can be found in [166, 165, 168]. The

derivation closely mirrors our new (open-source) software implementation, and the

clearer equations therein are easier to interpret and build upon. For a detailed review

of this method see [45].

rdc-analytic does not randomly search the conformation space to find solutions

consistent with the RDC data. Rather, it formulates the problem such that the

structures computed are exact solutions of a system of quartic monomial equations

derived from the RDC equation. Hence, these roots, and therefore the conformations,

are discrete, finite and algebraic. All dihedral angles for each residue are solved

exactly from the quartic RDC equations. A depth-first systematic search algorithm

is applied to search over all possible roots (conformations) to find an optimal solution

for a SSE. The scoring function used in the depth-first systematic search contains

RDC RMSD (namely the sum of the squared differences between experimental and
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back-computed RDCs over all RDCs in the SSE), Ramachandran suitability, van der

Waals packing, and other common empirical molecular mechanics energy terms [166,

168]. As previously described in those references, the computed dihedral angles for

a residue are not solely dependent on the local RDC information at that residue.

Rather, the algorithm searches over all SSE residues and finds the global minimum

of the scoring function for each SSE.

Before applying the rdc-analytic algorithm to solve backbones for the core

structure, we first identify the SSE boundaries based on the dihedral angle ranges

computed from talos [34] based on chemical shift information. When the talos

dihedral intervals for a residue are within the favored or allowed Ramachandran

area of α-helix or β-strand, we consider this residue as part of that SSE. We note

that other experimental data such as the J-coupling data from the NMR experiment

HNHA [164] or the NOE patterns from automated assignment [10] of SSEs can also

be used to determine the SSE boundaries.

We have extended the rdc-analytic algorithm [166, 168] to incorporate CαC′

and NC′ RDCs with CH and NH RDCs for the backbone calculation. The alignment

tensor is estimated from NH and CH RDCs using the same approach as in [166, 168].

The CαC′ and NC′ RDCs are excluded in the alignment tensor computation, be-

cause they are in general noisier than NH and CH RDCs. In the new version of

rdc-analytic, NH and CH RDCs are first applied to compute and enumerate con-

formations as solutions to the polynomial systems derived from the RDC equations.

Then the remaining CαC′ and NC′ RDCs are used to prune solutions for which the

RMSD between back-computed and experimental RDCs is larger than thresholds 5.0

Hz (after being scaled to NH RDC). In addition, the outlier (φ, ψ) angle solutions

are pruned by intersecting the talos ranges with the Ramachandran regions. At

this stage, every residue (except glycine and proline) in the backbone structure is

replaced with alanine. Such a scheme is called alanine replacement. A serious steric
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clash is defined between atoms i and j when the distance between them satisfies

dij < (ri + rj) − ε, where ri and rj are van der Waals radii, and ε is the overlap

threshold between two atoms. Currently we choose ε = 0.5 Å for the steric clash

checking. We prune those (φ, ψ) solutions that result in serious steric clash after

alanine replacement, and ensure that no serious clashes occur in our computed back-

bones. Later (below), we will replace the alanines with proper side-chain rotamers.

2.1.4 SSE Packing from Sparse NOE Restraints

Once the conformations and orientations of individual SSE backbones have been

solved by rdc-analytic, their translations can be determined using a small number

of inter-SSE NOE distance restraints [48, 166]. Although the NOE restraint provides

only an interval bound on the distance between atoms, in general a small number

of NOE distance restraints can confine the translation into a bounded conformation

space in which all discretized solutions within the parameterized resolution can be

enumerated using a systematic grid search. Sparse inter-SSE NOE restraints (which

are usually long-range NOEs) can be obtained from unambiguous NOE assignments

for NOE cross peaks using only chemical shift information combined with other

auxiliary principles as described below.

The following procedure describes the details of extracting sparse unambiguous

inter-SSE NOE assignments from both 13C- and 15N-edited 3D NOESY spectra.

First, we assign a pair of protons to an NOE cross peak if their resonances lie within

certain error windows from the corresponding peak frequencies. There might exist

several such pairs of protons for one NOE peak due to chemical shift degeneracy or

experimental noise. We use an error windows of 0.5 ppm for heavy atoms 13C and 15N,

and 0.05 ppm for protons, in our NOE extraction. These error windows are slightly

larger than those used in the NOE assignment module hana (as we will discuss

in the next subsection), because we aim to extract more confidently unambiguous
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inter-SSE NOE assignments. Among all ambiguous NOE assignments within the

error tolerances in chemical shift, we pick unique NOE assignments between SSE

backbones, in which the corresponding NOE peak can only be associated with a

single NOE assignment, to be the initial set of potential long-range NOE interactions

between SSEs. The following rules were applied to further prune the set of unique

NOE assignments: (a) A unique NOE assignment is deleted if it is between a pair of

charged and hydrophobic residues; (b) A unique NOE assignment is removed if no

other NOE interaction has been observed between the pair of corresponding residues;

(c) In the remaining set of unique NOE assignments, weak NOEs (i.e. those with

peak intensities falling into the bottom 20% of all NOE peaks excluding diagonal

NOE peaks) are removed.

We note that principles similar to (a) and (b) have been used to prune ambiguous

NOE assignment in [69]. The rule (c) is used to prevent a unique NOE assignment

to a noise artifact. The above rules are heuristic, and might miss some correct inter-

SSE NOEs. However, they are conservative, that is, they might prune some useful

NOEs but the result is (“only”) that we will have fewer NOEs during the packing

phase, and this approach will be less likely to yield incorrectly assigned NOEs.

When packing a pair of SSEs solved from RDCs, we must consider the fourfold

orientational ambiguity. Although the orientational ambiguity certainly can be re-

solved given a sufficient number of independent media, it cannot be resolved based

only on RDCs in a single medium. Suppose that we pack all SSEs sequentially, that

is, we first assemble the first two SSEs, and then pack their combination with the

third SSE, and so on, as previously described [166]. Before packing each pair of

SSEs, sparse inter-SSE NOE restraints were extracted using chemical shift informa-

tion alone. Using these sparse NOEs plus a van der Waals packing score, we can

prune the orientational ambiguity [55, 134].

Since most inter-SSE NOEs involve side-chain interactions, we must consider all
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of the possible side-chain rotamer conformations when using these unambiguous NOE

restraints in packing each pair of the SSE backbones. Let H1 and H2 denote two

SSE backbones to be packed together. Let D be the set of inter-SSE NOE restraints

between H1 and H2, where for di = (hi1, hi2, `i, ui) ∈ D, hi1, hi2 are the NOE-

interaction protons in H1 and H2 respectively, and `i, ui are the lower and upper

bounds of the NOE. Our goal is to find all possible translations t ∈ R3 between H1

and H2, such that there exists a pair of rotamers in H1 and H2 in which the distance

between the corresponding protons hi1 and hi2, denoted by di, satisfies the NOE

restraint, namely `i ≤ di ≤ ui.

Without loss of generality, we choose the centers of H1 and H2, denoted by a0

and b0, as the representative points for H1 and H2 respectively. Then the translation

t between H1 and H2 can be represented by the translation between points a0 and

b0, namely t = a0 − b0. Let a be a proton of a residue in a particular rotamer state

in H1 and b be a proton of a residue in a particular rotamer state in H2. Suppose

that an NOE (a, b, `i, ui) gives the distance restraint between proton a and b. Then

we have

`i ≤ ‖a− b‖ ≤ ui. (2.1)

Let ta be the vector from a0 to a, namely a = ta + a0. Let tb be the vector from

b0 to b, namely b = tb + b0. Substituting into Equation (2.1), we have

`i ≤ ‖t− (tb − ta)‖ ≤ ui. (2.2)

Equation (2.2) restricts the translation t to a spherical shell with center at tb−ta and

radii of `i and ui. Let q be the number of inter-SSE NOE restraints. Given the ith

NOE restraint, let λi be the total number of rotamer pairs between two corresponding

residues. Let Aij denote the spherical shell that represents the ith NOE restraint

given the jth pair of rotamers at corresponding residues, where 1 ≤ i ≤ q and

1 ≤ j ≤ λi. Then the complete space of translation between H1 and H2 that satisfies
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all inter-SSE NOE restraints is represented by

q⋂
i=1

λi⋃
j=1

Aij, (2.3)

where q is the total number of NOE restraints, and λi is the total number of rotamer

pairs between two corresponding residues.

We are interested in finding an ensemble of packed structures (within a parameter-

ized resolution) that satisfy all NOE restraints, rather than just one single maximum-

likelihood solution. Below we describe our algorithm for computing an ensemble of

packed structures:

(1) When packing each pair of SSE backbones, consider all four-fold symmetries

of SSE orientations due to the symmetry of the dipolar operator reflected in

the RDCs.

(2) Apply a 3D grid search over relative translations t ∈ R3 with a resolution of

0.2 Å to find all discrete translation points in which the set of solutions in

Equation (2.3) is not empty.

(3) Prune those packed structures containing steric clashes between atoms from

difference SSE fragments.

(4) Cluster all packed structures from Step (2) using an agglomerative hierarchical

clustering algorithm [65], in which two packed structures are allowed to be in

a cluster only if their backbone RMSD is within 0.4 Å. The centroids of all

clusters form the final set of representative packed structures.

Our packing algorithm finds all of the discrete translation solutions within a

parameterized resolution (i.e. 0.4 Å) that satisfy SSE orientations determined from

RDCs and all inter-SSE NOE restraints. The time complexity analysis for Packer is
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given next. In practice, Packer runs in 30−60 minutes on a 3 GHz single-processor

Linux workstation.

After we obtained the set of packed SSEs, which are called the initial packed

structures, we computed a subset of well-packed satisfying (WPS) structures that had

both high-quality van der Waals (vdW) score and good NOE satisfaction score [134,

135]. We used a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential to compute the packing score between

SSEs, and a square-well potential [22] to calculate the NOE satisfaction score.

Time Complexity Analysis of Packer

We first derive the boundaries for our grid search in Packer. We have the following

lemma that will be useful for our subsequent analysis:

Lemma 1. Suppose that we are given two sets of points, denoted by A = {a1, · · ·, am}

and B = {b1, · · ·, bm} respectively, where m is the maximum number of points in each

set. Let a0 and b0 be the centers of all points in A and B respectively. Suppose that

the maximum distance for any point in A to any point in B is upper bounded by u,

that is, maxi,j ‖ai − bj‖ ≤ u. Then we have ‖a0 − b0‖ ≤ u.

Proof. Since a0 and b0 are centers of sets A and B respectively, we have a0 =

1
m

∑m
i=1 ai and b0 = 1

m

∑m
i=1 bi. Thus, the distance between a0 and b0 is

‖a0 − b0‖ = ‖ 1

m

m∑
i=1

ai −
1

m

m∑
i=1

bi‖ =
1

m
‖

m∑
i=1

(ai − bi)‖ ≤
1

m

m∑
i=1

‖ai − bi‖ ≤ u.

Let {(ai, bi, `i, ui)} denote the set of NOE restraints for packing two SSE back-

bones H1 and H2. By Lemma 1, the distance between the center of all protons ai

in H1 and the center of all protons bi in H2 is less than the upper bound (i.e. 6

Å) of all NOE distances. Since the center of all protons ai (or bi) and the center of
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H1 (or H2) are in the same rigid body, the distance between centers of H1 and H2

(namely the translation between H1 and H2) is also upper bounded by a constant.

Let u denote the upper bound of the translation between H1 and H2. Then the grid

search is bounded in a box 2u× 2u× 2u.

Let N be the maximum length of SSE backbones, and let t be the maximum

number of rotamers for each amino acid in the rotamer library. We first generate a

PDB that includes backbones and all possible rotamer conformations at each residue,

which takes time O(tN). Let ε denote the resolution in our grid search. Then the

total number of grid search points is (2u
ε
)3. At each grid point, we need check whether

all NOE restraints are satisfied, which takes O(t2 · q), where q is the total number of

NOE restraints. Hence, Step (1) in Packer runs in time O(t2q(2u
ε
)3). In Step (2),

the steric clash checking takes time O(N2), assuming that the total number of atoms

in each residues is a constant. The clustering step, i.e. Step (3), takes time O((2u
ε
)6),

since the maximum number of packed structures is bounded by O((2u
ε
)3). Therefore,

the total running time for our packing algorithm is

O(tN) +O(t2q(
2u

ε
)3) +O(N2) +O((

2u

ε
)6) = O(N2 + tN + t2qu3ε−3 + u6ε−6).

2.1.5 NOE Assignment Using a Pattern Matching Technique

The NOE assignment process can be divided into three phases, viz. initial NOE

assignment (phase 1), rotamer selection (phase 2), and filtration of ambiguous NOE

assignments (phase 3). The initial NOE assignment (phase 1) is done by considering

all pairs of protons that are possibly assigned to an NOE cross peak if the resonances

of corresponding atoms fall within a tolerance window around the NOE peak. We use

error windows of 0.4 ppm for heavy atoms (15N and 13C), and 0.04 ppm for protons

in the NOE assignment. In the rotamer selection phase (phase 2), we place all the

side-chain rotamers of each residue into the backbone and compute all expected
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NOEs for protons within 6 Å apart. Based on the set of the expected NOEs and

the resonance assignment list, we back-compute the expected NOE peak pattern for

each rotamer. By matching the back-computed NOE pattern with the experimental

NOE spectrum using an extended model of the Hausdorff distance [72], we measure

how well a rotamer fits the actual side-chain conformation when interpreted in terms

of the NOE data (Fig. 2.1 C). We then select the top k rotamers with highest

fitness scores at each residue, and obtain a “low-resolution” structure, which typically

has approximately 2.0−3.0 Å (all heavy atom) RMSD from the reference structures

solved by X-ray or traditional NMR approaches. The low-resolution structure is

then used (in phase 3) to filter ambiguous NOE assignments. The details of the

NOE assignment algorithm are provided in Sec. 2.1.6.

NOE pattern matching based on the Hausdorff distance measure

The Hausdorff distance measures the closeness between two sets of points by com-

puting the distance from the point in one set that is farthest from any point in the

other set, and vice versa. Two sets of points have a small Hausdorff distance if every

point in one set is close to some point in the other set. Thus, the Hausdorff distance

is suitable for determining the degree of resemblance between two sets of points

when they are superimposed on each other. The Hausdorff distance has been widely

used in image processing and computer vision, e.g., visual correspondence, pattern

recognition, and shape matching [73]. Unlike many other pattern-recognition algo-

rithms, Hausdorff-based algorithms are combinatorially precise, and provide a robust

method for measuring the similarity between two point sets or image patterns [73]

in the presence of noise and positional uncertainties. In the NOE assignment prob-

lem, let B denote a back-computed NOE pattern, i.e., the set of back-computed

NOE peaks, and let Y denote the set of experimental NOE peaks. The Hausdorff

distance between B and Y can be measured by H(B, Y ) = max(h(B, Y ), h(Y,B)),
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where h(B, Y ) = maxb∈B miny∈Y ‖b− y‖. The notion of nested Min and Max in the

Hausdorff definition identifies the point b ∈ B that is farthest from any point in Y ,

and measures the distance from point b to its closest neighbor y in Y . Thus, the

Hausdorff distance H(B, Y ) describes the discrepancy between the configurations of

the two point sets B and Y , since it actually measures the the distance from a point

in B that is farthest from any point in Y , and vice versa. A review article on the

Hausdorff distance can be found in [73].

We apply an extended model of Hausdorff distance [73, 72] to measure the match

between the back-computed NOE pattern and experimental NOE spectrum. Below,

we assume 3D NOE spectra without loss of generality. Given the back-computed

NOE pattern B with m peaks, and the set of NOE peaks Y with w peaks, the τ -th

Hausdorff distance from B to Y is defined as

hτ (B, Y ) = τth
b∈B

min
y∈Y

‖b− y‖,

where τth is the τ -th largest of m values. We call s = τ/m the similarity score

between the back-computed NOE pattern B and the experimental peak set Y , after

fixing the Hausdorff distance hτ (B, Y ) = δ, which is the error in chemical shift. The

similarity score for a rotamer given δ can be computed using a scheme similar to

that of [72]:

s =
|B ∩ Yδ|
|B|

, (2.4)

where Yδ denotes the union of all balls obtained by replacing each point in Y with

a ball of radius δ, B ∩ Yδ denotes the intersection of sets B and Yδ, and | · | denotes

the size of a set.

Let (a1, a2, a3, d) represent a distance restraint back-computed from a structure,

where a1 and a3 are the involved protons in the structure, a2 is the heavy atom
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covalently bound to the proton a1, and d is the distance between protons a1 and a3.

Let (p1, p2, p3, Ip) denote an experimental NOE peak from a 3D NOESY spectrum,

where p1 and p3 are frequencies of a pair of (unassigned) interacting protons, p2

is the frequency of the heavy atom covalently bound to the first proton, and Ip

is the intensity of the cross peak. Let bi = (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) denote the

back-computed NOE peak for a distance restraint (a1, a2, a3, d) back-computed from

a structure, where ω(aj) is the assigned chemical shift of atom aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, and I(d)

is the back-computed peak intensity of distance d. The equation I(d) = kd−6 is used

to back-compute the peak intensity I(d) from the distance d, where the constant k

is calculated using the same strategy as in [124]. The likelihood for a back-computed

peak bi = (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) in the NOE pattern B to match an experimental

NOE peak within the distance δ in Yδ can be defined as

Ni(bi) = N (|I(d)− Ip|, σI) ·
3∏

j=1

N
(
|ω(aj)− pj|, σj

)
,

where (p1, p2, p3, Ip) is the experimental NOE peak matched to the back-computed

NOE peak (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) under the Hausdorff distance measure, and

N (|x−µ|, σ) is the probability of observing the difference |x−µ| in a normal distri-

bution with mean µ and standard deviation σ. We note that the normal distribution

and other similar distribution families have been widely used to model the noise in

the NMR data, e.g., see [140] and [97].

The expected number of peaks in B ∩ Yδ can be bounded by
∑m

i=1Ni(bi). Thus,

we obtain the following equation for the similarity score:

s =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Ni(bi). (2.5)

When back-computing the NOE pattern for each rotamer, hana also considers

the stereospecific assignment ambiguity for Hα in glycine, all β-methylene protons,
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and methyl groups in leucine and valine. hana back-computes all possible NOE

patterns resulting from the different possible stereospecific assignments for all protons

in a residue, and chooses the stereospecific assignment with the best match score for

each rotamer when compared vs. the experimental data.

We provide the detailed pseudocode for computing the similarity score and for

hana in Sec. 2.1.6. The time complexity analysis (see Sec. 2.1.6) shows that hana

runs in polynomial time. In practice, hana runs in 1−2 minutes on a 3 GHz single-

processor Linux workstation.

Incorporation of Rotamer Probabilities into the Scoring Function

Different side-chain rotamers for each residue occur at different probabilities [116]. To

consider the occurrence rates of different rotamers, the following inference is applied

to extend our scoring function in Equation (2.5). Let Xj be the boolean proposition

that the j-th rotamer is selected. Let Pr(D|Xj) be the likelihood function that

quantifies the likelihood of observing data D given the j-th rotamer. Then Pr(D|Xj)

is equivalent to the similarity score in Equation (2.5), that is,

Pr(D|Xj) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Ni(bi). (2.6)

By Bayes’ Theorem, the posterior probability, Pr(Xj|D) is given by

Pr(Xj|D) ∝ Pr(D|Xj) · Pr(Xj) ∝ (
1

m

m∑
i=1

Ni(bi)) Pr(Xj). (2.7)

Equation (2.7) is used as the scoring function for computing the ensemble of

rotamers that best fit the experimental data.

2.1.6 Details of the hana Algorithm

An alternative approach for automated NOE assignment proposed by Wang and

Donald (2005), based on rdc-analytic algorithm [166, 165, 168], uses a rotamer
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ensemble and residual dipolar couplings, and is a provably polynomial-time algo-

rithm for automated NOE assignment. However, this algorithm does not exploit

the NOE patterns of rotamers to model the uncertainty in peak positions; there-

fore, assignment accuracy is reduced while processing NOE spectra with many noisy

peaks.

Our NOE assignment algorithm hana retains the paradigm of the previous algo-

rithm by Wang and Donald (2005), and develops a novel framework that starts with a

high-resolution protein backbone computed from residual dipolar couplings [165, 166,

168], and then combines this backbone with a library of rotamers to derive critical

structural information for NOE assignment. Viewing the NOE assignment problem

as a pattern-recognition problem, hana uses an extended Hausdorff distance-based

probabilistic framework to model the uncertainties due to the experimental error.

Unlike many other pattern-recognition algorithms, Hausdorff-based algorithms are

combinatorially precise, and provide a robust method for measuring the similar-

ity between two point sets or image patterns [73, 74] in the presence of noise and

positional uncertainties. They also provide a straight-forward method for calculat-

ing the probability of a false match [72]. In contrast to previous stochastic algo-

rithms [61, 67, 69, 112, 124, 126, 93, 94] for NOE assignment, hana uses the reliable

initial fold mainly solved from RDCs, and can hence effectively filter ambiguous NOE

assignments.

Pseudocode for Computing the Similarity Score for an NOE Pattern

Let (a1, a2, a3, d) represent a distance restraint back-computed from a structure,

where a1 and a3 are the involved protons in the structure, a2 is the heavy atom

covalently bound to the proton a1, and d is the distance between protons a1 and a3.

Let (p1, p2, p3, Ip) denote an experimental NOE peak from a 3D NOESY spectrum,

where p1 and p3 are frequencies of a pair of (unassigned) interacting protons, p2 is
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the frequency of the heavy atom covalently bound to the first proton, and Ip is the

intensity of the cross peak. Let (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) denote the back-computed

NOE peak for a distance restraint (a1, a2, a3, d) back-computed from a structure,

where ω(aj) is the assigned chemical shift of atom aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, and I(d) is the

back-computed peak intensity of distance d. Let B be the back-computed NOE pat-

tern, and let Y be the experimental NOE spectrum. Let δj be the error tolerance in

the NOE spectrum in the jth dimension, and let σj be the uncertainty of the NOE

peak position in the jth dimension, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. The pseudocode for calculating

the similarity score between B and Y is given in Algorithm 1. For each rotamer, the

computation of its similarity score based on the Hausdorff distance using Algorithm 1

takes O(mw) time, where m is the number of back-computed NOE peaks, and w is

the total number of cross peaks in the experimental NOE spectrum.

Algorithm 1 Similarity Score Calculation Based on the Hausdorff Distance
Function Hausdorff Score (B, Y ) /* B is the back-computed NOE pattern, and Y is the NOE spectrum.

*/
1: x0, xmax, x, s, θ ← 0;
2: m← |B|; /* m is the number of back-computed NOE peaks. */
3: for each (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) ∈ B do
4: for each (p1, p2, p3, Ip) ∈ Y do
5: if |p1 − ω(a1)| < δ1 and |p2 − ω(a2)| < δ2 and |p3 − ω(a3)| < δ3 then
6: /* δj is the error tolerance in the NOE spectrum in the jth

dimension, j = 1, 2, 3. */

7: x0 ← N (|I(d)− Ip|, σI)
∏3

j=1N
(
|ω(aj)− pj |, σj

)
;

8: /* N (|x − µ|, σ) is the probability of observing the difference |x − µ| with mean µ and
deviation σ. */

9: if x0 > xmax then
10: xmax ← x0;
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: x← x + xmax;
15: end for
16: return x/m;

Pseudocode for NOE Assignment Algorithm hana

The NOE assignment process is divided into three phases: initial NOE assignment

(phase 1), rotamer selection (phase 2) and filtration of ambiguous NOE assignments

(phase 3). In the initial NOE assignment phase, all possible ambiguous NOEs are
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assigned to a NOE cross peak when the resonances of corresponding atoms fall within

a tolerance window around the NOE peak. In the rotamer selection phase, an

extended model of the Hausdorff distance is used to measure the match between

the back-computed NOE pattern and the experimental spectrum, and thus choose

the ensemble of best rotamers with top match scores. In the last phase, ambigu-

ous NOE assignments are filtered based on the structure obtained by combining

the high-resolution backbone and the ensemble of computed rotamers. The final

NOE assignments are fed into standard structure determination programs, such as

xplor/cns [22] for the structure calculation.

The following notations will be used in the description of our NOE assignment

algorithm hana (Algorithm 2). Let yi = (p1, p2, p3, Ip) be an experimental NOE

peak, where p1 and p3 are frequencies of a pair of (unassigned) interacting protons,

p2 is the frequency of the heavy atom covalently bound to the first proton, and Ip is

the intensity of the cross peak. Let Y = {y1, . . . , yw} denote the set of experimental

NOE peaks, where w is the total number of NOE peaks. Let Ai denote the set of

atom triples that are assigned to peak yi. Let A = {a1, . . . , aq} denote the set of all

atoms (including all protons) in the protein, where q is the total number of atoms.

Let L = {ω(a1), . . . , ω(aq)} denote the set of chemical shifts for all atoms, where

ω(ai) is the chemical shift of atom ai. Let δj denote the error tolerance in the jth

dimension for the initial NOE ambiguous assignment, where j = 1, 2, 3. Let n be the

number of residues in the protein, and let t be the maximum number of rotamer in

a residue. Let rij denote the rotamer j at residue i, where i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , t.

Let u denote the NOE upper-limit distance bound. Let P denote the structure after

combining the ensemble of computed rotamers with the backbone computed by rdc-

analytic, and let d(‖ a1 − a2 ‖,P) denote the Euclidean distance between atoms

a1 and a2 in the three-dimensional structure P. Let dmin(‖ a1 − a2 ‖,P) denote the

minimum Euclidean distance between atoms a1 and a2 over all pairs of computed
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rotamers in the three-dimensional structure P Let Bij = {b1, . . . , bm} denote the

set of back-computed NOE peaks for rotamer rij, where m is the total number of

back-computed NOE peaks, and bi = (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) denotes the back-

computed NOE peak for a distance restraint (a1, a2, a3, d) from rotamer rij. Let sij

denote the similarity score of rotamer rij based on the extended Hausdorff measure.

Let Ri denote the ensemble of top k rotamers computed at residue i. Let d(Ip) denote

the distance calibrated from the peak intensity Ip.

The details of hana are as follows (Algorithm 2). In Phase 1 (namely initial

NOE assignment), for each cross peak (p1, p2, p3, Ip) in the NOE spectra, we search

the resonance list and assign triple(s) of atoms (a1, a2, a3, d(Ip)) to (p1, p2, p3, Ip)

such that p1 − δ1 ≤ ω(a1) ≤ p1 + δ1, p2 − δ2 ≤ ω(a2) ≤ p2 + δ2, and p3 − δ3 ≤

ω(a3) ≤ p3 + δ3. In the rotamer selection phase, we first place all rotamers rij into

backbone by rotation and translation computed based on the coordinates of HN,

Cα and N atoms. Then for each proton a3 in rotamer rij, we search the backbone

structure and find all backbone protons a1 that are within the NOE upper-bound

limit from proton a3 (an extra 2.5 Å is added as the correction of the upper-bound for

every methyl group). In addition, we back compute all intra-residue NOEs for each

rotamer. Next for each distance restraint (a1, a2, a3, d) computed from the structure,

we calculate its back-computed NOE peak (ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d)) based on the

mapping between each atom name a and corresponding chemical shift ω(a) in the

resonance list. Let Bij = {(ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d))} denote the set of all back-

computed NOE peaks for rotamer rij. We next call the function Hausdorff Score

to compute the match score between the NOE pattern Bij of rotamer rij and the

experimental NOE spectrum Y . Finally we pick the top k rotamers with highest

similarity scores at each residue i. In Phase 3 (namely filtration of ambiguous NOE

assignment), we first place the top k rotamers (selected in the second phase) at

each residue into backbone, and then obtain a protein structure P. Note that each
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side-chain atom in structure P has k possible positions from the top k computed

rotamers. Next, for each initial NOE assignment (a1, a2, a3, d(Ip)) obtained in the

first phase, we measure the Euclidean distance between protons a1 and a3 in structure

P. Recall that dmin(‖ a1−a2 ‖,P) is the minimum Euclidean distance between atoms

a1 and a2 over all pairs of computed rotamers in structure P. In hana, an NOE

assignment (a1, a2, a3, d(Ip)) (from the initial NOE assignment in Phase 1) is pruned,

if dmin(‖ a1 − a2 ‖,P) is larger than d(Ip).

Filtering NOE Assignments Based on Low-resolution Structures

In the last phase, hana takes as input the ambiguous NOE assignments, and uses

the low-resolution structure to filter them. Each ambiguous NOE assignment is an

OR of unambiguous NOE assignments. We convert each ambiguous NOE assignment

into an OR over a set of unambiguous NOE assignments, and then discard the un-

ambiguous NOE assignments that are inconsistent with the low-resolution structure

computed by HANA.

When an ensemble of structures are used to filter violated NOE assignments, a

voting scheme [97, 4] is invoked to prune those NOE assignments that violate most

of the structures. The voting scheme calculates a set of NOE assignments, called the

consensus NOE assignments, that are consistent with a majority of the structures.

These consensus NOE assignments obtained from the voting scheme are then input

to xplor, in order to compute the subsequent ensemble of structures.

Time Complexity Analysis of hana

In this section, we will analyze the time complexity of our NOE assignment algorithm

hana (Algorithm 2). We first state the theorem about the time complexity of hana

and then provide the proof.
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Theorem 2. hana runs in O(tn3 + tn log t) time, where t is the maximum number

of rotamers at a residue and n is the total number of residues in the protein sequence.

Proof. To analyze the algorithmic complexity of our NOE assignment algorithm,

we first recall some notations defined previously. Let n be the number of residues

in the protein sequence, and let w denote the total number of cross peaks in the

experimental NOE data. Let t denote the maximum number of rotamers for every

amino acid in the rotamer library. Let ξ denote the maximum number of atoms per

residue. Let q be the total number of atoms in the protein, then q = O(ξn).

The running time of the initial NOE assignment phase is bounded by O(wq2)

steps. In Phase 2, the initialization in lines 1−7 takes O(tn) time. Since the number

of protons in the backbone is bounded by O(n), the total number of protons in a

rotamer is less than ξ, the loop in lines 11−19 needs O(ξn) steps. The function

Hausdorff Score takes O(mw) time to compute the similarity score between the

back-computed NOE pattern Bij and the experimental NOE spectrum Y , where m

is the number of back-computed NOE peaks in Bij. Hence, the loop in lines 9−21

runs in O
(
t(nξ + mw)

)
time. Sorting all rotamers and selecting top k rotamers in

lines 22−23 only requires O(t log t) time. Thus, the overall running time for Phase 2

is O(tn)+n ·O
(
t(mw+ ξn)

)
+n ·O(t log t) = O

(
tn(mw+ ξn)+ tn log t

)
. In Phase 3

(namely the filtration of ambiguous NOE assignment), placing all rotamers into the

backbone (in lines 1−5) takes O(kn) time. In worst case, |Ai| is bounded by O(q2),

where q is the total number of atoms in the proteins. Hence the total running time

for lines 6−12 is O(wq2). Thus, Phase 3 runs in O(kn + wq2) time. Therefore, the

overall running time for hana is O(wq2)+O
(
tn(mw+ξn)+tn log t

)
+O(kn+wq2) =

O
(
wq2 + tn(mw + ξn) + tn log t

)
.

In general, it is safe to assume the number of atoms in a residue is a constant, that

is, ξ = O(1). Thus, q = O(ξn) = O(n). Also, since each proton can only have NOE
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interactions with a constant number of other protons within 6.0 Å distance, we have

w = O(n) and m = O(n). Therefore, the running time of hana is O(tn3 + tn log t)

in the worst case.

2.1.7 The Local Minimization Approach and NOE Assignment for Loop Regions

Since hana only uses NOE patterns and modal rotamers to compute the side-

chain conformations, some steric clashes might exist between side-chains in the low-

resolution structure computed by hana. We add the loop regions to the SSE struc-

tures, and refine the side-chain conformations previously-computed from hana using

the following local minimization approach: The core structure, namely previously-

packed SSE backbones, is fixed as a rigid body, and only the side-chains and loops

are allowed to move during the minimization (Fig. 2.1). The reason for doing this

is that we are more confident in the SSE backbones that we previously determined

by rdc-analytic, while the side-chain conformations are still at low resolution. In

addition, the local minimization approach can alleviate the steric clash between side-

chains. The algorithm uses the empirical molecular mechanics scoring function from

xplor, including the NOE restraints, dihedral angle restraints, plus xplor’s empir-

ical energy terms, such as bond angle, covalent bond, electrostatic, van der Waals,

improper torsion terms, to find the full conformations (i.e. complete structures with

side-chains, including both loops and SSEs) with the lowest energies.

We use an iterative process, namely NOE-assignment and structure-calculation

iteration, for NOE assignment in the loop regions. Sparse unambiguous NOEs in

the loop regions (viz., where at least one proton of the NOE is in a loop region) are

extracted using a procedure similar to that in the long-range NOE extraction for

SSE packing. The set of unambiguous NOE restraints are fed into xplor (with the

fixed core structure) to calculate the loop structures.
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2.2 Structure Determination of the FF Domain 2 of Human Tran-
scription Elongation Factor CA150

The FF domains of CA150 interact with the phosphorylated C-terminal domain of

RNA polymerase II (phosphoCTD) and may play an important role in controlling

the transcription. To date, the interactions and organizations of the FF domains of

CA150 are still not well understood. Currently, we have worked with Mr. Jeffrey

Boyles in Dr. Pei Zhou’s lab and applied rdc-Panda to solve the FF2 domain of

CA150 (FF2). The atomic coordinates of the ensemble of top 20 structures of FF2

with the lowest energies, using the NOE assignments computed by our algorithms,

have been deposited into the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 2KIQ [185]). The solved

structure of FF2 is important in understanding how the FF2 domain interacts with

the other FF domains of CA150 to bind the phosphorylated C-terminal domain of

RNA polymerase II (phosphoCTD).

Recently a 2.7 Å resolution X-ray structure of FF2 has been deposited into the

Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 3HFH [117]) independently a few months after we

deposited our NMR structures of FF2. Our NMR structures have backbone RMSD

1.42 Å to 3HFH for the ordered region in residues 8-60 and 1.60 Å for the region

in residues 5-61. Fig. 2.3 shows the backbone overlay between one of our NMR

structures and the X-ray structure. In addition, we compared the other NMR struc-

tures (PDB ID: 2E71) and the X-ray structure of FF2, and found that they have

the similar backbone RMSD. We further investigated the differences of χ angles of

side-chains in both NMR and X-ray structures. Our results show that, among total

57 residues, our NMR structure (2KIQ) has 27 side-chain conformations that are

inconsistent with the X-ray side-chains, while the other NMR structure (2E71) has

32 side-chain rotamers that are inconsistent with the X-ray side-chains. The side-

chains in our structures seem to agree slightly better with the X-ray structure than
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Figure 2.3: The backbone overlay between one of our NMR structures (PDB ID:
2KIQ [185]) and the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 3HFH [117]) of FF2. Our NMR
structure is shown in green and the X-ray structure is shown in red.

the other NMR structures. After superimposing side-chains of our structures and the

X-ray structure, we found that the orientations of most Cα-Cβ bond vectors in our

structure are similar to those in the X-ray structure, except for a few residues such

as Phe21 and Phe56. Our NMR structures have RDC RMSD 1.1−1.2 Hz for CH and

NH RDCs, while the other NMR structures (2E71) and the X-ray structure (3HFH)

have RDC RMSD 3.3−5.1 Hz for CH and NH RDCs. Thus, our structures fit the

RDC data better than the other NMR structure and the X-ray one. This result is

understandable, since neither the other NMR structure nor the X-ray structure has

used the RDC data in structure determination.

2.3 Results

We tested rdc-Panda on four proteins: the FF Domain 2 of human transcription

elongation factor CA150 (RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain interacting pro-

tein) (FF2), the ubiquitin-binding zinc finger domain of the human Y-family DNA

polymerase Eta (pol η UBZ), human ubiquitin, and the human Set2-Rpb1 interact-
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ing domain (hSRI). The lengths (number of amino acid residues) of these proteins

are 62 for FF2, 39 for pol η UBZ, 76 for ubiquitin, and 112 for hSRI.

All NMR data except the RDC data of ubiquitin were recorded and collected

using Varian 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers at Duke University. The NMR spectra

were processed using the program NMRPipe [40]. All NMR peaks were picked

by the programs NMRView [78] or Xeasy/Cara [14], followed by manual editing.

Backbone assignments were obtained from the set of triple NMR experiments HNCA,

HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CB, HN(COCA)CB, and HNCO, combined with the HSQC

spectra using the program Paces [30], followed by manual checking. The side-

chain resonances were assigned from the HA(CA)NH, HA(CACO), HCCH-TOCSY,

and HC(CCO)NH-TOCSY spectra. The NOE cross peaks were picked from three-

dimensional 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC spectra. In addition, we removed

the diagonal cross peaks and water artifacts from the picked NOE peak list. The NH

and CH RDC data of FF2, pol η UBZ and hSRI were measured from a 2D 1H-15N

IPAP experiment [128] and a modified (HACACO)NH experiment [12] respectively.

The CαC′ and NC′ RDC data of FF2 were measured from a set of HNCO-based

experiments [130]. The CH and NH RDC data of ubiquitin were obtained from the

Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 1D3Z).

The solution structures of FF2, pol η UBZ, hSRI and ubiquitin have been solved

using conventional NMR structure determination approaches (PDB ID of ubiquitin

NMR reference structure: 1D3Z; PDB ID of FF2 NMR reference structure: 2E71;

PDB ID of pol η UBZ NMR reference structure: 2I5O; PDB ID of hSRI NMR

reference structure: 2A7O). In addition, the X-ray structure of human ubiquitin

(PDB ID: 1UBQ) was available. We used these previously-solved NMR or X-ray

structures as the reference structures for evaluating the structure calculation results

from rdc-Panda.
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2.3.1 Evaluation of SSE Backbones Determined from RDCs

For all four proteins, we used CH and NH RDCs measured in one medium to estimate

the alignment tensor as previously described in [166, 168]. Given the alignment ten-

sor, we applied the extended version of rdc-analytic (as described in the Methods

section) to compute the conformations and orientations of α-helices and β-sheets for

proteins pol η UBZ, ubiquitin, FF2 and hSRI, using CH and NH RDCs. For FF2, we

first used NH and CH RDCs in a systematic search [166] to compute and enumerate

all possible conformations from the polynomial RDC equations, and then incorpo-

rated two other RDCs, namely NC′ and CαC′ RDCs, to prune the conformations

whose back-computed NC′ or CαC′ RDCs deviate ≥ 5.0 Hz RMSD from the experi-

mental RDCs. The RDC RMSD for NC′ and CαC′ bond vectors is also incorporated

in the rdc-analytic scoring function. This allows the algorithm to search over all

possible conformations and find the optimal solution that best fits the RDC data.

The backbone conformation computed by rdc-analytic is the global optimum, in

that the combinatorial search is performed over each entire structure fragment, and

the scoring function guarantees the resulting solution best fits the experimental data.

rdc-analytic computed accurate backbones that are similar to the reference

structures and satisfy the experimental RDC data. As shown in Table 4.1, each of

the computed SSEs has a backbone RMSD 0.2−1.3 Å from the reference structure,

and the back-computed RDCs have a RMSD 0.2−2.3 Hz for NH bond vectors and

0.3−2.0 Hz for CH bond vectors vs. experimental RDCs.

To examine the individual RDC deviation at each residue, we plotted the back-

computed vs. experimental RDCs (Fig. 2.4). The plots of back-computed vs. ex-

perimental RDCs fit the diagonal line well for all four proteins, indicating good

agreement between the computed RDCs and the experimental data. The back-

computed RDCs of CH and NH bond vectors fit the experimental RDCs better than
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Table 2.1: Results on SSE backbones computed by rdc-analytic. The back-
bone RMSD is reported in the format of SSE: RMSD. The RMSD between back-
computed and experimental RDCs is computed using the equation RMSDx =√

1
m

∑m
i=1(r

b
x,i − re

x,i)
2, where x indicates the RDC type, such as CH, NH, NC′ or

CαC′ RDC, and m is the number of RDCs, re
x,i is the experimental RDC, and rb

x,i

is the corresponding back-computed RDC. All RDCs have been scaled to the NH
RDC.

Proteins Backbone RMSD (Å) Backbone RMSD (Å) RDC RMSD (Hz)
vs. NMR structure vs. X-ray structure
α1 (E24-E34): 0.38; α1 (E24-E34): 0.39; CH: 1.05;
β1,1 (Q2-T7): 0.30; β1,1 (Q2-T7): 0.38; NH: 1.42.

ubiquitin β1,2 (K11-V17): 0.30; β1,2 (K11-V17): 0.32;
β1,3 (Q41-F45): 0.32; β1,3 (Q41-F45): 0.35;
β1,4 (K48-L50): 0.61; β1,4 (K48-L50): 0.60;
β1,5 (S65-V70): 0.33. β1,5 (S65-V70): 0.34.
α1 (A15-L34): 1.24; CH: 1.31;

hSRI α2 (E51-C72): 0.69; N/A NH: 1.01.
α3 (E82-Q97): 0.44.

pol η UBZ α1 (M24-E35): 0.64; N/A CH: 1.98;
β1,1 (Q9-P11): 0.50; NH: 2.27;
β1,2 (L18-P20): 0.44,

FF2 α1 (A8-E18): 0.66; N/A CH: 0.31;
α2 (F27-K33): 0.22; NH: 0.23;
α3 (D48-A60): 0.38. CαC′: 3.78;

NC′: 2.65.

the CαC′ and NC′ RDCs, likely because CαC′ and NC′ RDCs contain more noise

than CH and NH RDCs. Most back-computed RDCs are within deviation 0−2.0 Hz

from the experimental RDCs. The maximum deviations (about 3−6 Hz) between

back-computed and experimental RDCs occur in the short β-strands with length

less than 3 residues, including residues K48−L50 in ubiquitin, and residues Q9−P11

and L18−P20 in pol η UBZ, which indicates that rdc-analytic has difficulty in

computing accurate orientations for these short structure fragments. When only a

small number of RDCs are available for the short fragments, it is difficult for rdc-

analytic to calculate the orientations of fragments in the principal order frame

(POF) accurately from the RDC equations. Moreover, short α-helices or β-strands

often contain proline as their terminal residues and hence do not contain the ob-
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served NH RDC in the proline residue. In addition, when a modified (HACACO)NH

experiment [12] is used to measure RDCs, the CH RDC in the residue proceeding

proline is also missing. This situation makes it more difficult to solve the backbone

conformation. For example, in pol η UBZ only two NH RDCs and two CH RDCs

are available for each β-strand (namely residues Q9−P11 and L18−P20) (since each

strand contains one proline), which make it harder to calculate the accurate orien-

tations and conformations for the β-sheet in pol η UBZ. The paucity of NH RDCs

in the short β-strands might explain why the overall RDC RMSD of pol η UBZ is

slightly larger than other three proteins (Table 4.1). However, as we will demonstrate

below, such structure deviations in the short β-strands are manageable and did not

significantly degrade our NOE assignment and structure calculation results.

2.3.2 Quality of SSE Packing

When packing each pair of SSE backbones, all three other ambiguous symmetric

orientations were pruned by the sparse unambiguous inter-SSE NOE restraints (ex-

tracted using chemical shift information alone) and van der Waals packing score.

To assess the quality of the packed structures computed by Packer, we analyzed

the ensemble of packed SSE structures and compared them with the SSE regions of

the corresponding reference structures solved either by traditional NMR approaches

or by X-ray crystallography. We focused on the ensemble of well-packed satisfying

(WPS) structures that have both high-quality NOE satisfaction and packing scores.

We computed the mean structure of the WPS ensemble and compared the mean

structure with the reference structure. About 3−12 unambiguous NOE assignments

were extracted from NOE spectra given only chemical shift information (Table 2.2).

About 3−10% percent of the initial packed structures were chosen as WPS struc-

tures that have NOE satisfaction score less than 0.5 Å and packing score less than

−10 kcal/mol (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.4: Back-computed vs. experimental RDCs. Panels 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D:
CH, NH, CαC’ and NC’ RDCs for FF2. All RDCs are scaled to the NH RDCs; a
window of 2.0 Hz is shown as the error bars for the experimental RDCs.
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The ensemble of the initial packed structures have average backbone RMSD

1.2−1.7 Å to the mean structure, while the ensemble of the WPS structures have av-

erage backbone RMSD 0.6−1.4 Å to the mean structure (Table 2.2). The mean struc-

ture has backbone RMSD 0.9−1.9 Å for the initial packed structures and backbone

RMSD 0.8−1.8 Å for WPS structures to the reference structure, which indicates that

the computation of WPS structures yields an ensemble of packed structures closer

to the reference structure by improving the RMSD between the computed structures

and the reference structure. Moreover, the selection of WPS structures increases the

percentage of the structures that are within RMSD 2.0 Å to the reference structure

in the chosen ensemble (Fig. 2.6, columns 2−3).

Fig. 2.5 shows the ensemble of WPS structure, and the overlay between the mean

structure we computed vs. the reference structure for ubiquitin, hSRI and pol η

UBZ. The ensemble of WPS structures (Fig. 2.5) fall in a cluster of structures with

reasonably small coordinate variance. The small deviation from the mean structure

to the reference structure indicates that our packing algorithm and computation of

WPS structures are able to calculate sufficiently accurate core structures to support

our subsequent NOE assignment and structure calculation (see below).

To check the NOE assignment performance resulting from the packed structures,

we investigated the percentage of the SSE NOE assignments computed by hana that

agreed with the reference structure. We say an NOE assignment is compatible if it

is consistent with the reference structure (namely the distance between the assigned

pair of NOE protons in the reference structure satisfies the NOE restraint calibrated

from peak intensity), otherwise we call it an incompatible NOE assignment. Then

the percentage of compatible SSE NOE assignments is defined as the fraction of

SSE NOE assignments (over all SSE NOE assignments) computed by hana. As

shown in Table 2.2, hana computes more than 90% compatible NOE assignments

for SSE regions, after placing the side-chains onto the packed backbones. Together
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Table 2.2: Summary of SSE packing results (computed by Packer). For ubiquitin
and pol η UBZ, hydrogen bonds were used to assemble β-strands into β-sheets [166].
The percentage of compatible SSE NOE assignments is defined as the fraction of com-
patible SSE NOE assignments over all SSE NOE assignments computed by hana.

Proteins # of Total Total Average Backbone RMSD Percentage
unambiguous # of # of backbone between mean and of
NOEs used packed WPS RMSD to reference structure compatible
for packing structures structures mean (all, WPS) (Å) SSE NOE

structure assignments
(Å) (%)

(all, WPS)
ubiquitin 3 1658 117 1.21, 0.69 To NMR structure: 0.96, 0.86 91.1

To X-ray structure: 1.00, 0.87
hSRI 12 2386 110 1.66, 1.32 To NMR structure: 1.84, 1.79 90.5

pol η UBZ 7 1645 54 1.63, 0.79 To NMR structure: 1.12, 0.97 93.6
FF2 9 1472 139 1.36, 1.08 To NMR structure: 1.50, 1.31 91.1

these results show that our packing algorithm can assemble SSE backbones and

compute sufficiently accurate core structures (within backbone RMSD 0.8−1.8 Å

to the reference structure) such that they can then be effectively used for filtering

ambiguous NOE assignments.

2.3.3 Evaluation of Rotamers Computed by hana

Rotamers usually represent a statistical mode of side-chain conformations in torsion

angle space, in a local energy well. In general, rotamers are classified into different

bins according to their distribution over χ angles. Here we used the same classifica-

tion rule as in [116] for rotamer identification and comparison, in which values ±30◦

are used in determining most χ angle ranges, and a few specific values are used in

determining several terminal χ angle boundaries. For hydrophilic residues, which are

usually on surface of the protein, we used the window ±40◦ in determining χ-angle

boundaries. We did not use the RMSD measurement to compare different rotamers,

because most rotamers are short, and the RMSD is not sufficient to measure the

conformational dissimilarity between two rotamers.

To assess the accuracy of rotamers selection from hana, we studied the details

of computed rotamers in ubiquitin, since it has both high-resolution X-ray structure

and NMR reference structure. We carefully examined and compared each individual

rotamer computed by hana vs. its corresponding side-chain conformations in the
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1A

2A 2B

1B 1C

3A 3B

4A 4B

Figure 2.5: The SSE backbones of core structures computed by Packer. Col-
umn 1: ensemble of WPS structures. Column 2: structure overlay of the mean WPS
structure (blue) vs. the NMR reference structure (green). Column 3: structure
overlay of the mean WPS structure (blue) vs. the X-ray structure (magenta).
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Figure 2.6: Evaluation of packed structures computed by Packer. Row 1: results
for ubiquitin; Row 2: results for hSRI; Row 3: results for pol η UBZ; Row 4: results
for FF2. Column 1 (Panels 1A, 2A, 3A and 4A): NOE satisfaction score vs. packing
score for all structures in the ensemble (structures with vdW energies larger than
80 and NOE score larger than 10 were truncated from the plot). Column 2 (Panels
1B, 2B, 3B and 4B): histogram of backbone RMSD to the reference structure for all
packed structures. Column 3 (Panels 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C): histogram of backbone
RMSD to the reference structures for WPS structures. The magenta lines show
the cutoffs of NOE satisfaction score (horizontal) and packing score (vertical) for
computing the WPS structures.
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NMR reference structure (PDB ID: 1D3Z) and the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 1UBQ).

We consider two rotamers equivalent if the difference between their corresponding

χ angles are within ±30◦ (or ±40◦ for hydrophilic residues, and we choose the same

ranges as in Table 1 in [116] for terminal χ angles). In our ubiquitin test, rotamers

were called consistent if they are equivalent with either X-ray or NMR reference side-

chains. Otherwise, they are called inconsistent. The results on rotamers computed

by hana for ubiquitin are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, in which each line lists all

χ angles in rotamers computed by hana, side-chains in X-ray and NMR reference

structures respectively. The χ angles in consistent rotamers or side-chains are shown

in either green or yellow, while χ angles of inconsistent rotamers are shown in either

magenta or red. hana can select more than 70% of rotamers that are consistent

with either X-ray or NMR reference structure (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).

Since most aromatic side-chains are hydrophobic and located in the core of pro-

tein, the selection of correct aromatic rotamers plays an important role in filtering

ambiguous assignment of long-range NOEs, and thus is crucial in calculating the

accurate global fold. Hence, we checked the aromatic rotamer conformations deter-

mined by hana. As shown in Figure 2.7, hana chooses all correct aromatic rotamers

for ubiquitin (i.e., consistent with either the X-ray or NMR reference structure).

Figure 2.9 illustrates the structure overlay between aromatic rotamers computed by

hana and side-chains from X-ray and NMR reference structures, which verifies that

our algorithm can choose the correct aromatic rotamers that are close to both X-ray

and NMR reference structures.

Next, we examined the χ1/χ2 angle distribution for all leucine rotamers in ubiq-

uitin computed by hana. All hana-computed leucine rotamers were consistent with

either X-ray or NMR reference structures (Figure 2.10). Although the rotamer com-

puted by hana in residue L43 is different from their corresponding X-ray side-chains,

it is consistent with the NMR reference structure. As pointed out in [116], the side-
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Figure 2.7: All χ angles of consistent rotamers for ubiquitin computed by hana in
the low-resolution structure. The backbone has an RMSD of 1.74 Å from the X-ray
structure.
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Figure 2.8: All χ angles of inconsistent rotamers for ubiquitin computed by hana
in the low-resolution structure. The backbone used by hana is the same as in
Fig. 2.7.

F45F4

Y59 H68

Figure 2.9: Comparison of aromatic rotamers vs. side-chain conformations in the
reference structures. Blue: rotamers computed by hana. Magenta: X-ray side-
chains. Green: side-chains in the NMR reference structure.
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Figure 2.10: The χ1/χ2 angle distribution for leucine residues in ubiquitin’s ro-
tamers computed by hana. Boxes in magenta represent the dominant leucine ro-
tamers in the high-resolution structure database [116]. Residues shown in the figure
include L8, L15, L43, L50, L56, L67, L69.

chain conformation of L43 is possibly incorrect, and is caused by the misfitting of

models to electron density maps. As suggested in [116], the possible conformation

for L43 should be in the top-right box (A), which is actually consistent with the

rotamers computed by our algorithm (they are also consistent with the side-chains

in the NMR reference structure). For residue L67, although our computed rotamer is

different from the NMR reference structure, it agrees with the X-ray conformation,

which indicates that both rotamers might exist in different states of the protein.

hana takes as input a backbone structure computed by rdc-analytic. To

test the sensitivity of hana to variations in the backbone structure, we ran three

independent tests on our rotamer selection algorithm using different ubiquitin back-

bones, that is, all input parameters were the same except for the backbone structure.

We first used rdc-analytic to generate two ubiquitin backbone structures. These
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Figure 2.11: Percentage of consistent rotamers computed by hana using different
backbone structures as input.

structures were within RMSD 1.17 Å and 1.79 Å to the X-ray backbone structure,

respectively. These two backbones and the X-ray backbone are then used as the

input backbone structure in three independent tests correspondingly. Figure 2.11

shows the fraction of consistent rotamers computed by hana in these three tests

(using different input backbone structures). As illustrated in Figure 2.11, the num-

ber of consistent rotamers does not vary significantly with the backbone resolution

(the variance is less than 10% of the consistent rotamers), which indicates that our

rotamer selection algorithm is not sensitive to small variations in the backbone con-

formation.

We classified all residues into two categories: class I residues, including valine,

isoleucine, leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan and cysteine; and class

II residues, including remaining residues except alanine and glycine. Note that

class I residues are generally more hydrophobic than class II residues. Alanine and

glycine are excluded since they have only one conformation. Our investigation shows

that hana chose 90.0% correct rotamers (i.e., consistent with either the X-ray or

NMR reference structure) for class I residues, and 65.1% correct rotamers for class
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II residues. The reason that our algorithm finds fewer correct rotamers for class

II residues than for class I residues is because more class II residues are located

on the protein surface. A further investigation shows that about three quarters of

class II residues in ubiquitin exhibit solvent-accessibility over 20 % (calculated by

MOLMOL [90]), while more than 90 % of class I residues are buried inside the protein

with solvent-accessibility below 20 %. It can be easily rationalized that more NOEs

are generally observed for class I residues buried in the core of the protein than for

those class II residues on the surface. Thus, class II residues generally have fewer

observable NOE restraints to constrain the correct rotamers than class I residues do.

On the other hand, as we will demonstrate in the next subsection, the wrong NOE

assignments caused by these incorrect rotamers in class II residues are manageable

and do not degrade the quality of our final structure ensemble.

2.3.4 Evaluation of Calculated Structures

The final NOE assignment table computed by hana was fed into the structure cal-

culation software xplor/xplor-nih together with other experimental restraints in-

cluding dihedral angle and hydrogen bond distance constraints. We used the same

hydrogen bond and dihedral angle constraints as in computing the NMR reference

structures, hence our structure calculation test should be fair to demonstrate the ac-

curacy of our NOE assignment results. Compared with the calculation of the NMR

reference structures, in which RDCs were incorporated along with NOE restraints

only during the final structure calculation, here we only used RDCs to compute the

initial backbone fold. From an algorithmic point of view, our final structure deter-

mination using NOEs but not RDCs can be considered a good control test of the

quality of the NOE assignment. The structure calculation was performed in two

rounds. For FF2, the atomic coordinates of the ensemble of top 20 structures with

the lowest energies, using the NOE assignments computed by our algorithm, have
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been deposited into the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 2KIQ).

Table 2.3 summarizes the results on NOE assignment and final structure calcu-

lation for proteins ubiquitin, FF2, hSRI and pol η UBZ. The ensemble of computed

lowest-energy structures for all three proteins converged to a cluster of structures

with small coordinate deviations (Fig. 2.12). The average RMSD to the mean coor-

dinates is within 0.31−0.63 Å for backbone and 0.61−1.24 Å for all heavy atoms. The

long loops including residues 51−64 for ubiquitin, and residues 35−50 for hSRI in our

structure ensembles exhibited slightly more disorder than other regions (Fig. 2.12,

Column 1). Our calculated structures have only small deviations from idealized struc-

ture geometry, and the Ramachandran plots show that more than 90 % of backbone

dihedral angles are in favored regions (Table 2.3), which indicates the good quality

of our computed structures. The comparisons of our structures with the reference

structures either from X-ray crystallography or traditional NMR approach show that

our structures agree well with the reference structures (Fig. 2.12). For all four pro-

teins, the mean structure of final top 20 structures with lowest energies has a back-

bone RMSD less than 1.3 Å and an all-heavy-atom RMSD less than 2.1 Å from the

reference structure. This result indicates that our NOE assignment can provide a

sufficient number of accurate distance restraints for the structure determination.

2.4 Discussion

We have compared our Hausdorff-based algorithm with other metrics, such as a

Bayesian metric (i.e., essentially changing lines 9/10 of Algorithm 1 in Sec. 2.1.6

to multiplication) and an RMSD-based metric. In the Bayesian metric, when more

experimental peaks are observed around a back-computed peak (within the error

window), the likelihood of this back-computed NOE peak is weakened rather than

been enhanced. In our Hausdorff-based metric, only the closest experimental peak

within the error window is matched to the corresponding back-computed peak. It
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F.E. G.

I.H. J.

L.K. M.

D.C.B.A.

Figure 2.12: The NMR structures of ubiquitin, hSRI, pol η UBZ and FF2 computed
using our automatically-assigned NOEs. Panels A, B, C and D: the structures of
ubiquitin. Panels E, F and G: the structures of hSRI. Panels H, I and J: the structures
of pol η UBZ. Panels K, L and M: the structures of FF2. Panels A, E, H and
K: the ensemble of 20 best NMR structures with the minimum energies. Panels
B, F, I and L: ribbon view of the mean structures. Panel D: backbone overlay
of the mean structures (blue) of ubiquitin vs. its X-ray reference structures [162]
(magenta). Panels C, G, J and M: backbone overlay of the mean structures (blue)
vs. corresponding NMR reference structures (green) (PDB ID of ubiquitin [35]:
1D3Z; PDB ID of FF2: 2E71; PDB ID of hSRI [109]: 2A7O; PDB ID of pol η
UBZ [16]: 2I5O).
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will therefore be more robust than the Bayesian metric, and less affected by noisy

peaks. The RMSD-based metric can be biased when experimental peaks are missing

(i.e., when no experimental peaks are observed within the error window of the back-

computed NOE peak). This is because when experimental peaks are missing, the

RMSD-based metric will find a closest experimental peak that incorrectly matches to

the back-computed NOE peak. Tests on our ubiquitin data show that the Hausdorff-

based measurement performs 6−12% better than the other two metrics, in terms of

percentage of consistent rotamers and compatible NOE assignments. We believe that

the Hausdorff-based metric is in general more robust to the noisy and missing peaks,

which are common in the NMR data.

We note that recently a similar pattern-matching technique has been indepen-

dently proposed in ascan [47] to compare the back-computed NOE pattern with the

experimental NOE data for the side-chain resonance assignment. ascan [47] com-

putes the initial fold from a subset of NOE assignments based on given backbone

resonance assignments and a subset of highly confident side-chain resonance assign-

ments, and then uses an iterative strategy to refine the side-chain assignment, NOE

assignment, and structure calculation. Compared to ascan [47], our approach starts

with an RDC-defined backbone and performs a systematic search for the rotamer

selection, and thus is potentially a more robust approach for the structure determina-

tion. The Hausdorff-based pattern matching technique for NOE assignment, which

we introduced in [186], also allows us to efficiently measure the similarity between

the back-computed NOE patterns and the experimental spectra in the presence of

noise and experimental uncertainty.

2.5 Limitations and Extensions

Although our current implementation of hana uses 3D NOE spectra, hana is general

and can be easily extended to higher-dimensional (e.g., 4D) NOE data [31]. In
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addition, it would be interesting to extend the current version of hana for NOE

assignment with missing resonance assignments. In principle, hana can be extended

to assign the NOEs with a partially assigned resonance list, as long as the back-

computed NOE patterns with missing peaks can still support the identification of

the accurate rotamers.

Our structure determination starts with the high-resolution core structure com-

puted from RDCs. The loop regions are computed by a local minimization approach,

which does not incorporate the RDC data into the structure calculation. Thus, the

loop regions are less accurate than the SSE regions in our final structures (see Ta-

ble 2.3 and Fig. 2.12). Currently we are developing efficient algorithms for computing

the loop conformations that satisfy both NOE and RDC data.

2.6 Conclusion

We have developed a novel algorithm that exploits the global RDC restraints for

filtering ambiguous NOE assignments. We provided a novel approach for comput-

ing the initial structure template for NOE assignment by exactly solving backbones

from RDCs and systematically choosing rotamers based on NOE pattern matching.

Our automated structure calculation framework extends previous work [166, 168]

on backbone calculation from RDCs to high-resolution structure determination, and

introduces a systematic packing algorithm that finds the ensemble of all packed struc-

tures and considers all possible side-chain conformations consistent with all inter-SSE

NOE restraints. We presented a new automated NOE assignment algorithm that si-

multaneously exploits the accurate high-resolution backbone computation from RDC

data [166, 168], the statistical diversity of rotamers from a rotamer library [116], and

the robust Hausdorff measure [72] for comparing the back-computed NOE patterns

vs. the experimental NOE spectra to choose accurate rotamers. Our algorithm com-

puted the NOE assignments with high accuracy. Tests on NMR data for four proteins
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yielded accurate NOE assignment and structure calculation results, and suggest that

rdc-Panda can play an important role in high-throughput structure determination.
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Algorithm 2 Hausdorff-based NOE Assignment (hana)
Given L, Y , backbone, rotamer library. /* L is the assigned resonance list, and Y is the experimental NOE

spectrum. */
Phase 1 (Initial NOE Assignment):
1: for i← 1 to w do /* w is the number of experimental peaks in the NOE spectrum. */
2: Ai ← ∅; /* Initialization of NOE assignment for each NOE peak. */
3: end for
4: for i← 1 to w do
5: for j ← 1 to q do /* q is the number of protons in the protein. */
6: a′

j ← heavy atom bond-connected to aj ;

7: for k ← 1 to q do
8: if |p1 − ω(aj)| < δ1 and |p2 − ω(a′

j)| < δ2 and |p3 − ω(ak)| < δ3 then

9: Ai ← Ai ∪ {(aj , a′
j , ak, d(Ip))};

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
Phase 2 (Rotamer Selection):
1: for i← 1 to n do /* n is the number of residues in the protein. */
2: Ri ← ∅; /* Initialization for the set of computed rotamers at residue i. */
3: for j ← 1 to t do /* t is the maximum number of rotamers per residue. */
4: Bij ← ∅; /* Initialization for the back-computed NOE pattern for rotamer j at residue i. */
5: sij ← 0; /* Initialization for the similarity score of the back-computed NOE pattern Bij . */
6: end for
7: end for
8: for i← 1 to n do
9: for j ← 1 to t do
10: structure P← rotate and translate rotamer rij into backbone;

11: for each proton a3 ∈ rij do /* rij is the rotamer j at residue i. */

12: for each proton a1 ∈ backbone or side-chain in residue i do
13: a2 ← heavy atom bond-connected to a1;
14: if d(‖ a1 − a3 ‖,P) < u then
15: /*d(‖ a1− a3 ‖,P) is the Euclidean dist. betw. protons a1 and a3 in P, and u is the NOE

upper-bound. */
16: Bij ← Bij ∪ {(ω(a1), ω(a2), ω(a3), I(d(‖ a1 − a3 ‖,P)))}
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: sij ← Hausdorff Score(Bij , Y ); /* Compute the similarity score between Bij and Y (see Algorithm 1).

*/
21: end for
22: sort all rotamers {rij|j = 1, . . . , t} in descending order of scores sij ;

23: Ri ← top k rotamers in {rij|j = 1, . . . , t};
24: end for
Phase 3 (Filtration of Ambiguous NOE Assignment):
1: for i← 1 to n do
2: for each rotamer r∈ Ri do /* Ri is the set of computed rotamers from Phase 2. */
3: structure P ← rotate and translate r into backbone
4: end for
5: end for
6: for i← 1 to w do
7: for each (a1, a2, a3, d(Ip)) ∈ Ai do /* Ai is the set of initial NOE assignments from Phase 1. */
8: if dmin(‖ a1 − a3 ‖,P) > d(Ip) then
9: Ai = Ai \ {(a1, a2, a3, d(Ip))}
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return A1 ∪ . . . ∪Aw
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Table 2.3: Results on rdc-Panda’s NOE assignments and structures calculated from
those assignments using xplor. A: Summary of NOE restraints from assignments
computed by rdc-Panda. B: Summary of structures calculated by xplor using the
NOE assignments in (A). MolProbity [39] was used to access the quality of our struc-
tures. The ordered regions are residues 2-70 for ubiquitin, residues 15-102 for hSRI,
residues 9-35 for pol η UBZ and residues 8-60 for FF2. The MolProbity scores are
reported only based on the ordered regions. We chose an ensemble of 20 structures
with the lowest energies out of 50 final structures computed by xplor/xplor-nih.
Compared with traditional NMR approaches, our NOE assignment table generally
has more intraresidue NOEs. This is because in traditional NMR approaches using
dyana/cyana [67], redundant NOE restraints that could never be violated were re-
moved, while the NOE table computed from hana included all these NOE restraints.

A: Summary of NOE assignments computed by rdc-Panda
ubiquitin hSRI pol η UBZ FF2

1. NOE restraints computed by rdc-Panda 1331 3327 960 1070
Intraresidue 570 1193 429 422
Sequential (|i− j| = 1) 353 612 244 243
Medium-range (|i− j| ≤ 4) 167 832 188 259
Long-range (|i− j| ≥ 5) 242 690 99 146

B: Summary of structures calculated from rdc-Panda’s NOE assignments using xplor
ubiquitin hSRI pol η UBZ FF2

2. NOE violations (> 0.5 Å) 0 0 0 0
3. Other experimental restraints

Hydrogen bonds 27 80 30 46
Dihedral angle restraints 61 178 74 96

4. Average RMSD to mean coordinates
SSE region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.28, 0.69 0.39, 0.85 0.29, 0.58 0.53, 1.11
Ordered region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.36, 0.73 0.44, 0.86 0.31, 0.61 0.63, 1.24

5. Ramachandran plot
Favored (%) 90.5 92.3 94.2 90.8
Allowed (%) 100 100 100 100

6. Deviation from idealized geometry
Bonds (Å) 0.0013± 0.0001 0.0013± 0.0003 0.0014± 0.0002 0.0009± 0.0002
Angles (◦) 0.41± 0.01 0.48± 0.03 0.51± 0.02 0.36± 0.02
Impropers (◦) 0.22± 0.02 0.35± 0.02 0.35± 0.02 0.22± 0.01

7. RMSD to X-ray structure
SSE region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.82, 1.49 N/A N/A N/A
Ordered region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.96, 1.54 N/A N/A N/A

8. RMSD to NMR reference structure
SSE region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.75, 1.35 1.09, 2.09 0.47, 1.22 0.76, 1.57
Ordered region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.85, 1.38 1.21, 2.09 0.54, 1.50 1.26, 1.97
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3

Side-Chain Rotamer Structure Determination
Using Unassigned NOE Data

This chapter has been adapted from the following published manuscripts which were

joint work with Kyle Roberts, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald:

Jianyang Zeng, Kyle E. Roberts, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Bayesian Ap-

proach for Determining Protein Side-Chain Rotamer Conformations Using Unassigned

NOE Data. Journal of Computational Biology, 2011 (In press).

Jianyang Zeng, Kyle E. Roberts, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Bayesian Ap-

proach for Determining Protein Side-Chain Rotamer Conformations Using Unassigned

NOE Data. International Conference on Research in Computational Molecular Biology

(RECOMB), Vancouver, 2011. Springer-Verlag (Berlin), Volume 6577/2011, pages 563-

578.
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3.1 Background and Summary of Contributions

In Chapter 2, we have shown that accurate backbone folds can be determined using

sparse residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) data. Now the question remains: After

the backbone structure has been solved, can we also determine accurate side-chain

conformations using sparse or unassigned NMR data? In this chapter, we address

this question by using unassigned nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY)

data, which record the through-space dipolar interactions between protons nearby

in 3D space. While protein backbones have previously been determined to low res-

olution [120, 121] or even moderate resolution [91, 58, 59, 137] using unassigned

NOESY data, it has never been shown, prior to our work, that high-resolution side-

chain conformations can be computed using only unassigned NOESY data. Since our

algorithm does not require any NOE assignment, it can shorten the time required

in the NMR data analysis, and hence accelerate the NMR structure determination

process.

Protein side-chains have been observed to exist in a number of energetically fa-

vored conformations, called rotamers [116]. Based on this observation, the side-

chain structure determination problem can be formulated as a discrete combina-

torial optimization problem, in which a set of side-chain conformations in a given

rotamer library are searched over to optimize a scoring function that represents both

empirical molecular mechanics and data restraints. Substantial work has been de-

veloped for predicting protein side-chain conformations without using experimental

data [158, 43, 68, 86, 56, 75, 18, 177, 142, 85, 178, 92]. These side-chain structure

prediction approaches might be limited by the approximate nature of the employed

empirical molecular mechanics energy function, which might not be sufficient to ac-

curately capture the real energetic interactions among atoms in the protein.

Integration of NMR data with the empirical molecular mechanics energy is a
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challenging problem. Most frameworks for NMR protein structure determination

use heuristic models with ad hoc parameter settings to incorporate experimental

data (which are usually assigned NOE data in these approaches) and integrate them

with the empirical molecular mechanics energy in an empirical scoring function to

compute protein structures. These approaches suffer from the subjective choices

in the data treatment, which makes it difficult to objectively calculate high-quality

structures. To overcome this drawback, we use a Bayesian approach [140, 63, 144]

and cast the protein side-chain structure determination problem using unassigned

NOESY data into a Markov random field (MRF) framework. We treat NMR data

as an experimental observation on side-chain rotamer states, and use the MRF to

encode prior information about the protein structures, such as empirical molecular

mechanics energies. The priors in our framework are in essence parameterized by

the random variables representing the side-chain rotamer conformations. The MRF

modelling captures atomic interactions among residues both from empirical molecular

mechanics energies and geometric restraints from unassigned NOESY data. The

derived posterior probability combines prior information and the likelihood model

constructed from observed experimental data. Unlike previous ad hoc models, our

Bayesian framework provides a rational basis to incorporate both experimental data

and modelling information, which enables us to develop systematic techniques for

computing accurate side-chain conformations.

The side-chain structure determination problem is NP-hard [131, 26]. Therefore,

a number of algorithms have been developed to address the complexity [158, 68,

75, 142, 43, 113, 56, 55, 27, 49]. Stochastic techniques [158, 68, 75, 142] randomly

sample conformation space to generate a set of side-chain rotamer conformations. In

contrast, our approach applies deterministic algorithms with provable guarantees [43,

113, 56, 55, 27, 49] to determine the optimal side-chain rotamer conformations that

satisfy both experimental restraints and prior information on the protein structures.
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We first apply a dead-end elimination (DEE) algorithm [43, 113, 56] to prune side-

chain conformations that are provably not part of the optimal solution. After that,

an A* search algorithm is employed to find the global optimum solution that best

interprets our MRF model.

The guarantee to provably find the global optimum using the DEE/A* algorithms

enables us to rigorously and objectively estimate the experimental noise in NMR

data and the weighting factor between the empirical molecular mechanics energy

and experimental data in the scoring function derived in our Bayesian framework.

Specifically, we employ a grid search approach to systematically search over all possi-

ble grid point values of the noise parameter, and use the DEE/A* search algorithms

to compute the optimal solution that minimizes the scoring function for each grid

point. We then compare the best solutions over all grid points and find the globally

optimal estimation of the weight parameter. The following contributions are made

in this chapter:

1. A novel framework to unify the side-chain structure prediction problem with the

side-chain structure determination problem using unassigned NOESY data, by

applying the provable dead-end elimination (DEE) and A* search algorithms

to find the global optimum solution;

2. A Bayesian approach with an MRF model to derive the posterior probability of

side-chain conformations by combining the likelihood function from observed

experimental data with prior information (i.e., empirical molecular mechanics

energies) about the protein structures;

3. A systematic and rigorous approach to estimate the experimental noise in NMR

data, which determines the weighting factor of the data term in the derived

scoring function, by combining grid search and DEE/A* search algorithms;
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4. Introduction of a Hausdorff-based measure to derive the likelihood function

from unassigned NMR data;

5. Promising test results on real NMR data recorded at Duke University.

3.2 Related Work

In [186, 185], we developed an algorithm, called hana, that employs a Hausdorff-

based pattern matching technique to place side-chain rotamer conformations on back-

bone structures using unassigned NOESY data. The backbone structures were de-

termined by using mainly residual dipolar coupling (RDC) data [166, 168, 45], which

provides global orientational restraints on the internuclear bond vectors. hana does

not completely exploit prior information, nor all the available information from ex-

perimental data. For example, hana only uses the back-computed NOE pattern

from side-chain rotamers to backbone to calculate the likelihood of a rotamer. In

addition, hana does not take into account the empirical molecular mechanics en-

ergy when determining the side-chain rotamer conformations. Thus, the side-chain

conformations determined by hana may embrace some bad local geometry such as

serious steric clashes. Our current Bayesian approach improves over hana by elimi-

nating all serious steric clashes (Table 3.3). It is a significant extension of the hana

module, and can be combined with our previously-developed backbone structure

determination techniques [166, 168, 45, 185] to compute complete high-resolution

structures, including backbone and side-chains, using a protocol similar to [185].

In [187], we proposed an MRF based algorithm, called Nasca, to assign side-

chain resonances and compute side-chain rotamer conformations from unassigned

NOESY data without using TOCSY experiments. Similarly to hana, Nasca does

not consider the empirical molecular mechanics energy. Thus, it may also produce

serious steric clashes in the computed side-chain conformations. On the other hand,
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compared to our current Bayesian approach, Nasca does not require the side-chain

resonances assigned from TOCSY experiments. Nevertheless, our current Bayesian

approach provides an example that will be useful for extending the Nasca module

to incorporate the empirical molecular mechanics energy with unassigned NOESY

data.

Several approaches have been proposed to use assigned backbone chemical shift

data [19, 25, 150, 138] or unassigned NOESY data [91, 58, 59, 120, 121, 137] in

protein structure determination at different resolutions. These frameworks use a

generate-and-test strategy or stochastic techniques such as Monte Carlo (MC), simu-

lated annealing (SA), or highly-simplified molecular dynamics (HSMD) to randomly

sample conformation space and compute a set of structures that satisfy the data

restraints. These approaches suffer from the problems of undersampling conforma-

tion space and overfitting to the data. They cannot provide any guarantee on the

convergence to the global optimum. In addition, integration of experimental data

with the empirical molecular mechanics energy and the parameter settings in these

frameworks are usually performed on an ad hoc basis.

Unlike a previous Bayesian approach in NMR structure determination [140, 63],

which requires assigned NOE data, our approach works on unassigned NOESY data.

Moreover, the Bayesian approach in [140, 63] mainly relies on heuristic techniques,

such as Monte Carlo or Gibbs sampling, to randomly sample both conformation space

and the joint posterior distribution, while our approach employs a systematic and

rigorous search method (i.e., a combination of grid search and DEE/A* algorithms)

to compute the optimal parameter estimation that is only subject to the resolution

used in the grid search.

Markov random fields (MRFs) offer a mathematically sound framework for de-

scribing the dependencies between random variables, and have been widely applied

in computer vision [51, 110] and computational structural biology [182, 83, 82, 181].
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In [83, 82], an MRF was used to estimate the free energy of protein structures,

while in [182, 181], a graphical model similar to MRFs was used to predict side-

chain conformations. Although the graphical models in [182, 83, 82, 181] provide

reasonable models to describe the protein side-chain rotamer interactions, they do

not use any experimental data. In addition, the belief propagation approach used

in [182, 83, 82, 181] to search for the low-energy conformations can be trapped in

local minima, while our approach computes the global optimum solution.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Backbone Structure Determination from Residual Dipolar Couplings

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) provide global orientational restraints on the

internuclear bond vectors with respect to an external magnetic field [157, 156], and

have been used to determine protein backbone conformations [45, 157, 48, 143, 136,

155, 45, 166, 168, 141, 184]. In our high-resolution structure determination protocol,

we applied our recently-developed algorithms [166, 168, 185, 184, 45] to compute the

backbone structures using two RDCs per residue (either NH RDCs measured in two

media, or NH and CH RDCs measured in a single medium) and sparse NOE distance

restraints. In our backbone determination, we first computed conformations and

orientations of secondary structure element (SSE) backbones from RDC data using

the rdc-analytic algorithm [166, 168, 184, 45]. Instead of randomly sampling the

entire conformation space to find solutions consistent with the experimental data,

rdc-analytic computes the backbone dihedral angles exactly by solving a system

of quartic polynomial equations derived from the RDC equations [166, 168, 184, 45].

A depth-first search strategy is applied to search systematically over all roots of

a system of low-degree (quartic) equations, and find a globally optimal solution for

each SSE fragment. These RDC-defined SSE backbone fragments are then assembled

using a sparse set of inter-SSE NOE distance restraints [166, 168, 185, 184]. These
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sparse NOE distance can be extracted from unassigned NOESY data using only

chemical shift information [185]. More details on backbone structure determination

using RDCs can be found in [45, 166, 168, 185, 184]. Alternatively, the global fold

(i.e., backbone) could, in principle, be computed by other approaches, such as protein

structure prediction [11], protein threading [180] or homology modeling [98, 99].

3.3.2 Using Markov Random Fields for Rotamer Assignment

We first use a Markov random field to formulate our side-chain structure determi-

nation problem. A Markov random field is a set of random variables defined on

an undirected graph, which describes the conditional dependencies among random

variables. In our problem, each random variable represents the rotamer state of a

residue. Formally, let Xi be a random variable representing the rotamer state at

residue i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n is the total number of residues in the protein

sequence. Let ti be the maximum number of rotamer states at residue i. Then each

random variable Xi can take a value from set {1, · · ·, ti}. We use xi to represent

a specific value taken by random variable Xi. We also call xi the rotamer assign-

ment or conformation of residue i. Let X = {X1, · · ·, Xn} be the set of random

variables representing the rotamer assignments for all residues 1, · · ·, n in the protein

sequence. A joint event {X1 = x1, · · ·, Xn = xn}, abbreviated as X = x, is called a

rotamer assignment or conformation for all residues in the protein sequence, where

x = {x1, · · ·, xn}.

In our side-chain structure determination problem, we assume that the backbone

is rigid. Based on this assumption, it is generally safe to argue that each residue only

interacts with other residues within a certain distance threshold or energy cutoff,

when considering the pairwise interactions between side-chains. We use a graph

G = (V,E) to represent such residue-residue interactions, where each vertex in V

represents a residue, and each edge in E represents a possible interaction between
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two residues (i.e., the minimum distance between atoms from these two residues

is within a distance threshold). Such a graph G = (V,E) is called the residue

interaction graph. Given a residue interaction graph G = (V,E), the neighborhood

of residue i, denoted by Ni, is defined as Ni = {j | j ∈ V, i 6= j, (i, j) ∈ E}. The

neighborhood system describes the dependencies between rotamer assignments for

all residues in the protein sequence. A Markov random field (MRF), defined based on

the neighborhood system of an underlying graph G = (V,E), encodes the following

conditional independencies for each variable Xi:

Pr(Xi|Xj, j 6= i) = Pr(Xi|Xj, j ∈ Ni). (3.1)

This condition states that each random variable Xi is only dependent on the random

variables in its neighborhood.

We use Pr(x) to represent the prior probability for a rotamer assignment x =

{x1, · · ·, xn} of a protein sequence, which is derived from prior information about the

protein structures, such as empirical molecular mechanics. Let D be the observation

data, which in this case is the unassigned NOESY data. Let σ be the experimental

noise in the unassigned NOESY data. The parameter σ is unknown and needs to

be estimated. We use Pr(D|x, σ) to represent the likelihood function of a rotamer

assignment x and a parameter σ given the observation D. We use Pr(x, σ|D) to

represent the a posteriori probability. Our goal is to obtain a combination of ro-

tamer assignment x and parameter σ, denoted by (x, σ), that finds the maximum

a posteriori probability (MAP). By Bayes’s rule, the posterior probability can be

computed by

Pr(x, σ|D) ∝ Pr(D|x, σ) · Pr(x) · Pr(σ). (3.2)

In other words, the MAP solution (x∗, σ∗) satisfies

(x∗, σ∗) = arg max
(x,σ)

Pr(x, σ|D) = arg max
(x,σ)

Pr(D|x, σ) · Pr(x) · Pr(σ). (3.3)
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3.3.3 Deriving the Prior Probability

According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [15] on the Markov-Gibbs equiva-

lence, the distribution of an MRF with respect to an underlying graph G = (V,E)

can be written in the following Gibbs form:

Pr(x) ∝ exp(−U(x)/β), (3.4)

where β is a global control parameter, and U(x) is the prior energy that encodes prior

information about the rotamer-rotamer interactions in the protein structure. The

prior energy can be defined by U(x) =
∑

C∈C VC
(x), where V

C
(·) is a clique potential

and C is the set of cliques in the neighborhood system of the underlying graph

G = (V,E). In our problem, we only focus on one-site and two-site interactions

(i.e., with cliques of size 2) in a residue interaction graph G = (V,E). Given an

assignment x = {x1, · · ·, xn} for a residue interaction graph G = (V,E), we use the

following empirical molecular mechanics energy function to define the prior energy

U(x):

U(x) =
∑
i∈V

E ′(xi) +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

E ′(xi, xj), (3.5)

where E ′(xi) is the self energy term for rotamer assignment xi at residue i, and

E ′(xi, xj) is the pairwise energy term for rotamer assignments xi and xj at residues

i and j respectively. We can use the Boltzmann distribution to further specify

the prior probability in Eq. (3.4) by setting β = kbT , where kb is the Boltzmann

constant, and T is the temperature. In our implementation, the empirical molecular

mechanics energy function in Eq. (3.5) consists of the Amber electrostatic, van der

Waals (vdW), and dihedral terms [171, 33], and the EEF1 implicit solvation energy

term [103], combined as in [55, 27, 49]. We also include a rotamer energy term in the

prior energy function, which represents the frequency of a rotamer that is estimated

from high-quality protein structures [116] and weighted by the term from [92].
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3.3.4 Deriving the Likelihood Function and the Scoring Function

An accurate likelihood function should effectively interpret the observation data,

and incorporate experimental uncertainty into the model. In our framework, the

likelihood Pr(D|x, σ) is defined as

Pr(D|x, σ) = Z(σ) exp (−U(D|x, σ)) , (3.6)

where Z(σ) is the normalizing factor, and U(D|x, σ) is called the likelihood energy,

which evaluates the likelihood of observed NOESY data given rotamer assignment x

and parameter σ.

The likelihood energy U(D|x, σ) can be measured by matching the back-computed

NOE patterns with experimental cross peaks in unassigned NOESY data D. Given

a rotamer assignment xi at residue i, we can back-compute its NOE pattern between

backbone and intra-residue atoms. This NOE pattern is called the self back-computed

NOE pattern. Similarly, we can back-compute the NOE pattern between a pair of

rotamer assignments xi and xj at residues i and j respectively. This NOE pattern is

called the pairwise back-computed NOE pattern. We use a criterion derived from the

Hausdorff distance [73, 74], called the Hausdorff fraction, to measure the matching

score between a back-computed NOE pattern and unassigned NOESY data. De-

tails of deriving the Hausdorff fraction for a back-computed NOE pattern are in

Section 3.3.5 and [186, 185]. Let F (xi) and F (xi, xj) be the Hausdorff fractions for

the self and pairwise back-computed NOE patterns respectively. Then the likelihood

energy U(D|x, σ) is defined as:

U(D|x, σ) =
∑
i∈V

(1− F (xi)/F0(xi))
2

2σ2
+
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

(1− F (xi, xj)/F0(xi, xj))
2

2σ2
, (3.7)

where σ is the experimental noise in unassigned NOESY data, and F0(xi) and

F0(xi, xj) are the expected values of F (xi) and F (xi, xj) respectively. Here we assume
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that the experimental noise of unassigned NOESY cross peaks follows an independent

Gaussian distribution. Thus, σ represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian

noise. Such an independent Gaussian distribution provides a good approximation

when the accurate noise model to describe the uncertainty in experimental data is

not available [97, 110]. In general, it is difficult to obtain the accurate values of the

expected Hausdorff fractions F0(xi) and F0(xi, xj). In principle, a rotamer confor-

mation should be closer to the native side-chain conformation if its back-computed

NOE pattern has a higher Hausdorff fraction (i.e., with higher data satisfaction

score). In practice, we use the maximum value of the Hausdorff fraction among the

back-computed NOE patterns of all rotamers as the expected value of F (xi) and

F (xi, xj).

The function U(x, σ|D) = − log Pr(x, σ|D) is called the posterior energy for a ro-

tamer assignment x and parameter σ, given the observed data D. Then maximizing

the posterior probability is equivalent to minimizing the posterior energy function.

Substituting Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) into Eq. (3.2), and taking the negative log-

arithm on both sides of the equation, we have the following form of the posterior

energy function:

U(x, σ|D) ∝ 1

β

(∑
i∈V

E ′(xi) +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

E ′(xi, xj)

)
+

(∑
i∈V

(1− F (xi)/F0(xi))
2

2σ2
+
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

(1− F (xi, xj)/F0(xi, xj))
2

2σ2

)
+ log

Z(σ)

Pr(σ)
.

(3.8)

In Sec. 6.3.3, we will show how to estimate parameter σ. After σ has been

estimated, we have the following form of the posterior energy function:
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U(x|D) ∝ 1

β

(∑
i∈V

E ′(xi) +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

E ′(xi, xj)

)

+

(∑
i∈V

(1− F (xi)/F0(xi))
2

2σ2
+
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

(1− F (xi, xj)/F0(xi, xj))
2

2σ2

)
. (3.9)

The function U(x|D) is also called the pseudo energy. We rewrite the pseudo

energy function in Eq. (3.9). Let E(xi) = E ′(xi)/β + (1− F (xi)/F0(xi))
2 /2σ2 and

E(xi, xj) = E ′(xi, xj)/β + (1− F (xi, xj)/F0(xi, xj))
2 /2σ2. Then we have

U(x|D) =
∑
i∈V

E(xi) +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

E(xi, xj). (3.10)

The pseudo energy function defined in Eq. (3.10) has the same form as in protein

side-chain structure prediction [86, 104, 142, 85, 178, 92] or protein design [43, 113,

56, 55, 27, 49]. Thus, we can apply similar algorithms, including the dead-end

elimination (DEE) and A* search algorithms, to solve this problem. A brief overview

of the DEE/A* algorithms is in Section 3.3.6 and [43, 113, 56, 55, 27]. Similar to

protein side-chain prediction and protein design, the optimal rotamer assignment x∗

that minimizes the pseudo energy function in Eq. (3.10) is called the global minimum

energy conformation (GMEC). The DEE/A* algorithms employed in our framework

guarantee to find the GMEC with respect to our pseudo energy function. Similar

to [55, 27, 49], we can also extend the original A* search algorithm to compute a gap-

free ensemble of conformations such that their energies are all within a user-specified

window from the lowest pseudo energy.
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3.3.5 The NOE Pattern Matching Score

The similarity between a back-computed NOE pattern B and the NOESY spectra

Y can be measured by the conventional Hausdorff distance:

H(Y,B) = max(h(Y,B), h(B, Y )),

where h(Y,B) = maxy∈Y minb∈B ‖b− y‖ and ‖ · ‖ is the normed distance.

This conventional Hausdorff distance is sensitive to a single outlying point in B

or Y . To consider outliers and experimental noisy peaks, we can use an extended

Hausdorff-based measure, which is derived from the fractional Hausdorff distance [73,

74], to compare two sets of peaks. In the fractional Hausdorff distance, the kth ranked

distance is used to measure the discrepancy between two sets of peaks rather than

the maximum distance (i.e., the largest ranked one). More formally, in the fractional

Hausdorff distance, the original measure h(Y,B) is replaced by the following:

hk(Y,B) = kth
y∈Y

min
b∈B

‖b− y‖,

where kth is the kth largest value. We are interested in using the Hausdorff distance

to quantify the portion of experimental peaks Y that are close to back-computed

NOE peaks B. To implement this goal, we fix a threshold δ, and identify the largest

k such that hk(Y,B) ≤ δ. Here the threshold δ tells how close a non-outlying

experimental peak must be to a back-computed NOE peak. We use 0.03 ppm and

0.3 ppm as the threshold δ for protons and the attached heavy atoms 13C or 15N

respectively. Formally, given a set of experimental peaks (i.e., NOESY spectra) Y

and a back-computed NOE pattern B, the Hausdorff fraction between Y and B

under a threshold distance δ is defined as

Fδ(Y,B) =
τ({y ∈ Y | minb∈B ‖b− y‖ ≤ δ})

τ(Y )
, (3.11)
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where τ(·) is the size of a set. The Hausdorff fraction represents the percentage of

experimental cross peaks that are close to a back-computed NOE peak in B within

the threshold distance δ.

In our problem, the coordinates of the protein backbone are known. Given the

rotamer state of a residue, the coordinates of side-chain protons in this residue can

be also computed. Thus, we can back-compute the self NOE pattern between this

side-chain rotamer and the backbone for each rotamer state. Similarly, given ro-

tamer states in two different residues, we can also back-compute the pairwise NOE

pattern between these two side-chain rotamer conformations. More details on back-

computing an NOE pattern can be found in [185, 187]. Given a rotamer state xi in

residue i, we use F (xi) to represent the Hausdorff fraction for the self back-computed

NOE pattern between the rotamer xi and the backbone, and use F (xi, xj) to rep-

resent the Hausdorff fraction for the pairwise back-computed pattern between two

rotamers xi and xj, where i 6= j.

3.3.6 The DEE/A* Search Algorithms for Computing the Optimal Rotamer Assign-
ment

The major difficulty of computing the optimal solution that minimizes the pseudo

energy function in Eq. (10) is due to the pairwise energy terms involving two rotamer

assignments xi and xj. Since the form of the posterior energy function in Eq. (10) is

similar to the energy function in the protein side-chain prediction or protein design,

we can apply similar algorithms to solve this problem. Here we first apply the dead-

end elimination (DEE) algorithm to prune rotamers when their contribution to the

total energy is always less than another competing rotamer in the same residue [43,

113, 56, 55, 27]. After that, we use an A* algorithm to search over the remaining

combinations of side-chain rotamer conformations surviving from DEE and compute

the optimal solution that minimizes the pseudo energy function.
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The DEE algorithm reduces the complexity of our problem by pruning side-

chain rotamers that are provably not part of the optimal solution. Given a residue

i, a rotamer assignment x′i in this residue is eliminated if an alternative rotamer

assignment xi satisfies the following Goldstein criterion [56]:

E(x′i)− E(xi) +
∑
j∈Ni

min
xj

(E(x′i, xj)− E(xi, xj)) > Ew, (3.12)

where Ew is the specified energy threshold of the lowest energy rotamer assignment.

A rotamer x′i in residue i satisfying above criterion in Eq. (5.9) is provably not part

of the optimal solution, and thus can be safely pruned. The time complexity of one

round of dead-end elimination at each residue position is O(n3q2), where n is the

total number of residues in the protein sequence, and q is the maximum number of

rotamer states per residue.

After DEE, we apply an A* search algorithm to compute the optimal solution

that minimizes Eq. (10). An A* algorithm provably finds the optimal (i.e., least

cost) path from a given starting node to the destination node in a search tree or

graph. It uses a heurestic function f = g + h to evaluate the cost of the search

path, and determines the order of visiting nodes during the search, where g is the

actual cost from the starting node to the current node, and h is the estimated cost

from the current node to the goal node. Similar to the protein design [104, 55], we

formulate our search configuration space as a tree, in which the root represents an

empty rotamer assignment, a leaf node represents a full rotamer assignment, and an

internal node represents a partial rotamer assignment (i.e., only rotamers in a partial

set of residues are assigned).

Similar to [104, 55], we define the following cost functions g and h at the search

depth d:

g =
d∑

i=1

(
E(xi) +

∑
j∈Ni,j≤d

E(xi, xj)

)
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and

h =
n∑

j=d+1

Ej,

where n is the total number of residues in the protein sequence, and Ej is defined as

follows:

Ej = min
xj

E(xj) +
d∑

i=1

E(xi, xj) +
∑

k∈Nj ,k>d

min
xk

E(xj, xk)

 .

The A* algorithm maintains a list of search nodes which are ranked according

to f at each iteration, and expands the nodes with the smallest f value. Such an

expansion process is repeated until all side-chain rotamers are assigned, that is, when

a leaf node with the smallest score in the search tree is reached. This leaf node is

returned by the algorithm as a fully-assigned conformation. Similar to [55, 27, 49],

we can also extend the original A* search algorithm to compute a gap-free ensemble

of conformations such that their energies are all within a user-specified window from

the lowest pseudo energy.

3.3.7 Estimation of Experimental Noise in the NOESY Data

In the likelihood function defined in Eq. (3.7), parameter σ represents the noise level

in the NOESY data, and hence describes the quality of experimental data. On the

other hand, σ acts as a weighting factor, denoted by w = 1/σ2, between the empirical

molecular mechanics energy term and the data term in Eq. (3.9). in the posterior

energy function defined in Eq. (3.8). A small σ value (i.e., a large weighting factor

w) means that the experimental error in the NMR data is small, and hence the

data term in the scoring function Eq. (3.8) should be weighted more. The choice

of σ certainly influences the determination of the optimal rotamer assignment. In

practice, parameter σ in Eq. (3.7) is generally unknown, and needs to be estimated
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for each set of experimental data used in structure calculation. In the likelihood

function Eq. (3.6), the normalizing factor Z(σ) is related to the unknown parameter

σ. Based on the independent Gaussian distribution assumption on experimental

noise in unassigned NOESY data, we have Z(σ) = (2πσ2)m/2, where m is the total

number of self and pairwise back-computed NOE patterns. In our problem, m is

equal to the size of the residue interaction graph G = (V,E), that is, m = |V |+ |E|.

Similar to [140, 63], we use the Jeffrey prior [77] to represent the prior probability

of parameter σ, that is, Pr(σ) = σ−1. Substituting Z(σ) = (2πσ2)m/2 and Pr(σ) =

σ−1 into Eq. (3.8), we have

U(x, σ|D) ∝ (m+ 1) log σ +
1

β

(∑
i∈V

E ′(xi) +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

E ′(xi, xj)

)
+

(∑
i∈V

(1− F (xi)/F0(xi))
2

2σ2
+
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈Ni

(1− F (xi, xj)/F0(xi, xj))
2

2σ2

)
. (3.13)

Now our goal is to find a value of (x, σ) that minimizes the posterior energy in

Eq. (3.13). Here we combine a grid search approach with the DEE/A* search al-

gorithms to compute the optimal estimation of w = σ−2. Once w is determined,

parameter σ can be computed using equation σ =
√

1/w. First, our parameter

estimation approach systematically searches the grid points of weighting factor w.

This devolves to searching a 1-dimensional parameter space. For each grid point of

w, it uses the DEE and A* search algorithms to find the GMEC that minimizes the

pseudo energy function. Finally, it compares all GMEC solutions over all searched

grid points, and chooses the optimal value of parameter w that minimizes the pos-

terior energy function in Eq. (3.13).

In Eq. (3.13), as the weighting factor w increases (i.e., the data term is weighted

more), the first term (m + 1) log σ in Eq. (3.13) decreases, while the third term
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representing the data restraints increases. Fig. 3.1A shows a typical plot of the

posterior energy U(x, σ|D) vs. the weighting factor w, in which a minimum is usually

observed. The performance of our parameter estimation approach is only subject to

the resolution used in the grid search. In practice, our approach is sufficient to find

the optimal parameter estimation (Fig. 3.1), as we will show in the Results section.

3.3.8 NMR Experimental Procedures

We tested our Bayesian approach for side-chain structure determination on NMR

data of three proteins: the FF Domain 2 of human transcription elongation factor

CA150 (FF2), the B1 domain of Protein G (GB1), and human ubiquitin. All NMR

data except the RDC data of ubiquitin and GB1 were recorded and collected us-

ing Varian 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers at Duke University. The NMR spectra

were processed using the program NMRPipe [40]. All NMR peaks were picked

by the programs NMRView [78] or Xeasy/Cara [14], followed by manual edit-

ing. Backbone assignments, including resonance assignments of atoms N, HN, Cα,

Hα, Cβ, were obtained from the set of triple resonance NMR experiments HNCA,

HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CB, HN(COCA)CB, and HNCO, combined with the HSQC

spectra using the program Paces [30], followed by manual checking. The side-

chain resonances were assigned from the HA(CA)NH, HA(CACO), HCCH-TOCSY,

and HC(CCO)NH-TOCSY spectra. The NOE cross peaks were picked from three-

dimensional 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC spectra. In addition, we removed

the diagonal cross peaks and water artifacts from the picked NOE peak list. The NH

and CH RDC data of FF2 were measured from a 2D 1H-15N IPAP experiment [128]

and a modified (HACACO)NH experimental [12] respectively. The CαC′ and NC′

RDC data of FF2 were also measured from a set of HNCO-based experiments [130].

The CH and NH RDC data of ubiquitin were obtained from the Protein Data Bank

(PDB ID of ubiquitin: 1D3Z). For GB1, we computed its global fold using the CH
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and NH RDC data from a homologous protein, namely the third IgG-binding domain

of Protein G (GB3) (PDB ID: 1P7E).

3.4 Results

We implemented our Bayesian approach for side-chain structure determination and

tested it on NMR data of three proteins (the FF Domain 2 of human transcription

elongation factor CA150 (FF2), the B1 domain of Protein G (GB1), and human

ubiquitin). The numbers of amino acid residues in these three proteins are 62, 56

and 76 for FF2, GB1 and ubiquitin respectively. The PDB IDs of the NMR reference

structures are 2KIQ, 3GB1 and 1D3Z for FF2, GB1, and ubiquitin respectively.

The PDB IDs of the X-ray reference structures are 3HFH, 1PGA and 1UBQ for

FF2, GB1, and ubiquitin respectively. Since raw NOESY spectra are not deposited

in the PDB, the primary experimental data (plus other NMR experiments) must

be collected to test our algorithm. We did these experiments (see Section 3.3.8

above). Therefore, in this case and in other cases where actual wet lab experiments

must be done, tests on real experimental data of three proteins are sufficient to

demonstrate the feasibility of an algorithm in NMR data analysis and structure

determination [61, 23, 91, 58, 59, 140, 63, 67, 176]. This is different from the

conventional side-chain structure prediction approaches, in which a large set of solved

protein structures from the PDB are usually tested.

Our algorithm uses the following input data: (1) the protein primary sequence;

(2) the protein backbone; (3) the 2D or 3D NOESY peak list from both 15N- and

13C-edited spectra; (4) the resonance assignment list, including both backbone and

side-chain resonance assignments; (5) the rotamer library [116]. The empirical molec-

ular mechanics energy function that we used in Eq. (3.5) consists of the Amber elec-

trostatic, van der Waals (vdW), and dihedral terms [171, 33], the EEF1 implicit

solvation energy term [103], and a rotamer energy term, which represents the fre-
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quency of the rotamer. All NMR data, except RDCs of GB1 and ubiquitin, were

recorded and collected using Varian 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers at Duke Univer-

sity. The NOE cross peaks were picked from 3D 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC

spectra. Details on the NMR experimental procedures are provided in Section 3.3.8.

Our computational tests were performed on a 2.20 GHz Intel core 2 Duo processor

with 4 GB memory. The total running time of computing the GMEC solution for

a typical medium-size protein, such as GB1, is less than an hour after parameter

w = σ−2 has been estimated.

We used the same rules as in [116] to classify and identify the rotamer conforma-

tions, that is, we used a window of ±30◦ to determine most χ angles, except that

a few specific values (see Table I in [116]) were used in determining the terminal

χ angle boundaries for glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, asparagine, leucine, histi-

dine, tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine. Since most rotamer conformations are

short, the RMSD is not sufficient to measure the structural dissimilarity between two

rotamers. Thus, we did not use the RMSD to compare different rotamers. We used

two measurements to evaluate the accuracies of the determined side-chain rotamer

conformations. The first one is called the accuracy of all χ angles, measuring the

percentage of side-chain rotamer conformations in which all χ angles agree with the

NMR or X-ray reference structure. The second measurement is called the accuracy

of (χ1, χ2) angles, which measures the percentage of side-chain rotamer conforma-

tions whose first two χ angles (i.e., both χ1 and χ2) agree with the NMR or X-ray

reference structure. We say a determined side-chain conformation is correct if all its

χ angles agree with the NMR or X-ray reference structure.

3.4.1 Parameter Estimation

We estimated the weighting factor parameter w = σ−2 in the posterior energy func-

tion using the approach described in Sec. 6.3.3. Here we used the test on GB1
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(Fig. 3.1) as an example to demonstrate our parameter estimation approach. The

parameters for the other two proteins were estimated similarly. For GB1, the opti-

mal weighting factor was 32, where the posterior energy U(x, σ|D) met the minimum

(Fig. 3.1A). This optimal weight value corresponded to the best accuracies 77.8% and

87.0% for all χ angles and (χ1, χ2) angles respectively (Fig. 3.1E and Fig. 3.1F).

Fig. 3.1C and Fig. 3.1D show the influence of the weight w on the empirical

molecular mechanics energy and the NOE pattern matching score of the GMEC.

As expected, as the data restraints were weighted more, the empirical molecular

mechanics energy declined while the data satisfaction score was improved for the

GMEC solution. At the optimal weight value w = 32, the GMEC yielded decent

scores for both empirical molecular mechanics energy and NOE pattern matching

score. Although the NOE pattern matching score of the GMEC jumped to a higher

plateau when w ≥ 110 (Fig. 3.1C), the accuracies of all χ angles and (χ1, χ2) angles

did not increase correspondingly (Fig. 3.1E and Fig. 3.1F). Probably this high NOE

satisfaction score was caused to some extent by overfitting the side-chain rotamer

conformations to experimental data.

Both cross validation [21, 23] and sampling-based approaches [140, 63] have been

used in previous work to estimate the weighting factor between the empirical molec-

ular mechanics energy and the data restraints in NMR protein structure determina-

tion. The sampling-based approaches mainly depend on stochastic techniques, such

as Monte Carlo or Gibbs sampling, to randomly sample conformation space and

joint posterior distribution. These heuristic approaches cannot guarantee to find the

global optimum solution. On the other hand, cross validation has been considered

as a rigorous approach to estimate unknown parameters. It can also be used to

prevent overfitting structures into experimental data. However, the cross validation

approach still suffers from several drawbacks. First, fewer data are used to estimate

parameter and compute the protein structures, which might influence the accuracy
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Figure 3.1: Estimation of the weighting factor parameter w = σ−2 for the data
term in the posterior energy function for GB1. In plots (B) and (D), the Hausdorff
fraction was used to measure the matching score between the back-computed NOE
pattern of the GMEC and experimental spectra.

of the parameter estimation result. Second, as observed in [21, 23, 63], usually there

is not a clearly unique choice for the weighting factor parameter, which makes it

difficult to objectively find the optimum estimation.

In addition to the approach described in Sec 2.5, we also ran a 10-fold cross

validation approach to estimate the weighting factor parameter w = σ−2. In this

cross validation approach, we first randomly partitioned all unassigned NOESY data

into 10 non-overlapping sets of data. Each set of data had approximately equal

size. The cross validation was performed in 10 rounds. In each round, the 9 sets of

unassigned NOESY data were used as a working data set to compute the GMEC

for each choice of parameter w = σ−2, and the remaining data set was used as the

testing data set to access the choice of w = σ−2 by measuring the matching score

between the back-computed NOE pattern of the GMEC and NOESY spectra. The

average result from 10 rounds was used as an estimation of parameter w = σ−2. In

each round, the DEE/A* search algorithms were used to compute the GMEC for
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each choice of parameter w.

As shown in Fig. 1B, the plot of the cross-validated NOE pattern matching score

vs. the weighting factor of the data term was nearly flat, and did not exhibit a clearly

unique optimum of w that maximized the cross-validated NOE satisfaction score. For

GB1, the maximum cross-validated NOE pattern matching score occurred when w

was in between 128-156 (Fig. 1B). Unfortunately, the weighting factor in this interval

did not correspond to the best accuracies of all χ angles and (χ1, χ2) angles (Fig. 1E

and Fig. 1F). Probably this was caused by the fact that fewer data were used to

determine side-chain rotamer conformations in the cross validation approach. Thus,

our current parameter estimation approach based on the grid search and DEE/A*

algorithms outperformed the cross validation approach.

3.4.2 Accuracy of Determined Side-Chain Rotamer Conformations

We first tested our side-chain structure determination approach on the backbones

from the NMR reference structures (Table 3.1). Next, to check whether our current

side-chain structure determination approach can be combined with our previously-

developed backbone structure determination techniques [45, 166, 168, 185, 184]

for high-resolution structure determination, we also tested our algorithm on the

backbones computed mainly using RDC data (Table 3.2). In all cases, the RDC-

defined backbones were computed using our previous structure determination algo-

rithms [45, 166, 168, 185, 184], thus showing that a pipeline for complete structure

determination is feasible. The RMSD between the input RDC-defined backbone and

the NMR reference structure is 0.96 Å, 0.87 Å and 0.97 Å for FF2, GB1 and ubiq-

uitin respectively. In addition to the GMEC, we also computed the ensemble of the

best 50 conformations with the lowest pseudo energies (Tables 3.1 and 3.2), using an

extended version of the A* algorithm [55, 27, 49]. An ensemble of computed struc-

tures is important when multiple models may agree with the experimental data [42].
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Table 3.1: Accuracies of the side-chain rotamer conformations determined by Nasca
using the backbones from the NMR reference structures.

All residues Core residues
Proteins Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of

all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%) all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%)
GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50

GB1 77.8 77.8 87.0 87.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
ubiquitin 75.4 78.3 84.1 85.5 84.0 88.0 88.0 92.0
FF2 71.9 71.9 82.5 86.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 3.2: Accuracies of the side-chain rotamer conformations determined by Nasca
using the RDC-defined backbones computed using the algorithms in [45, 166, 168,
185, 184].

All residues Core residues
Proteins Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of

all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%) all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%)
GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50 GMEC Best 50

GB1 75.9 79.6 81.5 88.9 92.9 100.0 92.9 100.0
ubiquitin 72.5 76.8 79.7 82.6 80.0 84.0 80.0 84.0
FF2 71.9 75.4 80.7 84.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

In addition, an ensemble of structures can reflect the conformational variation re-

sulting from different experimental conditions, lack of data, or protein motion in

solution [42, 3].

In addition to examining the accuracies of the determined side-chain conforma-

tions in all residues, we also checked the performance of our approach in core residues,

which are defined as those residues with solvent accessibility ≤ 10%. We used the

software MOLMOL [90] with a solvent radius of 2.0 Å to compute solvent accessibility

for each residue. Note that in the side-chain structure determination problem us-

ing experimental data, we were particularly interested in the accuracies of side-chain

conformation determination in core residues because: (1) Biologically the side-chains

in the interior and buried regions of the protein play more important roles in study-

ing protein dynamics and determining accurate structures, compared to residues on

the protein surface; (2) In the X-ray or NMR reference structure, the data for the

solvent-exposed side-chains are often missing. Thus, modeling information is often

used to compute the side-chain conformations of the residues on the protein surface.

Overall, our approach determined more than 70% correct rotamer conforma-
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tions, and achieved over 80% accuracy for (χ1, χ2) angles for all residues (Tables 3.1

and 3.2). Our results also show that computing the ensemble of the best 50 confor-

mations with the lowest pseudo energies can slightly improve the results (Tables 3.1

and 3.2), which indicates that it is necessary to compute an ensemble of conforma-

tions rather than a single GMEC solution. In core residues, our approach achieved

a high percentage of accurate side-chain conformations. Our approach computed

all the correct side-chain conformations in core residues for GB1 and FF2, and had

accuracies ≥ 84% for ubiquitin, given the backbone structures from the NMR ref-

erence structures (Table 3.1). The tests on the RDC-defined backbones exhibited

similar results (Table 3.2), which indicates that our current Bayesian approach can

be combined with our previously-developed backbone structure determination tech-

niques [45, 166, 168, 185, 184] to determine high-resolution protein structures mainly

using RDC and unassigned NOESY data.

We also examined the accuracies of the determined side-chain conformations for

side-chain amino acid residues of different lengths (Fig. 3.2). In general, more short

side-chain conformations (i.e., 1-χ and 2-χ side-chains) were determined correctly

than the long side-chain conformations (i.e., 3-χ and 4-χ side-chains). On the other

hand, although our program assigned a very low percentage of correct 4-χ rotamers

(i.e., arginine and lysine), it was able to compute the first two χ angles correctly for

most 4-χ side-chains (Fig. 3.2). In addition to their side-chain flexibility, arginine and

lysine are usually exposed to the solvent and undergo many conformational changes.

Also, their NOE data are often missing. Therefore, it is generally difficult to compute

all the χ angles correctly for these two long side-chains. We further investigated

the accuracies of the determined side-chain rotamer conformations for residues with

different numbers of available data restraints. We first define the number of matched

NOE peaks for residue i, denoted by di, as follows:
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structure.

di =
1

ti

∑
xi

(
f(xi) +

∑
j∈Ni

max
xj

f(xi, xj)

)
, (3.14)

where ti is the maximum number of rotamer states at residue i, and f(xi) and

f(xi, xj) are the numbers of experimental NOE cross peaks that are close to a back-

computed NOE peak in the self and pairwise back-computed NOE patterns respec-

tively. Basically di measures the degree of available data restraints for residue i

averaged over all possible rotamer conformations. We define the value of di divided

by the number of rotatable χ angles in the side-chain as the number of matched NOE

peaks per χ angle for residue i. As shown in Fig. 3.3, our approach performed much

better on those residues with relatively dense data restraints (i.e., with the number

of matched NOE peaks per χ angle ≥ 15) than other residues.

To examine how much empirical molecular mechanics energy and experimental

data can influence the side-chain rotamer assignment results individually, we per-

formed a test with GB1 using each term alone, without the other, and compared the

results with those from the posterior energy. A comparison of the results shows that

the combination of empirical molecular mechanics energy and unassigned NOESY

data using the optimal estimated weighting factor allowed the algorithm to deter-
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Figure 3.3: Accuracies of the determined side-chain rotamer conformations for
residue with different numbers of matched NOE peaks per χ angle for GB1 and
ubiquitin. Diagrams are shown in the same format as in Fig. 3.2.

Table 3.3: Comparison between our current Bayesian approach vs. hana and Nasca
on the number of serious steric clash overlaps (> 0.9 Å) in the determined side-chain
conformations.

Proteins Current hana Nasca
Bayesian approach

GB1 0 10 14
ubiquitin 0 16 21
FF2 0 2 14

mine approximately 10% more accurate side-chain conformations than using only

empirical molecular mechanics energy or only experimental data.

3.4.3 Improvement on Our Previous Approaches hana and Nasca

In our previous approaches, hana [186, 185] and Nasca [187], only experimental

data were used in determining side-chain conformations. Thus, they did not consider

the empirical molecular mechanics energy when packing side-chain conformations.

Thus, the side-chain structures computed by hana and Nasca can contain steric

clashes. Our new approach solves this problem by taking into account a molecular

mechanics potential, which sharply penalizes physically unrealistic conformations.

As shown in Table 3.3, our new approach eliminated all the serious steric clash over-

laps (> 0.9 Å), which appeared previously in the side-chain conformations computed

by hana and Nasca.
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Table 3.4: Comparison with the side-chain structure prediction program Scwrl4 on
GB1 using different input backbone structures. The backbone RMSD from 2GB1,
1GB1 , 1P7E, 1PGA and 1PGB to 3GB1 is 1.01 Å, 1.00 Å, 0.44 Å, 0.54 Å and 0.56
Å respectively. The program Reduce [175] was used to add hydrogens to the X-ray
backbone structures 1PGA and 1PGB. In our approach, the GMEC was computed
for this comparison. (a) PDB ID.

All residues Core residues
Backbonesa Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of Accuracy of

all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%) all χ angles (%) (χ1, χ2) angles (%)
Our SCWRL4 Our SCWRL4 Our SCWRL4 Our SCWRL4

approach approach approach approach
3GB1 77.8 72.2 85.2 79.4 100.0 85.7 100.0 85.7
2GB1 72.1 68.5 81.3 74.5 92.9 78.6 92.9 78.6
1GB1 74.1 70.4 83.3 77.8 92.9 78.6 92.9 78.6
1P7E 74.1 70.4 83.3 75.9 92.9 78.6 92.9 78.6
1PGA 70.4 64.8 79.6 70.4 92.9 71.4 92.9 71.4
1PGB 75.9 74.1 83.3 77.8 100.0 85.7 100.0 85.7

3.4.4 Comparisons with Scwrl4

Scwrl4 [92] is one of the most popular programs for predicting side-chain rotamer

conformations given a backbone structure. Note that our algorithm uses unassigned

NOESY data, while Scwrl4 does not use any experimental data. We compared

the performance of our approach with that of Scwrl4 on GB1 using different input

backbone structures (Table 3.4). The comparison showed that our approach outper-

formed Scwrl4 for all input backbone structures, especially in the core regions (Ta-

ble 3.4). For core residues, our approach achieved accuracies between 92.9-100.0%,

while Scwrl4 only achieved accuracies up to 85.7%. As we discussed previously, the

correctness of the side-chain conformations in the core regions is crucial for deter-

mining the accurate global fold of a protein. Thus, in order to meet the requirement

of high-resolution structure determination, the data restraints must be incorporated

for packing the side-chain conformations in core residues.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we unified the side-chain structure prediction problem with the side-

chain structure determination problem using unassigned NOESY data. We proposed

a Bayesian approach to integrate experimental data with modeling information, and
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used the provable algorithms to find the optimal solution. Tests on real NMR data

demonstrated that our approach can determine a high percentage of accurate side-

chain conformations. Since our approach does not require any NOE assignment, it

can accelerate NMR structure determination.

Although the A* search algorithm guarantees to find the GMEC solution, its

worst-case running time can be exponential in the number of residues in the protein

sequence. In the future, we can replace it within our Bayesian framework with faster

algorithms, which can improve the time complexity of the search process, while still

providing the guarantee to provably find the global optimum. We will extend the

Nasca module to determine the side-chain conformations without requiring the side-

chain resonance assignments from TOCSY experiments, by analogously combining

the empirical molecular mechanics energy with unassigned NOESY data. Another

possible extension is to exploit more structural flexibility. We can use a finer rotamer

library and allow more side-chain flexibility. Currently, we assume that the input

backbone structure is rigid. Incorporating backbone flexibility during the search

of the GMEC solution, as was done in [52, 54, 27], will improve the quality of the

determined protein structures. Our approach has been tested on NMR data for three

proteins. In the future, we plan to test it on more proteins.
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4

Protein Loop Structure Determination Using
Sparse Global Orientational Restraints

The results presented in this chapter have been converged into the following published

manuscript which was joint work with Chittaranjan Tripathy, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R.

Donald:

Chittaranjan Tripathy, Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Loop

Closure using Orientational Restraints from NMR Data. Proteins : Structure, Function,

and Bioinformatics, 2011 (In press).

Chittaranjan Tripathy, Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Loop

Closure using Orientational Restraints from NMR Data. International Conference on

Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB), Vancouver, 2011. Springer-

Verlag (Berlin), Volume 6577/2011, pages 483-498.

In Chapter 2, we have proposed a novel algorithm for initial global fold structure

determination, in which the loop conformations are computed using a local mini-
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mization approach. In this chapter, we improve the loop structure determination

module, and present a new algorithm for determining loop conformations using the

global orientational restraints from sparse RDC data.

4.1 Background and Summary of Contributions

For both structure prediction and structure determination using experimental data,

secondary structure element (SSE) structures are usually much easier to predict or

determine than loop structures, probably because loops are relatively more flexible

and possibly interact with other domains or remaining parts on the protein surface.

On the other hand, loop structures may play important roles in studying protein

functions and protein-protein interactions in molecular recognition. Thus, develop-

ing effective algorithms for determining the accurate loop structures from experi-

mental data will advance high-resolution protein structure determination and hence

contribute to structural proteomics research.

In protein structure prediction, although the low-resolution SSE structures in

the protein cores are generally predictable by current techniques, such as homology

modeling [98, 99] and protein threading [180], loop structure prediction still remains

a challenging task. In X-ray crystallography, the experimental data, called electron

density maps (EDMs), are often too noisy to construct the loop conformations at the

desirable resolution. In NMR spectroscopy, usually it is easier to acquire a sufficient

number of geometric restraints from NMR data for SSE regions than for loop re-

gions. For example, the specific cross peak patterns for alpha helices or beta sheets

in NOESY spectra can be effectively exploited to facilitate the NMR assignment

process [10]. Moreover, current chemical shift databases can predict more accurate

dihedral angle restraints for SSE regions than for loop regions [34]. Traditional NMR

structure determination approaches [61, 67, 62, 146] typically apply heuristic tech-

niques, such as simulated annealing (SA) and molecular dynamics (MD), to compute
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a set of protein structures that satisfy the geometric restraints from NMR data. Un-

fortunately, these heuristic techniques can be trapped into local minima in the energy

landscape of the objective function. Using a hierarchical structure determination ap-

proach [66, 28, 41, 185], which first builds up SSE conformations in the protein cores

and then adds loops, can reduce the chance of missing the global optimum struc-

ture. All the above observations suggest that it may be more accurate to determine

protein structures by starting building up SSE structures in the protein cores with

unambiguous geometric restraints from experimental data, and then computing the

loops that both close gaps between SSEs and satisfy the NMR data [66, 28, 41, 185].

In all the above scenarios, the loop structure calculation problem can be formu-

lated as a loop closure problem, in which a loop fragment is computed to close the gap

between two given residues anchored in SSEs. The major difficulty in the loop closure

problem lies in the huge conformation space that need to be explored, especially for

long loops. Typical approaches, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [37],

randomly sample the conformation space from one end residue to find the structures

that reach the other end residue. These approaches are computationally expensive

and can not guarantee to converge to the correct native loop conformations. Mostly

motivated from the field of robotics, a large number of algorithms, such as cyclic

coordinate descent (CCD) [24, 17], inverse kinematics methods [36, 89, 127, 115],

rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) [139], and other sampling techniques [151, 183],

were proposed to improve the efficiency of loop conformation exploration. Although

many existing approaches can compute the loop fragments that close the gaps be-

tween two end residues, few algorithms were specifically designed to compute the

high-resolution loop structures using the experimental restraints [24, 17, 139, 115].

Moreover, little work aims to find the ensemble of all possible loop conformations

that satisfy the geometric constraints from the experimental data.

In this chapter, we exploit the global orientational restraints from CH and NH
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RDCs, and use them as the primary geometric restraints to determine the loop struc-

tures. Our goal is to find an ensemble of loop conformations that only only close

the gaps between two end residues anchored in SSEs, but also satisfy the geometric

restraints from RDC data. We develop a loop backbone structure determination

algorithm, called Global Orientation based Algorithm for Loops (Goal), to achieve

this goal. Goal takes the SSE conformations, CH and NH RDC data as input.

It extends the rdc-analytic algorithm [168, 166, 165], recently developed in our

lab, to compute a set of all possible dihedral angles by solving the exact solutions

to the RDC equations. A systematic search approach is then employed to compute

an ensemble of loop backbone conformations that both close the gaps between SSEs

and satisfy the RDC restraints. Unlike traditional NMR structure determination

approaches [61, 124, 60, 69, 93], which heavily depend on nuclear Overhauser effect

(NOE) distance restraints to elucidate the 3D structures, Goal only requires CH

and NH RDCs in structure determination. Since NOEs provide merely local distance

restraints, the NOE-based structure determination approaches can suffer from the

error propagation problem during the NOE assignment process, that is, an error in an

incorrect NOE assignment can be propagated, and influence the assignments of other

NOEs. In contrast to NOEs, RDCs provide the global orientational restraints on the

internuclear bond vectors with respect to a global coordinate frame [157, 156]. Thus,

Goal can compute more robust backbone folds than traditional structure determi-

nation approaches. Another key difference between Goal and existing traditional

structure determination approaches is that, Goal does not apply any stochastic

techniques, such as SA/MD, to randomly sample the conformation space to find the

solutions that satisfy the NMR data. Instead, it is data-driven in that it analytically

and exactly solves the RDC equations to obtain an ensemble of structures that sat-

isfy the geometric restraints represented by RDCs. Thus, it can reduce the chance

of being trapped into local minima and missing the globally-optimal solution. Since
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Goal does not require the time-consuming NOE assignment step, which is typically

required in traditional NMR structure determination approaches, it can speed up

the NMR protein structure determination process.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Background on Residual Dipolar Couplings

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) provide the global orientational restraints on

internuclear vectors, for example, backbone NH and CH bond vectors, with respect

to a global coordinate frame [157, 156]. In addition, in solution NMR, RDC data

can be recorded and collected with higher precision, and assigned much faster than

NOEs. RDCs have provided an alternative means for automated protein structure

determination [157, 48, 143, 136, 41, 70, 155, 166, 168, 141]. Most existing RDC-

based structure determination approaches consider RDC data as complementary

restraints to NOEs, and only use RDCs in the final structure refinement step. In

contrast, here we use the global orientation restraints from RDCs as the primary

geometric constraints to solve the protein loop structures.

The RDC r of a unit bond vector v in a protein with regard to an alignment

medium can be formulated as

r = Dmaxv
TSv (4.1)

where Dmax is the dipolar interaction constant, and S is a 3× 3 matrix, called Saupe

order matrix [145], or alignment tensor, which defines the time averaging anisotropic

orientation of the protein in the laboratory frame. Here the Saupe matrix S is a

symmetric traceless and rank 2 tensor, and has 5 degrees of freedom.

The alignment tensor S can be diagonalized as follows [100, 101, 45]:

S = RΣRT (4.2)

where R ∈ SO(3) is a 3× 3 rotation matrix encoding the Euler angles (α, β, γ), and
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Σ is a 3 × 3 diagonal and traceless matrix that contains the eigenvalues of S (i.e.,

the diagonal elements of Σ are the eigenvalues of S). The coordinate system defined

by the rotation matrix R is called the principal order frame (POF).

In principle, the measurements of five or more RDCs from substructures with

known bond vectors are sufficient to determine the alignment tensor S [114, 45]. In

our loop structure determination problem, the SSE conformations are taken as input

and can be used as the known substructures to determine the alignment tensor S.

Since SSEs usually contain more than five known bond vectors with the measured

RDCs, in general, the accurate alignment tensor can be computed from the known

geometry of SSEs and the measured RDCs, using a singular value decomposition

(SVD) approach [114, 45].

4.2.2 Forward Backbone Structure Determination

We develop two approaches to determine the loop backbone conformations using

the global orientational restraints from RDCs, namely forward computation and

backward computation. The forward approach computes the loop conformations in

the ascending order of residue number, while the backward approach determines the

loop conformations in the opposite direction. In this section, we describe the details

of the forward backbone determination approach.

Let (1, · · ·, n) be the residue number indexes of the loop. In our loop structure

determination problem, we consider the first half peptide plane of the first residue

(i.e., residue 1) and the second half peptide plane of the last residue (i.e., residue

n) as fixed, since they are anchored in SSEs with the known backbone geometry.

In other words, the coordinates of Cα, N and HN atoms in the first peptide plane

and the coordinates of Cα, C′ and CO in the last half peptide plane of the loop are

considered known. Suppose that we have solved the backbone conformations of the

first i−1 residues of the loop, and our current task is to compute the dihedral angles
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(φi, ψi) of residue i. Since the conformations of residue i− 1 have been determined,

the peptide plane HN(i)−N(i)−Cα(i) is fixed (see Fig. 5.2). Let v1 be the known

unit bond vector from N(i) to Cα(i), as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Let vc be the unknown

unit bond vector from Cα(i) to Hα(i). Let rc be the measured RDC of the unit bond

vector vc. By Eq. (4.1) we have the following RDC equation for the unknow bond

vector vc:

rc = Dmaxvc
TSvc. (4.3)

Since vc is a unit bond vector, we have

|vc| = 1. (4.4)

In the protein backbone geometry, the angle between v1 and vc, denoted as θ, can

be considered as a constant (which is around 109.4 degree). Thus, the dot product

between v1 and vc can be regarded as a constant, that is,

v1 · vc = |v1||vc| cos θ = cos θ, (4.5)

where θ is the fixed angle between vectors v1 and vc. The second equality in Eq. (4.5)

holds since both v1 and vc are unit vectors (i.e., |v1| = |vc| = 1). We also call

Eq. (4.5) the kinematic constraint from the protein backbone geometry.

Combining Eqs. (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain the following system of low-

degree (≤ 2) polynomial equations for the unknown bond vector vc:


rc = Dmaxvc

TSvc,
|vc| = 1,

v1 · vc = cos θ.
(4.6)

Let (x, y, z) be the x, y and z-components of vector vc in the POF that diag-

onalizes the alignment tensor S. Let Sxx, Syy and Szz be the diagonal elements of

the diagonalized matrix Σ (i.e., the eigenvalues of S) in Eq. (4.2). Then the RDC
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Figure 4.1: The protein backbone geometry for illustrating the forward and back-
ward structure determination approaches.

equation in the POF can be written in the following form [100, 101, 45]:

rc = Dmax(Sxxx
2 + Syyy

2 + Szzz
2). (4.7)

Let (x1, y1, z1) be the x, y and z-components of vector v1 in the POF. Then we

can obtain the following system of polynomial equations for the unknown vector vc:
rc = Dmax(Sxxx

2 + Syyy
2 + Szzz

2),
x2 + y2 + z2 = 1,

x1x+ y1y + z1z = cos θ,
(4.8)

where the second equation is derived from Eq. (4.4), and the third equation is derived

from Eq. (4.5).

It has been shown in [165, 185, 45] that the CH bond vector vc can be computed

exactly in closed form with at most four possible solutions to the above system

of polynomial equations. In geometry, the quadratic RDC equation (i.e., the first

equation) in the above system of polynomial equations represents a quadratic surface,

called hyperboloid, in the 3D space. The intersection between this quadratic surface

and the sphere representing the second equation lies on two ellipsoidal curves [45].
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On the other hand, the third equation encoding the kinematics from the protein

backbone geometry and the second equation restrain the unit bond vector vc into

an ellipse. The intersection between the ellipsoidal curves derived from the RDC

equation and the ellipse derived from the protein backbone kinematics yields a set

of (at most) four discrete points, which represent all possible solutions for bond

vector vc with respect to a measured RDC value rc. Once the CH bond vector vc

is determined, the dihedral angle φi in residue i can be also computed exactly using

the trigonometric equations [165, 185, 45].

The computation of the other backbone dihedral angle ψi in residue i can be

computed similarly with minor changes. Let vn be the unit bond vector from N(i+1)

to HN(i+1), and let v2 be the unit bond vector from Cα(i) to C′(i), as illustrated in

Fig. 5.2. Let rn be the measured RDC of CH bond vector vn. Once the bond vector

vc and the dihedral angle φi have been determined, the bond vector v2 becomes

fixed. Let (x′, y′, z′) and (x2, y2, z2) be the x, y and z-components of unit vectors vn

and v2 in the POF, respectively. Similarly, we can derive the following system of

polynomial equations for the unknown bond vector vn:


rn = Dmax(Sxxx

′2 + Syyy
′2 + Szzz

′2),
x′2 + y′2 + z′2 = 1,

x2x
′ + y2y

′ + z2z
′ = cos θ′,

(4.9)

where θ′ is the angle between two bond vectors vn and v2. In the protein backbone

geometry, bond vectors vn and v2 are generally considered as in a rigid peptide plane.

Thus, the angle θ′ between vectors vn and v2 can be regarded as a constant. Similar

to System (4.8), the above system of the polynomial equations for the unknown

vector vn can be solved in closed form with at most four exact possible solutions.

Once the bond vector vn is determined, the dihedral angle ψi can also be computed

using the trigonometric equations [165, 185, 45].
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4.2.3 Backward Backbone Structure Determination

The backward backbone structure determination approach computes the loop confor-

mations in the descending order of residue number. The principles of the backward

backbone structure determination approach are similar to those of the forward com-

putation approach except the order of determining the backbone peptide planes.

Suppose that we have computed the backbone conformations of residues i+ 1, · · ·, n

in the loop, and we are going to determine the backbone conformation of residue i.

Since the peptide planes of residue i+ 1 are known, the unit bond vector from Cα(i)

to C′(i) (i.e., vector v2 in Fig. 5.2) can be considered fixed. Similar to the forward

computation, the CH bond vector in residue i (i.e., vector vc in Fig. 5.2), and the

dihedral angle ψi can be computed exactly in closed form using the RDC equation

and the protein backbone kinematics. Once the CH bond vector (i.e., vector vc) and

the dihedral angle ψi in residue i are determined, the unit bond vector from N(i)

to Cα(i) (i.e., vector v1 in Fig. 5.2) becomes fixed. Then the NH bond vector from

Nα(i) to HNα(i) (not shown in Fig. 5.2) in residue i and the dihedral angle φi can

be computed similarly.

4.2.4 Systematic Search

As we discussed previously, in the forward computation approach, each CH RDC (or

NH RDC) yields four possible solutions of φ angle (or ψ angle respectively). Thus,

there exist at most 4 × 4 possible backbone conformations for each residue, given

the orientational restraints from CH and NH RDCs, and the known conformations

of the proceeding residues. The same statement holds for the backward computation

approach. Since the RDC measurement may contain experimental noise, in practice,

we sample the RDCs evenly within a user-defined interval (e.g., ±3.0 Hz). Thus,

we can obtain a discrete and finite set of possible dihedral angle solutions for each

residue. Our goal is to find an ensemble of loop conformations that not only close
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the gaps between end residues in SSEs, but also satisfy the orientational restraints

from RDCs. We formulate the conformation space of all possible backbone dihedral

angles of the loop as a tree, which we called the conformation tree. Each node in

the conformation tree represents a possible backbone conformation for a residue.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates an example of conformation tree for a 4-residue loop fragment.

We aim to search over the conformation tree to find an ensemble of all possible

backbone conformations that satisfy the RDC data and close the gap between two

end residues. The systematic search over the conformation tree to achieve this goal

is described as follows:

1. Starting with the initial residue in the loop (i.e., residue 1 in the forward ap-

proach, or residue n in the backward approach), we obtain all possible dihedral

angle solutions for each residue by computing the exact solutions to the system

of polynomial equations, as described in Secs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

2. For each possible backbone conformation in a residue, we check the Ramachan-

dran map of the (φ, ψ) angles. A backbone conformation of a residue is pruned

if the pair of (φ, ψ) angles is not in the allowed Ramachandran regions. We

use the database of top 500 high-resolution structures from Richardsons’s lab

to derive the allowed Ramachandran regions [95].

3. For each possible backbone conformation, we check whether it has steric clash

with the atoms from SSEs. A possible backbone conformation is pruned if it

has steric clash with SSEs.

4. At each residue, we check whether the end residue of the loop can reach the

other fixed end residue from SSEs, after placing the best possible kinematic

chain of the remaining residues in the loop. A backbone conformation is pruned

if such a constraint is not satisfied.
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5. At each level of the conformation tree, we perform a clustering operation for

all peptide planes. If all the coordinates of Cα, N, and HN atoms (or Cα, C′

and CO atoms in the backward approach) of a peptide plane is within some

threshold (0.2-0.4 A) from those of the other plane, we merge these two planes

into one cluster, and use the peptide plane with better Ramachandran score to

represent this cluster.

6. At the lowest level (i.e., bottom) of the conformation tree, we check the gap

between the mobile end residue in the loop and the fixed end residue in the

SSEs. The gap distance is defined as the minimum distance over all pairs of

backbone atoms in peptide planes from the the mobile end residue and the

fixed end residue. A loop conformation is pruned if the gap distance is larger

than a user-defined threshold (e.g., 0.5 Å). Finally, we output all remaining

conformations in the tree surviving from the pruning operations as the ensemble

of final loop structures.

For a residue with missing RDC data, we use the grid search (with grid resolution

5 degree) to compute all possible dihedral angles that satisfy the remaining restraints.

For long loops (which have more than 8 residues), the conformation tree can be so

huge that it may be difficult to perform the systematic search over the whole tree.

In such a situation, we maintain a counter for the number of possible backbone

conformations for each residue. When the number of conformations at a level of

the conformation tree is larger than some threshold (e.g., 10,000), we prune those

conformations with the worst Ramachandran and RDC RMSD scores.
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Figure 4.2: A conformation tree for a 4-residue loop fragment.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Forward and Backward Computations

To examine the performance of forward and backward backbone determination ap-

proaches, we implemented both approaches in Goal, and tested them on the NMR

data of ubiquitin. We used the SSEs from the NMR reference structure of ubiquitin

(PDB ID: 1d3z, Model 1) as input to our algorithm. The CH and NH RDC data

of ubiquitin were downloaded from the PDB. For both forward and backward ap-

proaches, we compared the ensemble of the computed conformations with the NMR

reference structures, which were solved using traditional NMR structure determina-

tion approaches with dense experimental restraints, including both NOEs and RDCs.

Our results show that both forward and backward approaches can compute an en-
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semble of the loop conformations that are close to the reference structures, using only

CH and NH RDCs. Fig. 4.3 shows the structure overlay between the ensemble of

the loop structures computed by our approaches vs. the NMR reference structures.

The average backbone RMSD from the structure comparison is between 0.19-0.29 Å

for the short loops (i.e., 4- or 5-residue loops), and 0.31-0.55 Å for the medium-size

loops (i.e., 8-residue loops). The ensemble of long loop structures in residues 50-65

have slightly larger average backbone RMSD (i.e., 0.63 Å) from the NMR reference

structure than the short or medium-size loops. In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3,

all ensembles of the computed loop structures converge into a compact cluster of

loop conformations with the maximum backbone RMSD deviation less than 0.17 Å.

For the 8-residue loop in residues 34-41, although the backward approach is able

to determine the accurate loop structures from RDC data, the forward method fails

to compute an ensemble of loop structures that both close the gap between two end

residues and satisfy the RDC restraints. A further investigation reveals that this

loop contains one glycine residue (i.e., Gly35) and two proline residues (i.e., Pro37

and Pro38). Hence, the CH RDC in residue Gly35 and the NH RDCs in residues

Pro37 and Pro38 are missing. These missing RDC data make it difficult to solve

the accurate backbone conformations. For those residues with missing RDCs, we

must resort to the grid search approach and consider all possible dihedral angles

(subject to the grid search resolution) that satisfy the remaining constraints, such

as Ramachandran map, other RDCs and protein backbone kinematics. In addition,

the glycine residue in general has much larger allowed Ramachandran regions than

other residues, making it harder to calculate the accurate loop structures. For the

long loop in residues 50-65, although the forward approach can find an ensemble of

loop conformations close to the reference structure, the backward approach fails to

find a loop that satisfies both the backbone kinematics and RDC restraints. This

failure is probably due to the fact that both CH and NH RDCs in residue Gly53 are
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Loop 17-24

Loop 45-48

Loop 7-11

Loop 34-41

Forward Backward

0.24 ± 0.05 Å 0.29 ± 0.17 Å

0.21 ± 0.07 Å 0.19 ± 0.05 Å

0.31 ± 0.11 Å 0.35 ± 0.16 Å

0.63 ± 0.15 Å

Loop 50-65

0.55 ± 0.03 Å

Figure 4.3: Structure overlays between the ubiquitin loop structures computed by
forward and backward approaches vs. the NMR reference structures (PDB ID: 1d3z,
Model 1). The ensemble of the loop structures computed by the forward approach are
shown in blue, while the ensemble of the loop structures computed by the backward
approach are shown in magenta. The NMR reference structures are shown in green.
On the bottom of each panel shows the average backbone RMSD with the maximum
deviation from the structure comparison.
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Table 4.1: The average RMSD between experimental vs. back-computed RDCs for
the ensembles of ubiquitin loop structures computed by both forward and back-
ward approaches. The RDC RMSD is computed using the equation RMSDx =√

1
m

∑m
i=1(r

b
x,i − re

x,i)
2, where x indicates the RDC type, such as CH or NH RDC,

and m is the number of RDCs, re
x,i is the experimental RDC, and rb

x,i is the corre-
sponding back-computed RDC. All RDCs have been scaled to the NH RDC.

Forward (Hz) Backward (Hz)
Loop 45-48 NH: 0.95± 0.32; NH: 0.98± 0.34;

CH: 0.38± 0.34. CH: 1.20± 0.08.
Loop 7-11 NH: 0.87± 0.18; NH: 1.47± 0.30;

CH: 0.58± 0.38. CH: 2.31± 0.14.
Loop 17-24 NH: 1.15± 0.14; NH: 1.10± 0.29;

CH: 1.32± 0.14. CH: 1.15± 0.49.
Loop 34-41 N/A NH: 1.17± 0.30;

CH: 1.56± 0.30.
Loop 50-65 NH: 1.35± 0.15; N/A

CH: 1.37± 0.11.

missing. Thus, for Gly53, we have to consider almost all possible dihedral angles

(subject to the grid search resolution) in the allowed Ramachandran regions.

We also examined how well the ensemble of the computed loop structures sat-

isfy the RDC restraints. Table 4.1 summarizes the average RDC RMSD between

experimental vs. back-computed RDCs for each ensemble of the computed loop

structures. Since our algorithm is driven by RDC data, and only sample each RDC

within a user-defined interval (here we choose the interval ±3.0 Hz), it is not sur-

prised that the ensemble of loop structures computed by our algorithm induce small

RDC RMSD (see Table 4.1). All these results indicate that we can use either forward

or backward approach to compute the accurate loop conformations that satisfy the

RDC data, given the accurate positions and orientations of the end residues from

SSEs. In the next section, we will demonstrate that our algorithm, incorporating

both forward and backward approaches, can still solve the accurate loop structures

with the RDC restraints, even using the RDC-defined SSE conformations.

The running time of our algorithm is related to the interval range and the reso-
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lution used to sample the RDC data. In general, it runs in hours when the default

parameters (i.e., with resolution 0.2 Hz and interval ±3.0 Hz) are chosen to sample

the RDC data. For example, it takes 1-2 hours on a single-processor machine to

compute an ensemble of conformations for a 12-residue loop with the default param-

eters.

4.3.2 Tests on the RDC-Defined SSEs

We further tested our loop structure determination algorithm on the SSEs that were

computed by our previously-developed algorithms rdc-analytic and Packer [168,

185, 45] using CH and NH RDCs and sparse NOE data. We also applied the hana

algorithm [186, 185], previously-developed in our lab, to compute the side-chain

conformations in SSEs, using the assigned resonance list, 3D NOESY peak list, and

rotamer library. We tested our algorithm on the NMR data of both ubiquitin and

GB1. All the NMR data except RDCs of ubiquitin and GB1 were recorded and

collected using Varian 600 and 800MHz spectrometers at Duke University. The CH

and NH RDC data of ubiquitin and GB1 were downloaded from the PDB. We used

the interval ±4.0 Hz to sample the RDC data. During the tests, we first tried the

backward backbone determination approach. If the backward method failed to find

an ensemble of loop structures satisfying the RDC restraints, we then ran the forward

approach.

Fig. 4.4 shows the structure overlays between the ensemble of the loop backbone

fragments computed by Goal vs. the NMR reference structures. Our tests show

that the ensemble of loop structures computed by our algorithm agree well with

the reference structures: the average backbone RMSD is 0.28-0.73 Å for ubiquitin

and 0.50-0.77 Å for GB1. For most loops in ubiquitin (except the loop in residues

17-24), the ensemble of loop conformations computed by our algorithm using the

RDC-defined SSEs have slightly higher average backbone RMSD than the ensemble
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UBQ Loop 17-24UBQ Loop 45-48 UBQ Loop 7-11 UBQ Loop 34-41

GB1 Loop 46-51

0.50 ± 0.13 Å

GB1 Loop 6-13

0.62 ± 0.10 Å

GB1 Loop 36-43

0.77 ± 0.19 Å

GB1 Loop 19-26

0.52 ± 0.10 Å

0.73 ± 0.03 Å0.28 ± 0.05 Å0.42 ± 0.29 Å0.33 ± 0.07 Å

Figure 4.4: Structure overlays between the computed loop structures with SSEs
computed using RDC restraints vs. the NMR reference structures (PDB ID of ubiq-
uitin: 1d3z, Model 1; PDB ID of GB1: 3gb1, Model 1). The ensemble of loop
structures (in blue) were computed by either forward or backward approach. The
NMR reference structure is shown in green. On the bottom of each panel shows the
average backbone RMSD with the maximum deviation from the structure compari-
son. The first and second rows show the structure overlays for ubiquitin’s and GB1’s
loops, respectively.

of structure computed using the SSEs from the reference structures, especially in the

regions near the end residues. Probably this discrepancy is due to the uncertainty in

the orientations and positions of the end residues in SSEs determined by the RDC

restraints.

The average RDC RMSD for the ensemble of loop conformations computed by

Goal is summarized in Table 4.2. Our results imply that, when using the RDC-

defined SSEs, Goal can still determine the accurate backbone conformations for

short- or medium-size loops. For the long loop in residues 50-65 of ubiquitin, neither

the forward approach nor the backward approach is able to compute a loop structure

that both closes the gap between two end residues and satisfies the RDC restraints.

Most likely this failure is caused by the missing RDC data in residue Gly53, and
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Table 4.2: The average RDC RMSD of the loop conformations computed with the
RDC-defined SSE structures. The RDC RMSD is computed using the same approach
as in Table 4.1.

ubiquitin GB1
Loop RDC RMSD (Hz) Loop RDC RMSD (Hz)
ubq 45-48 NH: 1.04±0.31; gb1 46-51 NH: 1.37±0.53;

CH: 0.97±0.19 CH: 1.33±0.23
ubq 7-11 NH: 1.85±0.42; gb1 6-13 NH: 2.87±0.63;

CH: 2.13±0.16 CH: 3.03±0.47
ubq 17-24 NH: 1.50±0.52; gb1 19-26 NH: 1.65±0.17;

CH: 2.29±0.44 CH: 1.55±0.09
ubq 34-41 NH: 1.87±0.52; gb1 36-43 NH: 1.32±0.09;

CH: 2.50±0.03 CH: 1.08±0.21

uncertainty in the positions and orientations of the end residues in SSEs determined

by RDCs. In addition, the end residue Leu50 in SSEs lies in a short beta-strand (i.e.,

residues 48-50). In general, it is more difficult to solve the structures of short SSE

fragments, especially short beta strands, than other SSEs. Thus, the conformation

of Leu50 is less accurate than other end residues. Currently we are developing new

algorithms to improve backbone structure determination for short SSEs using RDC

data. We believe that, when using SSEs with more accurate conformations of the

end residues, Goal should be able to compute an ensemble of high-quality backbone

conformations for long loops.

4.3.3 Comparison vs. Traditional Structure Determination Protocols

To investigate whether traditional SA/MD-based structure determination protocols

can compute accurate loop conformations using sparse data, we ran xplor-nih [146]

on the same input data used by Goal for ubiquitin and GB1. The whole xplor-

nih structure calculation was divided into two iterations. In the first iteration, SSE

backbone coordinates were fixed, and only side-chain and loop conformation were

allowed to move. In the second iteration the harmonic restraints were added to the

SSE backbone coordinates during the minimization (i.e., some small movements were
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Table 4.3: Summary of backbone RMSD for the loops computed by Goal and
xplor-nih using only CH and NH RDCs. The mean coordinates of the best 20
structures with the lowest energies were used to calculate backbone RMSD to the
reference structures.

Protein # of RMSD for RMSD for
Loop missing Goal-computed xplor-nih-computed
Loop RDCs loops (Å) loops (Å)

ubq 7-11 2 0.21 1.56
ubq 17-24 3 0.31 1.88
ubq 34-41 3 0.55 3.25
ubq 45-48 1 0.24 1.53
ubq 50-65 3 0.63 2.87
gb1 6-13 0 0.62 1.68
gb1 19-26 0 0.52 1.04
gb1 36-43 1 0.77 1.94
gb1 46-51 0 0.50 2.80

allowed for SSE backbones). In both iterations, only CH and NH RDCs were used in

the structure calculation. In each iteration, 100 structures were computed and the

best 20 structures with the lowest energies were selected as the final ensemble.

Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.5 summarize the comparison between the results obtained by

applying Goal versus those obtained by applying xplor-nih. The loops computed

by Goal have much smaller (2- to 7-fold) backbone RMSD vs. the reference struc-

tures than those computed using xplor-nih. For example, for ubiquitin loop 50-65,

the loop conformation computed by Goal has backbone RMSD 0.63 Å, an about

5-fold decrease vs. the loop conformation computed by xplor-nih (2.87 Å). These

comparison results show that when using sparse data, our algorithm can compute

more accurate loop conformations than traditional SA/MD-based protocols.

4.3.4 Comparisons with Structure Prediction Approaches

We compared the performance of our algorithm with the results from two loop struc-

ture prediction approaches, including the CCD method by Canutescu and Dun-

brack [24], and the CSJD method by Coutsias et al. [36]. The CCD algorithm [24]
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Figure 4.5: Comparisons between the Goal-computed loops vs. the xplor-nih-
computed loops.

iteratively adjusts the backbone dihedral angles to find the set of loops that close

the gaps between SSEs, and at each step, a dihedral that minimizes the gap between

the mobile end residue in the loop and the anchored end residue in SSEs is chosen.

The CSJD method [36] first employs the program PLOP [76] to construct a set of

N-terminal and C-terminal branches by randomly sampling the dihedral angles in the

allowed Ramachandran regions and eliminating the conformations with steric clash.

Then an analytical loop-closure approach is applied to calculate the conformations

of the remaining three residues in the middle of the loop. Although both CCD and

CSJD methods can compute the loop fragments that close the gaps between SSEs,

neither of them is specifically designed to satisfy the geometric restraints from ex-

perimental data. Here we use the same test set as in Table 2 of [24] and Table 1

of [36] to test our algorithm. This test set contains 10 loops each with length of

4, 8 and 12 residues, which were chosen from non-redundant X-ray crystallographic

structures in the PDB. Since these X-ray structures in the PDB do not include the

experimentally-measured RDCs, we generated the synthetic CH and NH RDC data

as follows. We first chose the diagonal elements of the diagonalized alignment tensor
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matrix (which is traceless). We then picked the Euler angles (0, 0, 0) for the rotation

matrix that represents the POF (see Eq. (4.2)). The X-ray structural coordinates

and the chosen alignment tensor were then used to generate the RDC data according

to Eq. (4.1). In addition, we added ±0.5 Hz noise to each synthetic RDC. In this set

of synthetic RDC data, the CH RDC of the glycine residue and the NH RDC of the

proline residue were regarded as missing.

The synthetically-generated RDC data and the SSEs from the X-ray structures

were fed into Goal to compute the loop conformations. Table 4.4 summarizes

the average RMSD to the mean coordinates, the backbone RMSD to the reference

structures and the RDC RMSD on the ensemble of loop structures computed by

Goal. The ensemble of the computed loop conformations lies within a compact

cluster with the the average RMSD 0.04−1.02 Å to the mean coordinates. The

results on the backbone RMSD to the reference structure and the RDC RMSD show

that our computed structures agree well with the reference structures while satisfying

the RDC restraints.

Table 4.5 summarizes the comparison results on the minimum backbone RMSD

for Goal, CCD and CSJD algorithms. Our tests indicate that, using the global

restraints from CH and NH RDCs, our algorithm can compute more accurate loop

structures than both CCD and CSJD methods. For example, when compared to the

CCD approach, the minimum backbone RMSD has been improved from 0.56 Å to

0.25 Å, from 1.59 Å to 0.47 Å, from 3.05 Å to 1.03 Å for 4-, 8- and 12-residue loops,

respectively.

Goal is a deterministic algorithm, while most other existing approaches, includ-

ing the structure prediction approaches CCD and CSJD, apply the stochastic tech-

niques, such as Monte Carlo simulation, to generate the loop structures, in which the

performance may depend on the random seed and the number of trials. More impor-

tantly, the globally-optimal solution can be missed in these stochastic approaches. In
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Table 4.4: Summary of the loop conformations computed by Goal with SSEs from
the X-ray structures.

4-residue Loops

Loop Average RMSD (Å) Backbone RMSD (Å) RDC RMSD (Hz)
to the mean coordinates to the reference structure

1dvjA 20 0.05 0.48±0.04 NH: 1.48±0.52; CH: 1.82±0.15
1dysA 47 0.14 0.30±0.09 NH: 1.54±0.62; CH: 1.18±0.77
1eguA 404 0.18 0.36±0.11 NH: 1.96±0.57; CH: 1.11±0.32
1ej0A 74 0.19 0.42±0.19 NH: 1.61±0.80; CH: 0.93±0.83
1i0hA 123 0.36 0.40±0.30 NH: 0.99±0.39; CH: 0.87±0.20
1id0A 405 0.05 0.26±0.01 NH: 0.79±0.08; CH: 0.63±0.05
1qnrA 195 0.04 0.19±0.02 NH: 1.35±0.05; CH: 1.21±0.02
1qopA 44 0.14 0.50±0.05 NH: 1.20±0.15; CH: 0.50±0.12
1tca 95 0.14 0.16 ±0.13 NH: 0.75±0.24; CH: 0.57±0.19

1thfD 121 0.14 0.23 ±0.11 NH: 1.15±0.28; CH: 0.31±0.18

8-residue Loops

Loop Average RMSD (Å) Backbone RMSD (Å) RDC RMSD (Hz)
to the mean coordinates to the reference structure

1cruA 85 0.04 0.33±0.05 NH: 1.32±0.02; CH: 1.14±0.39
1ctqA 144 0.17 0.81±0.25 NH: 1.41±0.17; CH: 1.31±0.19
1d8wA 334 0.12 0.45±0.06 NH: 1.55±0.26; CH: 1.75±0.40
1ds1A 20 0.07 0.77±0.01 NH: 2.03±0.01; CH: 1.48±0.02
1gk8A 122 0.17 0.81±0.04 NH: 2.25±0.34; CH: 2.19±0.34
1i0hA 122 0.45 0.51±0.35 NH: 1.59±0.35; CH: 1.41±0.40
1ixh 106 0.28 0.56±0.19 NH: 1.62±0.56; CH: 1.73±0.48
1lam 420 0.41 0.71±0.27 NH: 1.22±0.34; CH: 1.12±0.32
1qopB 14 0.26 0.52±0.13 NH: 1.38±0.47; CH: 1.87±0.51
3chbD 51 0.18 0.40±0.11 NH: 0.95±0.17; CH: 1.20±0.37

12-residue Loops

Loop Average RMSD (Å) Backbone RMSD (Å) RDC RMSD (Hz)
to the mean coordinates to the reference structure

1cruA 358 0.37 1.53±0.10 NH: 1.40±0.38; CH: 1.18±0.23
1ctqA 26 0.31 1.79±0.16 NH: 1.56±0.27; CH: 1.64±0.11
1d4oA 88 1.02 1.45±0.87 NH: 1.62±0.37; CH: 1.70±0.11
1d8wA 46 0.85 1.58±0.49 NH: 1.47±0.50; CH: 1.96±0.31
1ds1A 282 0.53 0.75±0.10 NH: 1.22±0.26; CH: 1.62±0.33
1dysA 291 0.32 1.28±0.78 NH: 1.53±0.24; CH: 1.40±0.37
1eguA 508 0.05 1.36±0.01 NH: 2.06±0.09; CH: 1.47±0.06
1f74A 11 0.05 0.87±0.02 NH: 1.37±0.03; CH: 1.06±0.08
1qlwA 31 0.98 0.65±0.15 NH: 1.29±0.03; CH: 1.56±0.16
1qopA 178 0.43 1.01±0.34 NH: 1.43±0.26; CH: 1.29±0.41

Table 4.1, the results from CCD were obtained based on 5000 random trials, and the

results from CSJD were based on 170-4580 structures computed by the Monte Carlo

minimization. On the other hand, the ensemble of the loop structures computed

by our algorithm converge into a compact cluster of less than 300 conformations, in

which the average backbone RMSD to the mean coordinates is less than 1.0 Å (Ta-

ble 4.4).
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a protein loop backbone structure determination

algorithm using the global orientational restraints from CH and NH RDCs. Our

results show that our algorithm can compute an ensemble of loop structures that

are close to the reference structures while satisfying the NMR data. Our algorithm

has provided a more robust approach to compute the protein loop structures than

traditional approaches. Since our algorithm does not require the time-consuming

NOE assignment step, it can advance the protein structure determination process.

Although currently our algorithm is only implemented and tested on CH and NH

RDCs, it can easily be extended to the cases with other different combinations of

RDC data, such as NH RDCs in two media. Currently, we consider both translations

and orientations of two end residues in the loop as given. In the future, it would

be interesting to extend our loop structure determination algorithm to the case in

which only orientations of two end residues are known. This extension will benefit

the hierarchy structure determination approach using RDC data [185].
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5

Side-Chain Resonance and NOE Assignments
without TOCSY Data

This chapter has been adapted from the following published manuscript which was

joint work with Pei Zhou and Bruce R. Donald:

Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. Protein Side-Chain Resonance As-

signment and NOE Assignment Using RDC-Defined Backbones without TOCSY Data.

Journal of Biomolecular NMR, 50(4):371–395, 2011.

Jianyang Zeng, Pei Zhou, and Bruce R. Donald. A Markov Random Field Framework

for Protein Side-Chain Resonance Assignment. International Conference on Research

in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB), Vancouver, 2010. Springer-Verlag

(Berlin), Volume 6044/2010, pages 550-570.

In Chapters 2 and 3, we have proposed automated side-chain structure determi-

nation algorithms, which require the side-chain chemical shifts assigned from conven-

tional NMR (i.e., TOCSY) experiments. In this chapter, we improve these algorithms
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and present a novel algorithm, called Nasca (NOE Assignment and Side-Chain

Assignment), that assigns both side-chain resonances and NOE distance restraints

exclusively from NOESY spectra (i.e., without requiring TOCSY data). Our al-

gorithm takes as input NOESY spectra, backbone chemical shifts, and RDCs, but

does not require any TOCSY-type experiments. It casts the assignment problem

into a Markov Random Field (MRF) framework, and applies combinatorial protein

design algorithms to compute the optimal solution that best interprets (matches) the

NMR data. We first apply our recently-developed techniques [166, 168, 45, 185] to

compute the protein backbone using mainly RDC restraints. Then Nasca uses the

RDC-defined backbone conformations plus all possible side-chain conformations from

a rotamer library to construct the contact map information and derive the MRF. A

Hausdorff-based computation is incorporated in the scoring function to compute the

probability of side-chain resonance assignments to generate the observed NOESY

spectra. The optimal side-chain resonance assignments are computed using pro-

tein design algorithms [43, 113, 56, 55, 27]. First, a dead-end elimination (DEE)

algorithm [43, 113, 56] is applied to prune side-chain resonance assignments that

are provably not part of the optimal solution. Second, an A* search algorithm is

employed to find a set of optimal side-chain resonance assignments that best fit the

NMR data. These computed optimal side-chain resonance assignments are then used

in the MRF to resolve the NOE assignment ambiguity. Note that MRFs and other

graphical models have been used in structural and computational biology [182, 83].

Often they are used with techniques such as belief propagation [182], which can only

be proven to compute a local optimum for a general graph. In contrast, we use DEE

and A* algorithms to provably compute the global optimal solution to the MRF.

In our assignment problem, the “optimal” solution means the set of side-chain

resonance assignments that minimize the scoring function defined in the MRF frame-

work. These optimal assignments are equivalent to the best mappings (which mini-
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mize the scoring function) from unassigned chemical shifts to side-chain proton iden-

tities, each of which includes the residue number, the proton name (e.g., Hγ2 of Lys

42) and the side-chain rotamer identity (e.g., mtt180◦) of side-chain protons. The

optimal solution is important even if it is only the optimum “in the model” (i.e., not

“biologically”), since it represents the set of side-chain resonance assignments that

best interpret the NMR data. In practice, three levels of approximation are used

in computing the optimal side-chain resonance assignments. (1) A rotamer library

is used to model the discrete side-chain proton positions based on the RDC-defined

backbone. (2) An MRF is used to derive the scoring function that measures the prob-

ability of side-chain resonance assignments given the NMR data. (3) In the derived

scoring function for measuring the probability of side-chain resonance assignments,

the RDC-defined backbone is considered as rigid.

In Chapter 2 and [185], we proposed a high-resolution structure determination ap-

proach using an RDC-defined backbone conformation and a pattern-matching tech-

nique. Unlike the algorithm in Chapter 2 and [185], and other automated structure

calculation approaches [61, 67, 112, 69, 93], all of which require a nearly complete set

of both side-chain and backbone resonance assignments, the high-resolution structure

determination strategy encoded by Nasca only needs backbone resonance assign-

ments, and does not require any explicit through-bond experiment, such as HCCH-

TOCSY, to facilitate side-chain resonance assignment. The distinct advantage of

our algorithm over traditional structure calculation approaches [61, 67, 112, 69, 93]

is that in our algorithm, the global fold defined by the global orientational restraints

from RDCs is employed in an MRF framework to resolve assignment ambiguity from

the NOESY data exclusively. Since the NOESY data is not largely used in defining

the global fold, to some extent our method avoids the circularity that NOEs are used

to define the fold, but the fold is needed to assign the NOEs.
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5.1 Methods

5.1.1 The Basic Concept

We first illustrate the basic idea of our MRF framework using a toy example (Fig. 5.1).

In Sec. 5.1.2, we give a overview of Nasca by schematically illustrating the major

steps in the algorithm. In our toy example, suppose that the backbone resonances

have been assigned and given as input data. In addition, we assume that the back-

bone structure has been determined at least to medium resolution using primarily

RDCs (see Sec. 5.1.3). Suppose that we have two unassigned side-chain resonances

a and b, and two assigned backbone resonances c and d. We want to assign these

two side-chain resonances a and b. We first construct a graph (Fig. 5.1B) based on

the NOESY spectrum shown in Fig. 5.1A. In this graph, the node set includes nodes

a, b, c and d, and each edge represents a possible NOE interaction between a pair

of resonances. We consider all possible discrete positions of side-chain protons by

placing all side-chain rotamer conformations on the RDC-defined backbone. As we

describe below, these possible discrete side-chain positions are called proton labels.

For clarity, we only show four proton labels, denoted by 1, 2, 3 and 4 in our example,

where 1 and 2 have the same proton name but belong to different rotamer confor-

mations. The example can be extended to the general case in which all discrete

side-chain rotamer conformations are considered. In this simple example, we must

map the unassigned resonance nodes a and b to proton labels 1, 2, 3 and 4.

We formulate this assignment problem into an MRF. In an MRF, the conditional

dependence between random variables is formulated as an undirected graph, and

each random variable is conditionally dependent only on the random variables of

its neighbors in this graph. In our problem, the resonance assignments for side-

chain resonances a and b in the graph shown in Fig. 5.1B are defined as random

variables. The assignment of each side-chain resonance only depends on the resonance
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Figure 5.1: A toy example to illustrate the basic idea of the MRF framework. (A):
Cartoon NOESY spectrum. Resonances are represented by lower case letters, and
NOESY cross peaks are shown in blue circles. For clarity, symmetric and diagonal
peaks are not shown. (B): The NOESY graph. Unassigned side-chain resonance
nodes are represented by white squares, while assigned backbone resonance nodes
are represented by red squares. (C): The proton labels. The backbone structure
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assignments. The minimum pseudo-energy of the optimal assignments is shown in
boldface. (F): All resonance assignments in order of increasing pseudo-energy.
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assignments of its neighbors in the NOESY graph. For example, in Fig. 5.1B, the

resonance assignment of node a is only dependent on the resonance assignments of

its neighbors, nodes b and c. The probability for each possible resonance assignment

conditioned on the assignments of its neighbors can be measured by comparing the

corresponding back-computed NOE pattern to the NOESY spectra.

For each assignment combination of resonance nodes a and b, we compute the

pseudo-energy using the scoring function derived below in Eq. (5.5). The reader is

referred to Secs. 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 for more details on computing the pseudo-energy.

We assign a positive infinity value to each diagonal element in the matrix, since a

proton label cannot be simultaneously assigned to two resonance nodes connected

by an edge in the NOESY graph. The pairwise pseudo-energy matrix for all possible

resonance assignments of a and b is shown in Fig. 5.1D. Here each entry in the matrix

is the pseudo-energy for the corresponding assignments of a and b. For example, the

pseudo-energy is −10, when resonance node a is assigned to proton label 3 and

resonance node b is assigned to proton label 1. Our aim is to find the optimal

assignments that yield the minimum pseudo-energy. To achieve this goal, we first

use the Dead-End Elimination (DEE) algorithm to prune those assignments that are

provably not part of the optimal assignments. For example, for the assignment from

resonance node a to proton label 2, there exists another assignment from resonance

a to proton label 1, such that for all possible assignments of resonance b, the latter

assignment (i.e., from resonance a to proton label 1) always has a better pseudo-

energy (see Fig. 5.1D). The efficient pruning using DEE reduces the complexity of

our problem, and enables us to combinatorially search over the remaining possible

side-chain resonance assignments and find the optimal solution (Fig. 5.1E). After

DEE pruning, we apply the A* algorithm to enumerate all combinations of remaining

resonance assignments, and find the optimal assignments with the minimum pseudo-

energy. As shown in Fig. 5.1E, the minimal pseudo-energy is −12, corresponding
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to the assignments from resonance node a to proton label 4, and from resonance

node b to proton label 2. We can also enumerate the possible assignments, in order

of energy, using the A* algorithm. Fig. 5.1F lists all resonance assignments of a

and b in a gap-free order of increasing pseudo-energy. Each resonance assignment is

represented by a pair of numbers in parentheses, where the first number is the proton

label assigned to resonance a, and the second number is the proton label assigned to

resonance b. The first assignment in Fig. 5.1F is the optimal assignment (4,2) with

the minimal pseudo-energy.

5.1.2 Overview

In the previous section, we illustrated the basic concept of MRFs using a simple

example (Fig. 5.1). Our algorithm is divided into four steps (Fig. 5.2). In the

first step (Fig. 5.2A), Nasca constructs a graph, called NOESY graph [10, 9], to

represent the contact map information of the protein from the NOESY spectra. In

a NOESY graph, each node represents an assigned backbone or unassigned side-

chain proton chemical shift, and each edge represents a possible NOE interaction

between a pair of proton chemical shifts indicated from the NOESY spectra. This

step corresponds to Fig 5.1A and Fig 5.1B in our toy example given in Sec. 5.1.1. In

the second step (Fig. 5.2B), Nasca places all side-chain rotamer conformations on

the RDC-defined backbone, and obtains a set of all possible discrete positions for each

side-chain proton. Those discrete side-chain proton positions are called proton labels,

which represent all possible proton positions in R3 after considering the backbone

conformation and all side-chain rotamer conformations. Our goal is to map the

unassigned chemical shift nodes in the NOESY graph to side-chain proton labels such

that the back-computed NOE pattern derived from the mappings best fit the NOESY

spectra. In the third step (Fig. 5.2C), we formulate this mapping problem into an

MRF and apply protein design algorithms, including Dead-End Elimination (DEE)
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and A* search algorithms to compute the optimal side-chain resonance assignments.

We call the joint assignment probabilities of all side-chain resonance nodes in an

MRF the probability or distribution of the MRF. It might appear difficult to compute

the probability of an MRF. Fortunately, the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [64, 15]

provides a simple way to compute the probability of an MRF. It is equivalent to

computing the probability of a Gibbs distribution, which can be factored over the

cliques (or complete subgraphs) of the underlying graph (i.e., the NOESY graph in

our case).

The Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) [161] has collected statistics

on observed chemical shifts of all amino acids from a large database of solved pro-

tein structures. We call this information the BMRB statistical information. The

maximum and minimum chemical shifts of an atom derived from the BMRB statis-

tical information are called the BMRB limits of this atom. The interval within the

maximum and minimum chemical shifts of an atom is called the BMRB interval of

this atom. This information is often used to assist both backbone and side-chain

resonance assignment [6, 176, 132]. We use Bayes’ rule to combine the probability

of side-chain resonance assignments and the BMRB statistical information. The de-

rived posterior probability leads to a scoring function that measures how well a set

of side-chain resonance assignments fit the NMR data conditioned on the BMRB

statistical information. Now the problem is reduced to finding the set of side-chain

resonance assignments that maximize the posterior probability. Such side-chain reso-

nance assignments are called the optimal assignments, which best interpret the NMR

data given our MRF model. As we will show, the derived scoring function contains

a pairwise term representing an NOE interaction between a pair of protons. Such a

pairwise pseudo-energy term is similar to the pairwise energy function used in the

protein design field. Thus, protein design algorithms can be applied here to solve

our side-chain resonance assignment problem. Specially, Nasca first uses Dead-End
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Elimination (DEE) to prune side-chain resonance assignments that are provably not

part of the optimal solution, and then applies the A* search algorithm to search over

the remaining combinations of side-chain resonance assignments and find the set of

assignments that optimize the scoring function. In the last step (Fig. 5.2D), the

set of optimal side-chain resonance assignments are used to resolve NOE assignment

ambiguity, and derive the unambiguous NOE distance restraints. For each edge in

the original NOESY graph, Nasca checks whether the distance between each pair

of assigned proton labels is larger than the distance upper bound calculated from

the peak intensity. An NOE assignment is pruned if the corresponding distance is

violated. The remaining edges in the NOESY graph are output as the set of NOE

distance restraints for final high-resolution structure calculation.

Nasca was implemented in Java as an open-source library, and modularly de-

signed so that the user can easily modify and extend the program. It provides a

friendly and convenient graphical user interface (GUI), and supports current popularly-

used NMR data formats. The details on its implementation, configurations and GUI

can be found in Appendix A.

5.1.3 Backbone Structure Determination from Residual Dipolar Couplings and Sparse
NOEs

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) provide global orientational restraints on the in-

ternuclear vectors with respect to an external magnetic field [157, 156], and have been

used to determine protein backbone conformations [157, 48, 155, 141, 136, 166, 168,

143, 45]. We applied our recently-developed algorithms [166, 168, 185, 45] to compute

the backbone structures using two RDCs per residue (either NH RDCs measured in

two media, or NH and CH RDCs measured in a single medium) and sparse NOE

distance restraints. In previous work, these algorithms were used prospectively, in

bona fide structure determination [185]. In our backbone structure determination, we
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first computed conformations and orientations of secondary structure element (SSE)

backbones from RDC data using the rdc-analytic algorithm [166, 168, 45, 185].

Instead of randomly sampling the entire conformation space to find solutions con-

sistent with the experimental data, rdc-analytic computes the backbone dihedral

angles exactly by solving a system of quartic monomial equations derived from the

RDC equations [166, 168, 45, 185]. A depth-first tree search strategy is applied to

search systematically over all roots of a system of low-degree (quartic) equations,

and find a globally optimal solution for each SSE fragment. These RDC-defined SSE

backbone fragments are then assembled using a sparse set of inter-SSE NOE dis-

tance restraints [166, 168, 45, 185]. The loop structures are computed using a local

minimization approach [185], in which the SSE backbones are fixed as a rigid body,

while loops and side-chains are allowed to move. A set of sparse long-range NOEs

are also included in the local minimization approach to compute the loop conforma-

tions. Here we do not use the hana module (which performed NOE assignment)

in our previous structure determination package rdc-Panda [185], since it requires

the side-chain resonance assignments.

The following procedure is used to extract sparse NOEs from the NOESY data.

Initially we pre-assign a small number (< 15) of side-chain resonances using the input

backbone chemical shifts and expected (intra-residue or sequential) NOE interactions

within the local covalent distance. In these expected NOE interactions, two protons

are always within the NOE upper limit distance regardless of the dihedral angles,

and hence are supposed to generate observable cross peaks in NOESY spectra. The

set of pre-assigned side-chain resonances are then used to extract sparse long-range

NOEs from NOESY data. Here we illustrate this procedure using a detailed example

from protein FF2 with the real data. We first filter the assignments of Hβ protons

using the input chemical shifts of attached heavy atoms Cβ and the known BMRB

limit information, which leads to a set of unambiguous assignments of Hβ protons.
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For example, we assign frequencies 1.22ppm and 1.67ppm to protons Hβ of residue

Leu52 in FF2, since they are the only frequencies that both fall within the BMRB

interval and have the frequency of heavy atom overlapping with the input chemical

shift of Cβ atom. After that, we identify a small set of unambiguous side-chain

resonance assignments using the expected local NOE interactions from backbone

protons HN , Hα and Hβ to side-chain protons within the local covalent distance. As

in the above example, since the side-chain protons Hδ in residue Leu52 are always

within the NOE upper limit distance from protons Hα and Hβ in the same residue,

NOE cross peaks are supposed to be observed in NOESY spectra between side-chain

protons Hδ and backbone protons Hα and Hβ. From the NOESY data of FF2, we

assign frequency 0.84ppm to protons Hδ in residue Leu52, since it both falls into the

corresponding BMRB interval and has the NOE interactions with both Hα and Hβ of

residue Leu52. Next, combined with the input backbone chemical shifts, these pre-

assigned side-chain resonances are used to extract sparse NOEs from the NOESY

data, using a parameterized error window for each chemical shift dimension. We

identify a small number (< 50) of unique NOE assignments, in which each NOESY

peak is only assigned to a pair of backbone or side-chain chemical shifts within the

parameterized error windows (0.04 ppm for protons and 0.4 ppm for heavy atoms

attached to protons). These unique NOE assignments are considered as unambiguous

NOE distance restraints for packing SSEs. At this stage, no information on backbone

conformations is used in assigning these sparse NOE restraints.

Using global orientational restraints from RDCs, plus the above sparse distance

restraints extracted from NOESY data, we are able to compute a global fold (i.e.,

backbone) to medium resolution. Our previous studies [185] demonstrated that our

backbone structure determination approach can compute a global fold with backbone

RMSD 1.24±0.55 Å for the core structure (i.e., packed SSE backbone conformations)

and 1.47±0.41 Å for the entire backbone structure. More details on our backbone
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structure determination approach can be found in [45, 166, 168, 185]. Currently,

our method is required to compute the RDC-defined backbone before proceeding

to side-chain resonance assignment. In principle, a different structure determina-

tion software/algorithm could also be used to bootstrap the structure-based assign-

ment. In practice, our backbone structure determination approach can compute

good structures using the sparse data (viz., Table 5.4), while traditional SA/MD-

based approaches, such as xplor-nih, cannot guarantee to converge to an ensemble

of decent structures, as we will show in the Discussion Section (and Fig. 5.7), using

the same data.

5.1.4 Markov Random Field for Side-Chain Resonance Assignment

We introduce notation to describe our side-chain resonance assignment problem.

Let U = {r1, · · ·, rn} be the set of all resonances, including both backbone and side-

chain resonances. Here backbone resonances are assigned and taken as input to our

algorithm. Side-chain resonances are, of course, unassigned. Let t be the number

of unassigned side-chain resonances, so the number of assigned backbone resonances

is n − t. Without loss of generality, let V = {r1, · · ·, rt} be the set of unassigned

side-chain resonances, and let U−V = {rt+1, · · ·, rn} be the set of assigned backbone

resonances.

A graph G = (U,E), called the NOESY graph [10, 9], represents the contact map

information of resonances from NOESY spectra. In a NOESY graph G = (U,E),

U is the set of proton resonances (including both assigned backbone and unassigned

side-chain proton resonances). Two resonances in U are connected by an edge in E,

when a NOESY cross peak is observed at the coordinates (within a parameterized

error window) of these two resonances. Nodes in U are called the resonance nodes

(or resonances). Given a resonance node u in a NOESY graph G = (U,E), N(u) =

{v | (u, v) ∈ E and u, v ∈ U, u 6= v} is called the neighborhood of u. In the
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2D NOESY spectra, the set unassigned side-chain resonances can be obtained by

projecting the 2D cross peaks into the proton frequency dimension. In the 3D case,

we can also extract the frequency of the heavy atom bond-connected to each proton

from the 3D NOESY spectra, which can hence reduce the number of noisy edges

in the NOESY graph. Thus, in the 3D case, we use the frequencies of proton and

its attached heavy atom to represent a resonance node in the NOESY graph. In

Nasca, the list of unassigned side-chain resonances are extracted from 3D NOESY

spectra by projecting all 3D NOE cross peaks into the plane of the first and second

dimensions (i.e., the dimensions of the first proton and its bond-connected heavy

atom).

A proton label is defined as a 3-tuple that consists of the proton name (e.g.,

Arg16-Hγ2), the rotamer identity (e.g., the mtt180◦ rotamer for arginine) and the

proton coordinates in R3. The set of all proton labels is called the label set L of

the NOESY graph. We obtain a discrete and finite label set by considering all

possible side-chain rotamer conformations on the RDC-defined backbone. Since the

backbone has been solved and each side-chain rotamer conformation is rigid, each

proton label corresponds to a proton on a particular rotamer after being placed on

the backbone (with fixed positions in R3 with respect to backbone conformation).

In our assignment problem, we aim to find a map π : V → L, such that the contact

map information through the mapped resonance nodes in a NOESY graph optimally

interprets NOESY spectra. Given a resonance node ri ∈ V and a map π, we call

π(ri) ∈ L a proton label assignment (or assignment) of ri. Given a sequence of

resonances W = (r1, · · ·, rm), we call the sequence (π(r1), · · ·, π(rm)) an assignment

of W , where π(ri) is the assignment of resonance node ri.

Unlike previous side-chain resonance assignment algorithms [107, 108, 132, 119,

47], which only assign proton names to resonances, our algorithm Nasca computes

not only the resonance assignments but also the rotamer assignments, since each
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proton label contains both the proton name and the rotamer identity of this proton.

The rotamer assignments included in the proton label assignments yield an ensemble

of side-chain rotamer conformations for each residue, which are unified by the logical

“OR” operation. In Nasca, proton labels are treated as a cloud of unconnected

points in R3. This formulation is similar to [58, 59] which uses a spatial proton

distribution to represent a gas of unbound and unassigned hydrogen atoms. Un-

like [58, 59], which depends on molecular dynamics to embed the structure from the

unassigned proton density, Nasca exploits the RDC-defined backbone conformations

and applies an MRF to compute the correspondence between side-chain resonances

and protons. Although the absence of the covalent structure in proton labels may

allow resonances to map to the protons on the same side-chain in different rotameric

states, Nasca takes into account the distance information of the covalent structure

when computing the probability of side-chain resonance assignments (Sec. 5.1.5). In

practice, as we will show in Sec. 6.4, our MRF can compute a high percentage of

correct side-chain resonance assignments for accurate structure determination.

Given a NOESY graph, the assignment of each unassigned resonance ri only

depends on the resonance assignments of its neighborhood N(ri) in G. We can use

a Markov Random Field (MRF) model [84] to encode this assignment problem. The

assignment of a resonance node ri satisfies the following property:

Pr
(
π(ri) | π(rj), i 6= j

)
= Pr

(
π(ri) | π(rj), rj ∈ N(ri)

)
, (5.1)

where Pr(·) is the probability of an event, and N(ri) is the set of resonance nodes

adjacent to ri in the graph.

According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [64, 15], the distribution of an

MRF can be written in a closed form. Let C be a clique in the underlying graph G,

and let TC(·) be a clique potential [15] that represents the probability of a particular

assignment of all resonance nodes in clique C. Let V ′ = (r1, · · ·, rt) be an ordered
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sequence of resonances from set V = {r1, · · ·, rt}. Let F = (π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)) be an

assignment for the sequence of resonances V ′. By the Hammersley-Clifford theorem,

the probability of an assignment F is defined by Pr(F ) ∝ exp(−
∑

C TC(F )). We

consider the potential function TC for cliques of size 2, that is, the clique potential

involves pairs of neighboring resonance nodes in G. Note that MRFs with cliques

of size of 2 have been widely applied in several areas such as computer vision [20]

and computational biology [83, 170]. In our MRF, Pr(F ) measures the distribution

of side-chain resonance assignments by capturing the pairwise resonance interac-

tions in NOESY spectra and exploiting the structural information available from the

RDC-defined backbone conformations and the discretized side-chain rotamer confor-

mations.

Given two proton labels with the distance between their coordinates less than 6

Å, we expect to observe an NOE peak in NMR spectra. Such an expected peak is

called a back-computed NOE peak. In contrast, an NOE peak that has been observed

in experimental (NOESY) spectra is called the experimental NOE peak. A back-

computed NOE pattern is defined as a set of back-computed NOE peaks. Since

each proton label consists of the proton name, the rotamer identity and the discrete

coordinates of the rotamer’s side-chain proton, the assignments of a resonance ri

and its neighborhood N(ri) determine a back-computed NOE pattern. A back-

computed NOE pattern is constructed as follows. Let d(π(ri), π(rj)) be the Euclidean

distance between two proton labels π(ri) and π(rj). Let Iij = c · (d(π(ri), π(rj)))
−6

be the back-computed peak intensity using distance d(π(ri), π(rj)), where c is the

calibration constant that can be computed using the same strategy as in [124, 93].

Let λ(ri) be the resonance of the heavy atom that is covalently bound to the proton

corresponding to resonance ri. Given a pair of assignments π(ri) and π(rj), we call

bij(π(ri), π(rj)) = (ri, λ(ri), rj, Iij) the back-computed NOE peak of π(ri) and π(rj).

The definitions of back-computed NOE peaks here and experimental NOE peaks in
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Sec. 5.1.5 are presented for 3D NOESY spectra. They can be easily extended to other

dimensional cases (e.g., 4D). When d(π(ri), π(rj)) is larger than the NOE cutoff 6

Å or two proton labels represent the same proton name, the back-computed NOE

peak is a null point. Given a set of resonances W ⊂ U and the assignment π, let

Bπ(W ) = {bij(π(ri), π(rj))|ri, rj ∈ W, ri 6= rj} be the back-computed NOE pattern of

W .

In our MRF formulation, the clique potential for node ri and its neighborhood

N(ri) can be measured by the matching score of their back-computed NOE pattern.

Specifically, let Vi = {ri}∪N(ri), and let Bπ(Vi) be the back-computed NOE pattern

of Vi under the assignment π. Without ambiguity, we will use Bi to represent Bπ(Vi).

Let s(Bi) be the matching score of the back-computed NOE pattern Bi, where the

function s(·) will be defined in Sec. 5.1.5. We use Tπ(ri, N(ri)) = −s(Bi) to represent

the clique potential of the pairwise interactions between ri and its neighborhood

N(ri). Thus, we have the following function for the probability of an MRF F =

(π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)):

Pr(F ) ∝ exp

(
−
∑
ri∈V

Tπ(ri, N(ri))

)
= exp

(∑
ri∈V

s(Bi)

)
. (5.2)

We use Q to represent the BMRB statistical information. To estimate the prob-

ability of an MRF F based on the BMRB statistical information Q, we first relate

them using the probability function Pr(Q|F ). Recall that λ(ri) represents the fre-

quency of the heavy atom covalently bound to the proton corresponding to ri. The

probability function Pr(Q|F ) is defined by

Pr(Q|F ) =
∏
ri∈V

P (|ri − µi|, σi) · P (|λ(ri)− µ′i|, σ′i), (5.3)

where P (|x− µ|, σ) is the probability of observing the difference |x− µ| in a normal

distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ. In Eq. (5.3), µi and σi represent,
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respectively, the average value and standard deviation for resonance ri, while µ′i and

σ′i represent, respectively, the average value and standard deviation for the frequency

of the heavy atom covalently bonded to the proton corresponding to ri. The values of

µi, σi, µ
′
i and σ′i are all derived from the BMRB. We note that the normal distribution

and other similar distribution families have been widely used to model the noise in

the NMR data, e.g., see [140] and [97].

By Bayes’ Rule, Pr(F |Q), the probability of the assignment F conditioned on the

BMRB statistical information Q (namely the posterior probability), can be computed

as follows:

Pr(F |Q) ∝ Pr(F ) · Pr(Q|F )

∝ exp
(
−
∑
ri∈V

T
(
π(ri), π(N(ri))

))
·
∏
ri∈V

P (|ri − µi|, σi) · P (|λ(ri)− µ′i|, σ′i)

= exp
(∑

ri∈V

s(Bi)
)
·
∏
ri∈V

P (|ri − µi|, σi) · P (|λ(ri)− µ′i|, σ′i). (5.4)

Our goal is to compute an assignment F ∗ = (π∗(r1), · · ·, π∗(rt)) that maximizes

the posterior probability Pr(F |Q). Taking the negative logarithm on both sides

of Eq. (5.4), we have the following pseudo-energy function for an assignment F =

(π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)):

EF = −
∑
ri∈V

lnP (|ri − µi|, σi) · P (|λ(ri)− µ′i|, σ′i)−
∑
ri∈V

s(Bi). (5.5)

The pseudo-energy function in Eq. (5.5) measures how well an assignment F =

(π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)) satisfies both the BMRB statistical information and the experi-

mental NMR data. Maximizing the posterior probability Pr(F |Q) in Eq. (5.4) is

equivalent to minimizing the pseudo-energy function in Eq. (5.5). We call the as-

signment F ∗ = (π∗(r1), · · ·, π∗(rt)), that minimizes the scoring function EF and thus

best interprets the NMR data restraints, the optimal assignment or optimal solution
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to our MRF. Since our proton label assignments contain both resonance assignments

and molecular side-chain coordinates, the optimal assignment is analogous to the

global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) in the protein design literature.

5.1.5 The Matching Score of a Back-Computed NOE Pattern

The matching score of a back-computed NOE pattern can be measured by compar-

ing the back-computed peaks with NOESY spectra. Given a set of resonance nodes

W ⊂ U and an assignment π, let Bπ(W ) denote their back-computed NOE pattern.

Without ambiguity, we will use B to stand for Bπ(W ). Let Y be the set of experi-

mental peaks. The matching score between the back-computed NOE pattern B and

experimental spectrum Y can be measured by the conventional Hausdorff distance

H(B, Y ) = max(h(B, Y ), h(Y,B)), where h(B, Y ) = maxb∈B miny∈Y ‖b−y‖ and ‖ ·‖

is the normed distance. This conventional Hausdorff distance is sensitive to a single

outlying point of B or Y [73, 74]. For example, suppose that an NOE peak is missing

in Y (which is quite common in NMR data), and its corresponding back-computed

peak in B has a large distance from any peak in Y . In such a case, the Hausdorff

distance between B or Y is dominated by this missing NOE peak. To take into ac-

count the missing NOE peaks, we employ a generalized Hausdorff distance measure,

called the Hausdorff fraction (fractional Hausdorff distance), which is derived from

the kth Hausdorff distance hk from B to Y [74, 72]:

hk(B, Y ) = kth
b∈B

min
y∈Y

‖b− y‖,

where kth is the kth largest value. Now, let δ be the error window in chemical shift.

Then the probability of the back-computed NOE pattern B under hk(B, Y ) ≤ δ, is

computed by the following Hausdorff fraction equation [72]:

s(B) =
τ(B ∩ Yδ)

τ(B)
, (5.6)
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where Yδ denotes the union of all balls obtained by replacing each point in Y with a

ball of radius δ, and τ(·) denotes the size of a set.

Next, we will show how to compute the matching score of a back-computed NOE

pattern in Eq. (5.6). Let bij(π(ri), π(rj)) = (ri, λ(ri), rj, Iij) be a back-computed

NOE peak in B based on assignments π(ri) and π(rj), where λ(ri) is the frequency

of the heavy atom covalently bound to the proton corresponding to ri, and Iij is

the back-computed peak intensity. Without ambiguity, we will use bij to repre-

sent bij(π(ri), π(rj)). Note that the distance information of the covalent structure is

also included when computing a back-computed NOE pattern, since the distances

between protons within a residue or in consecutive residues are generally < 6 Å.

Let (x, y, z, I ′) be the experimental NOESY cross peak that is closest to the back-

computed NOE peak bij under the Euclidean distance measure, where x and z are

frequencies of NOE interacting protons, y is the frequency of the heavy atom cova-

lently bound to the first proton, and I ′ is the peak intensity. When computing the

geometric count τ(B ∩ Yδ), we must take into account the uncertainty in chemical

shift. For example, suppose that the back-computed NOE peak bij is within the

Euclidean distance δ from an experimental NOESY cross peak. When bij is closer

to this experimental peak, it should contribute more to counting τ(B ∩Yδ). To mea-

sure the probability of a back-computed NOE peak to intersect with Yδ, we model

the uncertainty of chemical shifts in individual dimensions as independent normal

distributions. Formally, the following equation is employed to compute τ(B ∩ Yδ):

τ(B∩Yδ) =
∑

bij∈B

P (|I ′− Iij|, σIδ) ·P (|x− ri|, σxδ) ·P (|y−λ(ri)|, σyδ) ·P (|z− rj|, σzδ),

(5.7)

where P (|x− µ|, σ) is the probability of observing the difference |x− µ| in a normal

distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ. We define the standard devia-

tions in Eq. (5.7) as a function of the error window δ. We choose σ = δ/3 for each
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dimension such that the probability for a back-computed NOE peak outside Yδ to

contribute to τ(B ∩ Yδ) is almost 0.

5.1.6 A DEE Pruning Algorithm

The chemical shift of each proton in a particular residue usually lies within an interval

derived from the BMRB statistical information [161]. Therefore, each resonance node

ri in the NOESY graph is only allowed to map to a subset of proton labels, in which

the BMRB-derived chemical shift intervals contain the frequency of ri. Given a

resonance ri, we call the subset of proton labels in L, that ri is allowed to map to,

the candidate mapping set of ri, denoted by A(ri). When we know the backbone

resonance assignments, we have |A(ri)| = 1 for all backbone resonance nodes ri.

Given a sequence of resonances W = (r1, · · ·, rm), we call A(W ) = (A(r1), · · ·, A(rm))

the candidate mapping set of W . Let D = (π(r1), · · ·, π(rm)), where π(ri) ∈ A(ri) is

the assignment of ri. We write D∈̇A(W ) when π(ri) ∈ A(ri) for every i = 1, · · ·,m,

i.e., the assignment of ri lies in the candidate mapping sets for all resonances.

We use γ(ri, u) to mean that proton label u ∈ L is assigned to resonance node

ri, where u ∈ A(ri). Initially, Nasca prunes any proton label assignment γ(ri, u)

in which the frequency of ri falls outside the BMRB-derived chemical shift interval.

Let N(ri) = {r′i1, · · ·, r′im} be the set of resonance nodes in the neighborhood of ri,

and let N ′(ri) = (r′i1, · · ·, r′im) be a sequence of resonance nodes in N(ri), where m

is the total number of resonance nodes in the neighborhood. Then the candidate

mapping set of N ′(ri) = (r′i1, · · ·, r′im) is A(N ′(ri)) = (A(r′i1), · · ·, A(r′im)). Let Di =

(π(r′i1), · · ·, π(r′im))∈̇A(N ′(ri)) be an assignment of N ′(ri), where π(r′ij) ∈ A(r′ij), and

we use γ(N ′(ri), Di) to mean that Di is assigned to N ′(ri).

Given an assignment F = (π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)) for the sequence of resonances V ′ =

(r1, · · ·, rt), we use E(γ(ri, π(ri)) to represent the first energy term in Eq. (5.5)

under the assignment π. We use E(γ(ri, π(ri)), γ(N
′(ri), Di)) to represent the second
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energy term in Eq. (5.5) when assigning π(ri) to resonance node ri and Di to N ′(ri),

where π(ri) ∈ A(ri) and Di∈̇A(N ′(ri)). Then the pseudo-energy scoring function in

Eq. (5.5) for an assignment F = (π(r1), · · ·, π(rt)) can be rewritten as

EF =
∑
ri∈V

E
(
γ(ri, π(ri))

)
+
∑
ri∈V

E
(
γ(ri, π(ri)), γ(N

′(ri), Di)
)
, (5.8)

where π(ri) ∈ A(ri) and Di∈̇A(N ′(ri)).

An algorithm that is similar to the GMEC calculation method in protein de-

sign [43, 113, 56, 55, 27] can be applied here to compute the optimal proton label

assignments. The dead-end elimination (DEE) algorithm has been effectively applied

to prune rotamers when their contribution to the total energy is always less than an-

other (competing) rotamer [43, 113, 56, 55, 27]. We use a similar idea in Nasca to

prune proton label assignments that are provably not part of the optimal solution.

Given an unassigned side-chain resonance node ri ∈ V , a proton label assignment

v ∈ A(ri) is eliminated if an alternative proton label assignment u ∈ A(ri) satisfies

the following Goldstein criterion [56]:

E
(
γ(ri, v)

)
− E

(
γ(ri, u)

)
+

min
Di∈̇A(N ′(ri))

(
E
(
γ(ri, v), γ(N

′(ri), Di)
)
− E

(
γ(ri, u), γ(N

′(ri), Di)
))

> 0. (5.9)

Any assignment γ(ri, v) satisfying Eq. (5.9) is provably not part of the optimal

solution, and thus can be safely pruned. The complexity of computing the Goldstein

criterion in Eq. (5.9) is O(na2w), where n is the total number of resonances, a is the

maximum number of proton labels in the candidate mapping set of a resonance, and

w is the maximum number of proton labels that can be assigned to a resonance node’s

neighborhood. DEE reduces the conformation search space by pruning proton label

assignments that can not be in the optimal solution, and provides a combinatorial

factor reduction in computational complexity.
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5.1.7 Computing Optimal Side-Chain Resonance Assignments

To compute the optimal solution to our MRF, Nasca applies an A* algorithm [104,

144, 153] to search over all possible combinations of the remaining proton label

assignments surviving from DEE. An A* algorithm provably finds the optimal (i.e.,

least-cost) path from a given starting node to the goal node in a search tree or graph.

It uses a heuristic cost function to determine the order of visiting nodes during the

search. The heuristic cost function consists of two parts: the actual cost from the

starting node to the current node, and the estimated cost from the current node to

the goal node. Next, we will define both actual and estimated cost functions that

are used to determine the order of searching nodes in our A* algorithm.

Recall that V ′ = (r1, · · ·, rt) denotes the sequence of unassigned side-chain res-

onances, and (rt+1, · · ·, rn) denotes the sequence of assigned backbone resonances.

Let Xi be the variable representing the assignment of resonance node ri. Similar

to the protein design problem [104, 55], our search configuration space can also

be formulated as a tree, in which the root represents an empty assignment, a leaf

node represents a full assignment of V ′, and an internal node represents a partial

assignment of V ′ (i.e., only a subsequence of resonances in V ′ are assigned). Let

H = (Xt+1, · · ·, Xn) be the sequence of known assignments for backbone resonances

(rt+1, · · ·, rn). Let S = (X1, · · ·, Xt) be a sequence of assignments for side-chain res-

onances in V ′. Given the BMRB statistical information Q and the known backbone

chemical shifts H, the probability for a sequence of side-chain resonance assignments

S is

Pr(S|H,Q) = Pr(Xt, Xt−1, · · ·, X1|H,Q)

= Pr(Xt|Xt−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(X2|X1, H,Q) · Pr(X1|H,Q). (5.10)

Suppose that the A* algorithm has assigned resonances r1, · · ·, ri−1. We rewrite
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Eq. (5.10) as

Pr(S|H,Q) = Pr(Xt|Xt−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(Xi+1|Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q)

· Pr(Xi|Xi−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(X1|H,Q). (5.11)

Taking the negative logarithm on both sides of Eq. (5.11), we have

− ln Pr(S|H,Q) = − ln
(
Pr(Xt|Xt−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(Xi+1|Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q)

)
− ln

(
Pr(Xi|Xi−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(X1|H,Q)

)
. (5.12)

Eq. (5.12) measures the cost of a path from the root (i.e., empty assignment) to

one of leaf nodes (i.e., full assignments) in our A* search tree.

Let

g = − ln
(
Pr(Xi|Xi−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(X1|H,Q)

)
, (5.13)

which measures the probability of the set of the first i assignments X1, · · ·, Xi, and

leads to the actual cost of the path from the root to the current node in the A*

search tree.

Let

h = − ln
(
Pr(Xt|Xt−1, · · ·, X1, H,Q) · · · Pr(Xi+1|Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q)

)
, (5.14)

which estimates the cost of assigning the remaining resonance nodes (i.e., the cost

of the path from current node to the leaf nodes in the A* search tree).

Then the cost function in our A* search is defined by

f = g + h, (5.15)

where g is the actual cost from the root to the current node in the search tree,

and h is the estimated cost from the current node to one of leaf nodes, in which all

side-chain resonances are assigned.
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In Eq. (5.14), Pr(Xj|Xj−1, · · ·, Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q), j > i, is estimated as follows:

Pr(Xj|Xj−1, · · ·, Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q)

= max
uj∈A(rj)
···

ui+1∈A(ri+1)

Pr(γ(rj, uj)|γ(rj−1, uj−1), · · ·, γ(ri+1, ui+1), Xi, · · ·, X1, H,Q), (5.16)

where γ(rj, uj) denotes the assignment of uj to resonance node rj.

The A* algorithm maintains a list of search nodes, which are ranked according to

the cost function (Eq. (5.15)). Similar to the protein design work in [55], here the A*

search algorithm expands the nodes in order of the cost function f . In each iteration,

the node with the smallest f value is visited, and the values of f in the remaining

nodes are updated. All remaining nodes in the list are re-ordered according to the

new f values, and form the children of the current visited node. Such a process is

repeated until all side-chain resonances are assigned (i.e., when a leaf node in the

search tree is reached).

An estimated cost function is admissible, if it does not overestimate the cost from

any node to the goal node. The admissibility of the estimated cost function ensures

that an A* search algorithm will find the optimal solution. As shown in [187], the

estimated cost function defined in Eq. (5.16) is admissible, which guarantees that

our A* search algorithm will find the optimal side-chain resonance assignments. The

A* algorithm is proven to be complete and optimal in searching for the least-cost

path [104, 144, 153]. Although the time complexity of the A* algorithm is exponential

in the number of side-chain resonances in the worst case, in practice, our algorithm,

including both DEE and A* modules, runs only in hours for a medium-size protein.

For instance, it takes about 7 hours to compute the set of side-chain resonance

assignments on a single-processor machine for the protein human ubiquitin without

human intervention.
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5.1.8 Resolving NOE Assignment Ambiguity

The set of optimal side-chain resonance assignments computed by the A* search al-

gorithm enable an NOE assignment procedure based on the NOESY graph in our

MRF framework. After applying DEE and A* search algorithms to obtain the set

of optimal side-chain resonance assignments, Nasca uses the following procedure

to compute the NOE distance restraints. It first extracts a set of initial NOE as-

signments from the edges E in the NOESY graph, using the computed side-chain

resonance assignments and the input backbone resonance assignments. These initial

NOE assignments may contain noisy (i.e., spurious) NOE assignments due to exper-

imental noise or chemical shift overlap. For each possible NOE assignment, Nasca

checks whether the distance between the coordinates of assigned side-chain proton

labels in the rotamers (after being placed on the backbone) violates the NOE distance

bound. An initial NOE assignment is pruned when the Euclidean distance between

the coordinates of a pair of assigned proton labels is larger than the NOE distance

calibrated from NOE peak intensity (Fig. 5.2D). Specifically, suppose that the opti-

mal side-chain resonance assignments for ri and rj are π∗(ri) and π∗(rj) respectively,

where proton labels π∗(ri) and π∗(rj) contain proton coordinates in R3 after plac-

ing the corresponding side-chain rotamer conformations on the RDC-defined global

fold. Let d(π∗(ri), π
∗(rj)) be the Euclidean distance between proton coordinates of

π∗(ri) and π∗(rj). If d(π∗(ri), π
∗(rj)) is larger than the NOE distance computed from

the calibrated peak intensity, the NOE assignment resulting from the edge (ri, rj)

is pruned. After all edges in in the NOESY graph have been examined, the set of

remaining NOE assignments are output as the NOE assignment table (together with

the computed optimal side-chain resonance assignments as the output of our algo-

rithm) for final structure determination. Note that after pruning the violated NOE

assignments, two NOE restraints can still be assigned to the same NOESY peak. In
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this situation, these two NOEs are unified by the logical “OR” operation when being

used in structure calculation.

5.2 Results

We have tested Nasca on NMR data of five proteins: the FF Domain 2 of human

transcription elongation factor CA150 (FF2), the B1 domain of Protein G (GB1),

human ubiquitin, the ubiquitin-binding zinc finger domain of the human Y-family

DNA polymerase Eta (pol η UBZ), and the human Set2-Rpb1 interacting domain

(hSRI). The numbers of amino acid residues in these proteins are 62 for FF2, 39 for

pol η UBZ, 56 for GB1, 76 for ubiquitin, and 112 for hSRI.

All NMR data except the RDC data of ubiquitin and GB1 were recorded and

collected using Varian 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers at Duke University. The

NMR spectra were processed using the program NMRPipe [40]. All NMR peaks

were picked by the programs NMRView [78] or Xeasy/Cara [14], followed by

manual editing. Backbone assignments, including resonance assignments of atoms

N, HN, Cα, Hα, Cβ, were obtained from the set of triple resonance NMR experiments

HNCA, HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CB, HN(COCA)CB, and HNCO, combined with the

HSQC spectra using the program Paces [30], followed by manual checking. The

NOE cross peaks were picked from three-dimensional 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY-

HSQC spectra. In addition, we removed the diagonal cross peaks and water artifacts

from the picked NOE peak list. The NH and CH RDC data of FF2, pol η UBZ

and hSRI were measured from a 2D 1H-15N IPAP experiment [128] and a modified

(HACACO)NH experimental [12] respectively. The CαC′ and NC′ RDC data of

FF2 were measured from a set of HNCO-based experiments [130]. The CH and

NH RDC data of ubiquitin were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID of

ubiquitin: 1D3Z). For GB1, we computed its global fold using the CH and NH RDC

data from a homologous protein, namely the third IgG-binding domain of Protein G
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(GB3) (PDB ID: 1P7E). The third IgG-binding domain of Protein G (GB3) has 88%

sequence identity with the B1 domain of Protein G (GB1). The program BLAST [1]

was used to compare two protein sequences and compute the sequence identity score.

Our results on GB1 can be considered a good test of using homology modelling to

compute the global fold.

Nasca is a new software package developed in our lab. The input data to Nasca

include: (1) the protein primary sequence; (2) protein backbone coordinates; (3) the

2D or 3D NOESY peak list from both 15N- and 13C-edited spectra; (4) the backbone

chemical shift list; (5) the rotamer library [116].

The input protein backbones were computed mainly using the RDC data (see

Section 5.1.3). We used the method described in Section 5.1.3 to pre-assign a small

number of side-chain resonances and use them to extract sparse NOEs (which involve

both backbone and side-chains) from the 3D NOESY data for packing SSEs and

computing the initial loop conformations. We used 3−11 sparse NOEs in packing

SSEs and < 17 sparse NOEs as the initial distance restraints in the local minimization

approach to compute each loop conformation. Similar to [185], the backbone RMSD

between the RDC-defined global folds and the reference structures was less than

1.21±0.60 Å for the core structure (i.e., packed SSE conformations) and less than

1.59±0.36 Å for the entire backbone structure. The RMSD between experimental and

back-calculated RDCs for the RDC-defined backbone was 1.1±0.9 Hz for CH RDCs

and 1.2±1.1 Hz for NH RDCs. These RDC-defined input structures are only medium-

resolution and do not contain side-chain conformations. As we will demonstrate,

these RDC-defined backbones provide sufficient structural information for side-chain

resonance assignment and NOE assignment in our MRF framework.

After we computed the protein backbones from RDCs, we fed them together

with the backbone chemical shifts and 3D NOESY peaks into Nasca to compute

side-chain resonance assignments and NOE assignments. Next, we will evaluate the
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Table 5.1: Summary of side-chain resonance assignment results.

Proteins GB1 ubiquitin hSRI pol η UBZ FF2
Number of residues 56 76 112 39 62

Total number of assignments 300 453 606 196 380
Completeness (%) 98.0 95.4 90.3 93.3 92.5
Correctness (%) 81.7 80.8 86.3 93.4 80.0

Execution time (minute) 208.4 429.1 1232.9 16.2 316.1

accuracies of both side-chain resonance assignments and NOE assignments computed

by Nasca.

5.2.1 Accuracy of Side-Chain Resonance Assignments

We evaluated the accuracy of the side-chain resonances assigned by Nasca by com-

paring them with the chemical shifts of the proteins that were assigned manually

using other additional side-chain NMR experiments. Nasca achieves the complete-

ness of over 90% for resonance assignment, that is, it assigns the resonances of over

90% of protons (Table 5.1). Note that the manual assignments are usually obtained

from TOCSY experiments, while frequencies in our resonance list are extracted from

NOESY spectra. Due to the experimental uncertainty, frequencies of our assigned

resonances are not exactly equal to the manually-assigned chemical shifts. We used

an error window 0.04 ppm for 1H, and 0.4 ppm for heavy atoms (i.e., 13C and 15N) to

check whether two resonance assignments agree with each other. We say a resonance

assignment is correct if its frequency is within the error window from the reference

assignment, which was assigned manually using other additional experiments. Our

tests show that Nasca computes about 80% of the correct resonance assignments

(Table 5.1).

Fig. 5.3 summarizes the accuracies of resonance assignments for different types

of side-chain protons, including Hβ, Hγ, Hδ, Hε and aromatic protons. As indicated

in Fig. 5.3, a decent portion (between 70−90%) of aromatic side-chain resonance

assignments agree with the manual assignments. The mis-assignments of aromatic
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ring protons can be possibly caused by the compact aromatic packing. Aromatic rings

are usually packed closely in the 3D Euclidean space. Thus, they can influence the

assignments of each other. More incorrect aromatic side-chain resonance assignments

occurred in ring protons Hε and Hζ than in ring protons Hδ, which likely reflects the

fact that Hδ ring protons have more and stronger NOE cross peaks than Hε and Hζ

ring protons, and hence contain more information to identify the correct resonance

assignments. For all five proteins, overall Hβ protons achieve the best accuracy (i.e.,

89.5±9.1%). Probably this is because the chemical shifts of the bond-connected

heavy atom Cβ have been assigned from the backbone resonance assignment. For

protein GB1, ubiquitin and pol η UBZ, Hγ protons have the second best assignment

accuracy over all other non-aromatic protons. Overall, more Hβ and Hγ protons

are assigned correctly than Hδ and Hε protons. In general, Hε has lower assignment

accuracy than other types of side-chain protons. This is probably because those

Hε protons are on long hydrophilic residues, such as arginine and lysine, which are

more exposed to the solvent than other side-chain protons, and hence have fewer

NOE interactions with other protons. This indicates that NOESY spectra can only

provide limited information for assigning the correct chemical shifts of Hε protons.

Such a deficit can make the program easily mis-assign the chemical shift of Hε with

other side-chain protons within the same residue, or with other Hε protons in different

lysine residues. On the other hand, since each protein usually has a relatively small

number of Hε protons, the overall percentage of incorrect Hε resonance assignments

among all resonance assignments is small (< 30%).

For all five proteins, those incorrect side-chain resonance assignments did not

significantly degrade the downstream NOE assignments. This is because they only

affect a small number of NOE assignments involving surface residues. In addition, the

effect of ambiguous NOE assignments caused by the nearby protons can be absorbed

by the uncertainty in NOE upper bounds calibrated from the peak intensities, which
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Figure 5.3: Accuracies of resonance assignments for different types of side-chain
protons, where R stands for the aromatic protons.

do not degrade the protein structure determination process. Further discussion on the

incorrect side-chain resonance assignments can be found in Sec. 5.3. As we illustrate

below, the current side-chain resonance assignment table computed by Nasca will

yield a sufficient number of accurate NOE assignments for high-quality structure

determination.

We also examined the resonance assignment accuracies for different residue types

of different lengths. We divided all residues into four classes according to the number
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of rotatable χ angles in the side-chain conformation. As shown in Fig. 5.4, for proteins

ubiquitin and pol η UBZ, no significant difference in the assignment accuracy is

observed for different residue types. In these two proteins, Nasca still assigns a

high percentage (about 80%) of resonances for long side-chains, including arginine

and lysine. For proteins hSRI and FF2, Nasca performs better on short side-

chains (i.e., 1,2-χ residue types) than long side-chains (i.e., 3,4-χ residue types).

Overall, the 4-χ type residues, arginine and lysine, have a lower percentage of correct

resonance assignments than other residue types. Because arginine and lysine residues

are often found on the surface of the protein, and have only a limited number of

NOE interactions with other protons, it might be difficult to identify the correct

assignments using the scoring function derived based on the NOESY data.

We further investigated the performance of Nasca on different side-chain pro-

tons in different regions of the protein structure. Fig. 5.5 shows the assignment

accuracies for different protons with different solvent accessibilities. Overall, Nasca

achieves higher assignment accuracy on the interior and buried protons (with solvent

accessibility ≤ 40%) than on the surface protons (with solvent accessibility > 40%).

Note that a similar phenomenon was observed in a previous side-chain resonance

assignment program Ascan [47].

5.2.2 Accuracy of NOE Assignments and Effectiveness for High-Resolution Struc-
ture Determination

To examine the accuracy of the NOE assignments computed by Nasca, we com-

pared them with the reference structures. We say an NOE assignment is correct

if it agrees with the reference structure, that is, the distance between the assigned

pair of NOE protons in the reference structure satisfies the NOE restraint whose

distance is calibrated from the experimental peak intensity. As shown in Table 5.2,

Nasca computes over 80% correct NOE restraints. To further investigate these NOE
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Table 5.2: Summary of NOE assignment results.

Proteins GB1 ubiquitin hSRI pol η UBZ FF2
Total # of assigned NOEs 1466 1530 3501 978 1359

Intraresidue 567 630 1341 380 568
Sequential (|i− j| = 1) 295 313 769 232 305

Medium-range (|i− j| ≤ 4) 210 195 931 223 322
Long-range (|i− j| ≥ 5) 394 392 460 143 164

Percentage of correct NOE assignments (%) 87.7 83.2 84.4 86.4 85.4

distance restraints, we fed them into xplor-nih [146] to calculate structures. To

fairly compare the accuracy of our NOE restraints, we fed the same hydrogen bond

and dihedral angle constraints into xplor-nih, as in computing the NMR reference

structures. In addition, the structures were refined with RDC data using xplor-nih

with a water-refinement protocol [146].

We chose an ensemble of the top 20 structures with the lowest energies out of

50 structures computed by xplor-nih as the ensemble of final structures. For all

five proteins, the chosen ensemble converges into a compact cluster (Table 5.3 and

Fig. 5.6). The average RMSD to the mean coordinates is ≤ 0.4 Å for backbone

atoms and ≤ 1.0 Å for all-heavy atoms. The loop regions, especially for the long

loop regions, exhibited slightly more disorder than the SSE regions (Fig. 5.6). We

superimposed the mean structure of the ensemble with the reference structure for

each protein. The RMSD between the mean structure and the reference structure

(ordered region) is 0.8−1.5 Å for backbone atoms and 1.0−2.3 Å for all-heavy atoms

(Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.6). The RMSD is usually improved when only the SSE regions

of the mean structure are superimposed to the reference structure (Table 5.3). For

example, the backbone RMSD for ubiquitin is improved from 0.97 Å to 0.85 Å when

only SSE structures are aligned to the reference structure. These results indicate

that the NOE assignments computed by Nasca are sufficient for high-resolution

structure determination.
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Figure 5.4: Accuracies of side-chain resonance assignments for different residue
types. The 4-χ type includes asparagine and lysine. The 3-χ type includes methio-
nine, glutamine and glutamic acid. The 2-χ type includes aspartic acid, asparagine,
isoleucine, leucine, histidine, phenylalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine. The 1-χ type
includes proline, threonine, valine, serine and cysteine.

Table 5.3: Summary of final calculated structures.

Proteins GB1 ubiquitin hSRI pol η UBZ FF2
Average RMSD to mean coordinates

SSE region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.22, 0.51 0.14, 0.43 0.27, 0.92 0.15, 0.42 0.27, 0.73
Ordered region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.27, 0.56 0.16, 0.46 0.31, 0.93 0.22, 0.64 0.33, 0.97
RMSD to reference structure

SSE region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.77, 1.08 0.85, 1.52 0.93, 1.54 0.86, 1.49 0.90,1.80
Ordered region (backbone, heavy) (Å) 0.81, 1.13 0.97, 1.77 1.48, 2.21 0.80, 1.56 1.19, 2.25
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Figure 5.5: Accuracies of resonance assignments for side-chain protons with dif-
ferent solvent accessibilities. The solvent accessibility for each proton was computed
using the software MOLMOL [90] with a solvent radius of 2.0 Å.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Comparisons to Other Methodologies

Nasca differs from traditional side-chain resonance assignment and NOE assign-

ment approaches in the following aspects. First, unlike most side-chain resonance

assignment algorithms [107, 108, 132, 119], Nasca does not require any input data

from TOCSY experiments. Instead, it uses data from NOESY spectra, which also
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Figure 5.6: Final NMR structures computed using our automatically-assigned
NOEs. Row 1: the ensemble of 20 lowest-energy NMR structures. Row 2: rib-
bon view of one structure in the ensemble. Row 3: backbone overlay of the mean
structures (blue) vs. corresponding NMR reference structures (green) (PDB ID of
GB1 [80]: 3GB1; PDB ID of ubiquitin [35]: 1D3Z; PDB ID of FF2: 2E71; PDB ID
of hSRI [109]: 2A7O; PDB ID of pol η UBZ [16]: 2I5O).

provide crucial distance restraints between protons and are normally required in

high-resolution structure determination. Second, compared to other NOE assign-

ment algorithms [67, 60, 112, 69, 94, 185], which require a nearly complete set

of both backbone and side-chain resonance assignments, Nasca only requires the

backbone chemical shift information (and NOESY data) as input. Third, traditional

approaches [67, 60, 112, 69, 94] usually use a partial set of assigned NOEs to generate

the initial structure templates for bootstrapping the NOE assignment, while Nasca

exploits the RDC-defined initial backbone fold in an MRF framework to filter am-

biguous NOE assignments. Since we do not rely heavily on the NOESY data to define
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the global fold, Nasca to some extent avoids the circularity that NOEs are used to

define the fold, but the fold is needed in the NOE assignment. Fourth, traditional ap-

proaches [67, 60, 112, 69, 94] rely on heuristic techniques, such as molecular dynamics

(MD) or simulated annealing (SA), to compute structure templates for filtering am-

biguous NOE assignments. Such MD/SA-based heuristic approaches can be trapped

into local minima and might miss the global minimum solution. In contrast, the

initial backbone fold used in Nasca is computed by systematically searching for the

global optimal solution over all backbone dihedral angle roots, which are obtained

by exactly solving a system of quartic RDC equations [166, 185, 45]. Fifth, unlike

other Bayesian approaches [106, 105] or probabilistic graphical models [8] used in

NMR resonance assignment, which mainly depend on Monte Carlo (MC) stochas-

tic search or belief propagation algorithms to compute resonance assignments and

therefore can be trapped into local minima, Nasca employs deterministic DEE/A*

search algorithms that guarantee to find the global optimum.

To empirically investigate whether traditional SA/MD-based structure determi-

nation protocols are able to converge to a good backbone structure using sparse data,

we ran xplor-nih for ubiquitin, hSRI and FF2 on the same data that we used in

computing the initial fold at medium resolution (Sec. 5.1.3). These data include

RDCs, sparse NOEs extracted from the NOESY data to pack SSEs, and dihedral

angle restraints derived from talos [34]. Table 5.4 summarizes the sparse data that

were used by rdc-analytic to compute the packed SSE structure regions for pro-

teins ubiquitin, hSRI and FF2. In the xplor-nih structure calculation, a standard

simulated annealing protocol was used to compute an ensemble of initial structures

and then a water-refinement protocol with the RDC data was used to refine these

structures. The second step is also called the RDC refinement step. In total we com-

puted 100 structures, and selected the top 20 structures with the lowest energies as

the ensemble of final structures for examination. In particular, we examined whether
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the SA/MD protocol in xplor-nih was able to determine the same accurate core

structures (i.e., SSE backbones) as we computed using our backbone determination

techniques [166, 185, 45], using the same sparse data (Table 5.4). Our tests show

that although xplor-nih was able to compute an ensemble of core structures for

ubiquitin that were reasonably close to the NMR reference structure (with backbone

RMSD 1.7 Å for the mean coordinates), it failed to converge to a good structure

ensemble for both hSRI and FF2. For hSRI, the ensemble of structures computed

by xplor-nih had both high energy score and large RMSD to the NMR reference

structure (Fig. 5.7A). The backbone RMSD between the mean coordinates (in the

SSE regions) of the computed structures and the NMR reference structure was 7.3

Å. For FF2, the structures after the RDC refinement seemed sensitive to the cho-

sen starting structures calculated from the standard simulated annealing protocol.

Fig. 5.7B and Fig. 5.7C show the plots of energy vs. backbone RMSD to the NMR

reference structure for two different starting structures, which had the lowest energies

and represented the converged structure clusters computed in the initial simulated

annealing step. For both cases, xplor-nih failed to compute a decent structure en-

semble using the sparse data in Table 5.4. The backbone RMSD between the mean

structure and the NMR reference structure in the SSE regions was 5.7 Å and 6.9

Å for Fig. 5.7B and Fig. 5.7C respectively. In Fig. 5.7B, although there were two

good structures with backbone RMSD less than 2.0 Å from the reference structure,

we cannot identify them from others using current available criteria, such as the

energy score or the number of violations. All these results indicate that traditional

SA/MD protocol cannot guarantee to converge to a reliable structure when using

the sparse data (Table 5.4). On the other hand, as we showed in the Results Sec-

tion and in [185], our backbone structure determination approach using the analytic

solutions to the RDC equations is able to compute the core structure of the protein

to medium resolution. The initial fold computed by our approach was successfully
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Table 5.4: Summary of the sparse data used to compute the initial global fold. These
data include RDCs, sparse NOEs extracted from the NOESY data to pack SSEs, and
dihedral angle restraints derived from talos [34].

Proteins ubiquitin hSRI FF2
# of RDCs 37 CH RDCs; 45 CH RDCs; 30 CH RDCs;

(in one medium) 37 NH RDCs. 46 NH RDCs. 32 NH RDCs;
31 CαC’ RDCs;
33 NC’ RDCs;

# of sparse NOEs 3 11 11
# of talos angle restraints 36 89 62

used to resolve the assignment ambiguity and bootstrap the high-resolution struc-

ture determination. Note that here we are not claiming xplor-nih cannot converge

when using a dense set of data restraints. Instead, we argue that when the sparse

data (e.g., Table 5.4) are used, our approach is more robust and can compute a

more reliable initial fold for high resolution structure determination over traditional

SA/MD-based methods.

While traditional SA/MD protocols may be inadequate to bootstrap the ini-

tial global fold when using only sparse data (Table 5.4), rdc-analytic could do

this robustly. However, other strategies might be possible. In principle, modeling

approaches, such as protein structure prediction [11], protein threading [180] or ho-

mology modeling [98, 99], could be used to compute the global fold. However, these

modeling approaches can be heavily dependent on existing structural motifs available

in the current databases.

By using backbone chemical shift information, CS-Rosetta [150] could also

be used to compute the initial global fold. CS-Rosetta combines the empirical

relationship between structures and chemical shifts with structure prediction tech-

niques [11] to generate protein structures. Recently, CS-Rosetta has been extended

to use additional backbone data, such as RDCs, and NOEs between amide protons,

to determine the structures of several larger proteins, varying in size from 62 to 266
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A. hSRI

B. FF2 with starting structure 1 C. FF2 with starting structure 2

Figure 5.7: Plots of energy vs. SSE backbone RMSD to NMR reference structure
for hSRI and FF2 structures computed by xplor-nih, using the sparse data in
Table 5.4. (A): Plot of hSRI. (B) and (C): Plots of FF2 with different starting
structures used in the RDC refinement step. Top 20 structures with the lowest
energies among total 100 structures computed by xplor-nih are plotted here. The
backbone RMSD between the mean coordinates and the NMR reference structure for
SSE regions is 7.3 Å, 5.7 Å and 6.9 Å for plots (A), (B) and (C) respectively. These
results show that xplor-nih failed to bootstrap the initial global fold calculation
using the sparse data in Table 5.4.
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residues [138]. We envision that, in addition to backbone data, side-chain/backbone

and side-chain/side-chain NOE distance restraints will still be required to determine

high-resolution structures of large proteins, and the NOEs will be particularly im-

portant for determining the side-chain conformations.

In [47], the authors proposed an algorithm, called Ascan, that uses the knowledge

of local covalent polypeptide structures to iteratively assign side-chain resonances

from previously-assigned resonances (initially, backbone resonances were assigned)

using NOESY or TOCSY spectra. Compared to Ascan [47], in which only the

conformation-independent bounds on intra-residue and sequential inter-proton dis-

tances are used to iteratively assign side-chain resonances, Nasca applies an MRF

that leverages the RDC-defined backbone conformations to derive side-chain reso-

nance assignments and NOE assignments. The main differences between Ascan

and Nasca lie in the following aspects. First, Ascan only performs side-chain reso-

nance assignment from NOESY or TOCSY data, and still needs to depend on other

SA/MD-based programs such as Candid [67] to obtain the NOE assignments for

protein structure calculation. On the other hand, Nasca computes both side-chain

resonance assignments and NOE assignments. Second, in Ascan, only local NOE

distance information is used in resolving side-chain assignment ambiguity, while in

Nasca, the RDC-defined global fold is incorporated into a sound MRF framework

to filter ambiguous assignments. In principle, Nasca can better prevent the local

minima and error propagation problem in the assignment process. Third, in Ascan,

side-chain resonances are assigned iteratively, and current resonance assignments are

dependent on the correctness of side-chain resonance assignments in previous itera-

tions, while in Nasca, a set of globally optimal assignments that best interpret the

NMR data are computed. Fourth, in practice, Nasca seems to assign more side-chain

resonances than Ascan. As reported in [47], Ascan can only assign the resonances

of about 80% of protons, while Nasca can achieve the completeness of more than
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90% for side-chain resonance assignment. Probably this is because Nasca uses more

information (i.e., the RDC-defined backbone) in assigning side-chain resonances.

5.3.2 Limitations and Extensions

We offer the following guidelines on the required resolution R of the initial global fold

input to Nasca. To estimate R, we determined the global fold of five proteins from

RDC data plus sparse NOEs, as described in (Zeng et al. 2009; see Sec. 2.3) and the

Results section. This resulted in packed SSE conformations and global folds with a

range of RMSD to the reference structures, as described in Section 6.4. In every case,

and for different RMSDs, Nasca was successful in assigning the side-chain resonances

and NOEs. This allows us to estimate the range of acceptable resolutions, based on

Nasca’s performance on the RDC-computed backbones. We thusly estimate the

required accuracy of both the core structure (i.e., packed SSE conformations) and

the entire backbone structure for the initial global fold. Specifically, we extrapolate

that the initial global fold input to Nasca should contain a core structure with a

backbone RMSD ≤ 1.85 Å and entire backbone structure with a backbone RMSD

≤ 2.0 Å from the ground truth structure.

Because in real applications, we do not know the reference structure priori, we

also investigated how the accuracy of the RDC data affect the performance of our

algorithm and performed the following additional test on FF2. We first perturbed

RDCs by adding an increasing amount of Gaussian noise, and then performed the

same studies as in Section 3. As summarized in the new Table 5.5, our backbone

structure determination algorithm can still compute an accurate global fold with

backbone RMSD ≤ 1.4 Å for SSE regions, and ≤ 1.7 Å for ordered regions, when

the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise added to the RDC data is ≤ 2.5 Hz.

The accurate initial global fold computed by our RDC-based backbone structure

determination algorithm enables Nasca to assign a sufficient number of side-chain
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resonances and NOEs from NOESY spectra, and hence allows high-resolution struc-

ture determination (Table 5.5). When more than 2.5 Hz Gaussian noise is added

to the RDC data, our algorithm does not find any backbone dihedral angle solution

that satisfies both the RDC restraints and the Ramachandran map. These results

indicate that our algorithm can tolerate a reasonable range of noise in RDC data,

and can report the non-existence of solutions when noise in RDC data is larger than

a threshold (e.g., 2.5 Hz in the above test).

In [185], we conducted a blind test of our RDC-based backbone structure deter-

mination approach on the FF Domain 2 of human transcription elongation factor

CA150 (FF2), whose structural coordinates were unknown before the test. We then

deposited the resulting NMR structures (PDB ID: 2KIQ) of FF2, solved by starting

with the RDC-defined global fold, into the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Subsequently,

an X-ray structure (PDB ID: 3HFH) of FF2 was deposited into the PDB after our

structure deposition. Comparison results on FF2 show that our NMR structures

agree well with the corresponding X-ray structure (with backbone RMSD ≤ 1.6

Å). This blind test on FF2 indicates that our approach may be applied to de novo

structure determination.

In principle, when multiple sets of RDC data (i.e., more than two RDCs per

residue) are available, a cross-validation approach can be applied to check whether

the initial global fold computed by our algorithm is sufficiently accurate for de novo

structure determination. Specifically, we can use CH and NH RDCs in one medium,

as demonstrated in this chapter and [168, 185], or NH RDCs in two media [45, 166] to

compute an initial global fold, and then use the remaining RDC data to cross-validate

the computed backbone structure. Such a strategy will allow us to determinate a

sufficiently accurate backbone structure, and enables Nasca to find the optimal

solution of side-chain resonances that best interpret experimental data.

Currently our RDC-based backbone structure determination has only been tested
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on small proteins. It is also appealing for determining the global folds of large pro-

teins, such as Maltose-Binding Protein (MBP) [29], since conventional NOE-based

structure determination approaches suffer from several limitations for large proteins,

while RDCs provide an alternative source of geometric information for structure

determination. Large proteins typically yield congested NOESY spectra with many

overlapping peaks, which makes it difficult to obtain a sufficient number of unambigu-

ous NOEs for computing an accurate initial global fold. Moreover, for large proteins,

the poor sensitivity of TOCSY experiments, due to the fast transverse relaxation of

protonated carbons, makes it almost impossible to obtain nearly complete side-chain

resonance assignments, which further hinders NOE assignment. In contrast, RDCs

provide global orientational restraints on inter-nuclear vectors, and can be combined

with sparse NOE distance restraints to determine the initial global folds of even large

proteins. In general, RDCs can be measured with high precision and can be assigned

more efficiently than NOEs. This suggests that our RDC-based backbone struc-

ture determination approach can play an important role in high resolution structure

determination for large proteins.

In our MRF framework, the RDC-defined backbone conformation and the contact

map information from the NOESY spectra are fully exploited to enforce the correct

side-chain resonance assignments. The derived scoring function measures the proba-

bility of side-chain resonance assignments by matching the resulting back-computed

NOE pattern with the NOESY spectra. As we demonstrated in the Results section,

Nasca can assign a sufficient number of correct side-chain resonance assignments

and NOE assignments that lead to accurate high-resolution structure determination.

To validate our methodology, we performed effective control tests, which must

compare to nearly complete and accurate side-chain resonance assignments and NOE

assignments to verify the performance of our algorithm. Our studies in this chap-

ter of five small proteins are good control tests, since these small proteins satisfy
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the above requirement and contain a high percentage of side-chain resonance as-

signments and NOE assignments obtained from conventional NMR techniques. In

these small proteins, HCCH-TOCSY experiments perform well and allow us to ob-

tain nearly complete side-chain resonance assignments to validate the accuracies of

side-chain resonances assigned by Nasca. Such an empirical validation can not be

achieved for large proteins with incomplete assignments due to the poor sensitivity

of TOCSY experiments. Since side-chain resonances cannot generally be obtained

from TOCSY experiments for large proteins, a direct test of side-chain assignment

on large proteins with a comparison to ground truth is difficult to perform. It is

important to emphasize that our test on small proteins is a proof of concept study

and requires knowledge of TOCSY-based side-chain resonance assignments for com-

parison and validation. Our results on small proteins are valuable as control tests,

and yet indicate the potential applications to large proteins. Compared to conven-

tional approaches, our method provides an alternative path for side-chain resonance

assignment, NOE assignment, and high-resolution structure determination.

The current version of our scoring function does not enforce a one-to-one map-

ping between resonance nodes in the NOESY graph and proton labels, and does

not require that all side-chain resonance assignments in a residue belong to the

same rotamer conformation. We call these two requirements the consistency con-

straints. Currently about 10% of the side-chain resonance assignments violate these

consistency constraints. Many violated assignments are observed in those side-chain

protons of the same amino acid type but in different residues (e.g., Hε protons in

residues lysine 45 and lysine 47). These protons are often in the hydrophilic residues,

such as arginine and lysine, which are usually located on the surface of the protein.

They often do not have a sufficient number of NOE interactions to distinguish their

assignments when the NOESY data are mainly used in the scoring function to mea-

sure the assignment probability. On the other hand, as we showed in Sec. 5.2.2, the
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NOE assignment ambiguity arising from these inconsistent resonance assignments

does not degrade high-resolution structure determination. Nevertheless, incorporat-

ing the two consistency constraints above should further improve the accuracy of

side-chain resonance assignments.

5.4 Conclusions

Side-chain resonance assignments and NOE assignments are essential for high-resolution

structure determination and side-chain dynamics studies. In this chapter we pro-

posed a novel algorithm encoded in an MRF with protein design algorithms to com-

pute the side-chain resonance assignments and NOE assignments that best interpret

the NMR data. Tests on real NMR data demonstrated that our algorithm computes

a high percentage of accurate side-chain resonance assignments for high-resolution

structure determination. Since our algorithm does not require any TOCSY-type

experiments, it can advance NMR structure determination by saving a significant

amount of both experimental cost and NMR instrument time.

Although our algorithm is only implemented for 3D NOESY spectra, it is general

and can be easily extended to higher-dimensional NOESY spectra. In addition, it

would be interesting to extend our algorithm to perform side-chain resonance assign-

ment without requiring backbone resonance assignments. Because RDCs are mapped

to backbone resonances, in this case, we might have to resort to other approaches

such as protein structure prediction, protein threading or homology modeling to

obtain the initial global fold.
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6

Chemical Shift Prediction for Alpha Hydrogens

In Chapter 5, we have presented Nasca, an automated algorithm to perform side-

chain resonance assignment from unassigned NOESY data using only backbone

chemical shifts, in which we assume that the Hα chemical shifts can be assigned

from conventional triple resonance NMR experiments. In this chapter, we relax this

assumption, and present a new algorithm to predict the Hα chemical shifts using

available structural coordinates and known chemical shifts of other backbone atoms.

The Hα chemical shift prediction algorithm described in this chapter can facilitate

high-resolution structure determination for large proteins.

6.1 Motivation and Summary of Contributions

Chemical shifts play crucial roles in determining protein structures and studying pro-

tein dynamics via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). They not only provide peak

identities for analyzing NMR data, but also offer an important source of conforma-

tional information for studying protein structures [150, 173, 123, 172]. In particular,

the Hα chemical shifts provide important “anchors” for initializing the nuclear Over-

hauser effect (NOE) assignments, serve as a reliable indicator of secondary structure,
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and contain rich tertiary information (e.g., hydrogen bonding and dihedral angles).

Despite these important properties of the Hα chemical shifts, current studies of pro-

tein structures using Hα chemical shifts still suffer from the following three problems.

First, the Hα chemical shifts of large proteins cannot be routinely assigned using

conventional triple resonance NMR experiments with uniformly 15N- and 13C-labelled

samples, primarily due to the fast transverse relaxation rate of such large systems.

Although recent progresses [150, 173] have shown that the atomic or medium reso-

lution structures of some small proteins can be calculated using molecular modelling

and chemical shifts alone, current high-resolution structure determination of large

proteins still requires inter-atomic distance restraints assigned from nuclear Over-

hauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) spectra. For large proteins, two NMR samples

are often prepared for solving their solution structures. In the first sample, proteins

are deuterated (i.e., the NMR signals of Hα are muted), and used in triple resonance

TROSY NMR experiments to obtain the resonance assignments of backbone atoms

HN, Cα, Cβ and C′ and N. In the second sample, proteins are uniformly 15N- and 13C-

labelled (i.e., without deuteration), and used in NOESY experiments to obtain NOE

assignments. Although the NOESY spectra resulting from the second NMR sample

contain a substantial number of NOE cross peaks involving Hα, which are vital for

high-quality structure determination [61, 67, 93, 186, 185], the unassigned resonances

of Hα from conventional triple resonance NMR experiments have vitiated assigning

these Hα-related NOEs. Predicting accurate chemical shifts of Hα can alleviate the

NOE assignment ambiguity resulting from the corresponding missing resonance as-

signments, and thus facilitate NOE assignment and enable high-resolution structure

determination of large proteins.

Second, although the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, including N, HN,

Cα and C′, in excited proteins can be experimentally measured by the emerging tech-

nique, Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion NMR spectroscopy,
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the measurement of Hα chemical shifts in excited states is still problematic [118, 7].

Predicting accurate Hα chemical shifts using the experimentally-measured resonances

of other backbone atoms will benefit the studies of protein structures and dynam-

ics in excited states, which are important in understanding protein folding, binding,

catalysis, and molecular recognition [118, 7].

Third, previous chemical shift prediction approaches either demand high sequence

homology [174], or require accurate backbone and side-chain coordinates [125, 147,

87, 148]. Experimentally, difficulty exists in obtaining accurate and complete struc-

tural information, especially in the flexible or disordered loop regions or side-chains

at the protein surface. When accurate structural coordinate data are absent, we

must resort to other information to predict the Hα chemical shifts. Resonances of

other backbone atoms, which can be measured relatively easily from NMR exper-

iments, provide an alternative source of information for inferring the Hα chemical

shifts. Incorporating this information will achieve better prediction accuracy.

In this work, we discovered that there exist specific dependencies between the

chemical shifts of Hα and other backbone atoms. To our knowledge, such dependen-

cies between the chemical shifts of different backbone atoms have not been exploited

in previous prediction methodologies. To fill this gap and address the above three

problems, we propose a novel approach to infer the Hα chemical shifts by exploiting

the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, and incorporating the known structural

information. Our approach employs a Bayesian network to represent the conditional

dependencies between chemical shifts and different structural factors, including hy-

drogen bonding, ring current and backbone dihedral angles. It applies the linear

Gaussian distribution to represent the conditional probability distribution in the

Bayesian network, which equivalently defines a multivariate Gaussian distribution.

Based on this Bayesian network framework, our approach infers the Hα chemical

shifts in closed form. When using only chemical shifts of other backbone atoms
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(i.e., without using any structural information), the chemical shifts predicted by

our approach are consistent with experimental data, with RMSD 0.33-0.34 ppm and

correlation coefficient 0.78-0.79. The Hα chemical shifts predicted by our approach

can be useful for assigning those Hα-related NOEs from NOESY experiments with

uniformly 15N and 13C-labelled NMR sample, and thus ensure high-resolution struc-

ture determination for large proteins. The Hα chemical shifts predicted based on the

experimentally-measured resonances of other backbone atoms can also provide useful

information for investigating protein structures and dynamics in excited states.

Compared to other structure-based prediction approaches, which typically re-

quire accurate backbone and side-chain coordinates, our approach can predict the

Hα chemical shifts using different types of available structural information, such as

backbone and side-chain coordinates, backbone coordinates, or even no structural

data. By combining the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms with these input

structural data, our approach can predict more accurate Hα chemical shifts than

other structure-based approaches. Specifically, when backbone coordinates are used

as the only input structural information, our approach performs statistically better

than other approaches, and reduces the RMSD between predicted and experimental

chemical shifts by 14%-23%. Note that even a small improvement in the chemical

shift prediction accuracy is important for NMR structure determination. For ex-

ample, a 10% improvement in predicted chemical shifts can narrow the molecular

fragment replacement (MRF) search by a factor of about 40 [147].

Our approach computes a probability distribution rather than a single value for

each predicted chemical shift, that is, the computed chemical shifts are associated

with probabilities. The probability distribution computed by our approach will be

useful in applications, such as structure-based NMR assignment [97, 4] and chemical

shift-based structure generation [150, 173], in which a scoring function needs to

be derived for measuring the likelihoods of possible matchings between chemical
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shifts and protein conformations. Furthermore, our framework is general and can be

extended to predict other missing chemical shift data that cannot be assigned from

NMR spectra due to signal loss or peak overlap.

6.2 Related Work

Previous chemical shift prediction approaches may be classified into two principle

categories, including sequence homology search methods [174] and structure-based

approaches [125, 147, 87, 148]. The sequence homology search methods predict

the chemical shifts of the target protein based on the matching homologous model

found from the sequence/chemical shift database. These methods require at least

35% sequence identity between the target protein and existing models in the train-

ing database [174, 172]. The structure-based prediction approaches rely heavily on

accurate structural coordinates to derive chemical shifts of a protein. Quantum

mechanical (QM) methods, one of the early attempts in chemical shift prediction,

calculate nuclear shielding to predict chemical shifts using density functional the-

ory (DFT) [123, 172]. Although QM methods can relatively accurately calculate the

chemical shifts of nuclei, they are computationally expensive and sensitive to geomet-

ric assumptions about the molecule [172]. Recently, it has been found that chemical

shifts are related to multiple structural factors, such as backbone dihedral angles,

hydrogen bonding and ring current [125, 147, 87, 148, 123, 5, 172]. The large num-

ber of solved high-resolution protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and

their corresponding assigned resonances deposited in the Biological Magnetic Reso-

nance Bank (BMRB) [161] have provided rich statistical information for deriving the

empirical relationships between chemical shifts and different structural factors. The

empirically-derived dependencies between chemical shifts and different structural pa-

rameters have been combined with semi-classical methods, which derive simplified

or empirical equations from classical physics [172], to predict chemical shifts from
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structural coordinate data. These approaches, also called the hybrid approaches,

are probably the most popular prediction tools to date, and can efficiently predict

chemical shifts to an acceptable degree of accuracy [125, 147, 87, 148, 123, 5, 172].

Unfortunately, all these approaches demand accurate and complete (i.e., both back-

bone and side-chain) structural coordinate data, and do not work without structural

information. In contrast, our approach also exploits the chemical shifts of other

backbone atoms, and can predict accurate Hα chemical shifts even in the absence of

structural information.

6.3 Methods

6.3.1 The Bayesian Network

We apply a Bayesian network to address the chemical shift prediction problem. A

Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of random

variables whose conditional dependencies are described by a directed acyclic graph

(DAG). Before formally defining a Bayesian network, we first introduce some rules

that we use to describe notation. Throughout the chapter, the random variable

names are represented with capital letters, such as X1 and X2. The specific values

taken by the corresponding random variables are represented by lowercase letters,

such as x1 and x2. Vectors and matrices are represented with boldface letters. We

use Y |X1 = x1, · · ·, Xk = xk or Y |x1, · · ·, xk to represent the variable of Y given

that X1 = x1, · · ·, Xk = xk. We use symbol ∼ to mean that a variable or a vector

of variables follows a particular distribution. For example, we write Y ∼ N(0, 1) to

mean that variable Y follows a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.

A Bayesian network consists of two components. The first one is the underlying

directed acyclic graph (DAG), denoted by G = (V,E), in which the vertex set V

includes all random variables X1, · · ·, Xn, where n is the total number of random

variables, and directed edges in E represent the conditional dependencies between
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random variables. Given a variable Xi, we use π(Xi) to represent the set of its

parents in the directed acyclic graph. For example, π(X4) = {X1, X2, X3} in the

Bayesian network defined in Fig. 6.1. The second component in a Bayesian network

is the conditional probability distribution (CPD), which describes a conditional dis-

tribution for each variable Xi given its parents π(Xi). After applying the chain rule

of probabilities and properties of conditional independencies, the joint distribution

of any set of random variables in a Bayesian network can be written in the following

product form:

Pr(X1, · · ·, Xk) =
k∏

i=1

Pr (Xi|π(Xi)) , (6.1)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and π(Xi) is the set of parents of Xi in the underlying directed

acyclic graph.

To construct the directed acyclic graph G in the Bayesian network for predicting

chemical shifts, we need to understand the relations between chemical shifts and dif-

ferent structural factors, such as hydrogen bonding and ring current effects. When

proteins or peptides are disordered (i.e., in the random coil state), their chemical

shifts are less dependent on the geometric factors. The chemical shifts of protein nu-

clei in the random coil state are also called the random coil (chemical) shifts, which

can be used as the reference shifts to characterize the nuclei of different amino acid

types in disordered proteins. The random coil shifts can be measured experimentally

or derived statistically from the database. Currently there are several random coil

chemical shift tables available in the literature. The experimentally-observed chemi-

cal shift of a nucleus in an ordered protein or peptide can be regarded as the sum of

the corresponding random coil shift and the contributions from all structural factors,

such as hydrogen bonding, aromatic ring stacking and backbone torsion angles. For a

particular protein nucleus, let δo and δr be the observed and corresponding random
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coil chemical shifts respectively. Their difference Mδ = δo − δr is often called the

secondary chemical shift or conformation-dependent chemical shift [38, 129], which

is mainly determined by the structural factors. Once the secondary chemical shift

of a nucleus is predicted, its original chemical shift can be obtained by combining it

with the corresponding random coil shift. Hereafter, we will slightly abuse the terms

“chemical shift” and “secondary chemical shift”, unless they are specified.

In the chemical shift prediction problem, we use random variables X1, X2, and

X3 to represent the effects on the secondary chemical shifts from hydrogen bonding,

ring current and backbone dihedral angles respectively. We use X5 to represent the

unknown chemical shift of an alpha hydrogen that needs to be predicted, and use X4

to represent the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms (e.g., HN, Cα, Cβ, C′ and

N), which can be measured experimentally through a set of triple resonance NMR

experiments, such as HNCA and HNCO. The conditional dependencies between vari-

ables X1, · · ·, X5 are described in a directed acyclic graph, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Note

that for clarity, here we only use a single variable to represent each individual type of

information. In practice, each variable can be made up of several extended variables.

For example, X4 can be extended to five variables that represent the chemical shifts

of backbone atoms HN, Cα, Cβ, C′ and N respectively.

In the Bayesian network specified in Fig. 6.1, each random variable is associated

with a real value, that is, each random variable is continuous, and has an infinite

number of possible values. One practical solution to handle the continuous random

variables is to discretize all possible values into a fixed set of intervals. Such a dis-

cretization method often requires very large conditional probability tables, which

are usually beyond the boundaries of computer memories even for small Bayesian

networks. In addition, discretization can cause loss of the accuracy to some ex-

tent. To avoid these problems, one alternative approach is to use some standard

families of probability density functions, defined by a finite number of parameters,
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Figure 6.1: The Bayesian network for predicting the chemical shift of an alpha
hydrogen. The conditional probability distribution X5|x1, x2, x3, x4 follows a linear
Gaussian distribution.

to represent the conditional probabilities of a Bayesian network. The most natural

and common choice is to use the Gaussian distribution. Here we apply the linear

Gaussian distribution to represent the conditional probability distribution, that is,

each child follows a Gaussian distribution in which mean µ depends linearly on its

parents and its standard deviation σ is fixed. More specifically, let X1, · · ·, Xk be

the parents of variable Y in a Bayesian network. Then the CPD for Y given that

X1 = x1, · · ·, Xk = xk is defined as

Y |X1 = x1, · · ·, Xk = xk ∼ N(α0 + αT x, σ2), (6.2)

where x = (x1, · · ·, xk)
T , α = (α1, · · ·, αk)

T , and αT x =
∑k

i=1 αixi. Parameters α0,

α and σ2 are unknown, and can be estimated from training data.

The Bayesian network defined in Fig. 6.1 can be used for different prediction

problems. For example, it can be applied to predict the backbone dihedral angles

given chemical shift information, which is equivalent to deriving the probability dis-

tribution of X3 given that X4 = x4, X5 = x5. Such a prediction problem is similar to

the talos work [34, 149]. Here we are more interested in the inverse problem, namely
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predicting chemical shifts given different combinations of available information. Par-

ticularly, we want to solve the following three problems: (1) Given the backbone and

side-chain coordinates, and the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms (e.g., HN,

Cα, Cβ, C′ and N), how can one predict the chemical shifts of Hα? In other words,

what is the distribution of X5 given that X1 = x1, X2 = x2, X3 = x3, X4 = x4? (2)

Given backbone coordinates, and the chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, how

can one predict the chemical shifts of Hα, or what is the distribution of X5 given

that X1 = x1, X3 = x3, X4 = x4? (3) Given only the chemical shifts of other back-

bone atoms (i.e., without using any structural information), how can one predict

the chemical shifts of Hα, or what is the distribution of X5 given that X4 = x4? In

the next section, we will show how to address these three problems and infer the

chemical shifts of Hα from different sources of information.

6.3.2 Inference in the Bayesian Network

A Bayesian network in which all random variables are continuous and all its CPDs

follow the linear Gaussian distribution is also called the Gaussian Bayesian net-

work [144, 88]. An important property about a Gaussian Bayesian network is that

it also defines a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which is a generalization of the

one-dimensional (i.e., univariate) Gaussian distribution to multiple dimensions. A

vector X = (X1, · · ·, Xk)
T whose components Xi are all random variables is also

called the random vector. The probability density function of a multivariate Gaus-

sian distribution over a random vector X = (X1, · · ·, Xk)
T , denoted by N(µ,Σ), is

defined as

p(x) =
1

(2π)k/2|Σ|1/2
exp

(
−1

2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)

)
, (6.3)

where mean vector µ = (E(X1), · · ·, E(Xk))
T is a k-dimensional vector, and covari-

ance matrix Σ is a symmetric k×k matrix, in which each element Σij = Cov(Xi, Xj),
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i = 1, · · ·, k and j = 1, · · ·, k, represents the covariance between random variables

Xi and Xj. A random vector in which all variables follow a multivariate Gaussian

distribution is also called the Gaussian random vector. Geometrically, a multivariate

Gaussian distribution represents a set of ellipsoidal contours centered at mean vector

µ and shaped by covariance matrix Σ. Specifically, eigenvectors and corresponding

eigenvalues of Σ determine the directions and the lengths of the principal axes of the

ellipsoids.

Next, we will show how to infer the Hα chemical shifts using the Bayesian network

defined in Fig. 6.1. We first introduce the following theorem about the equivalence

between the Gaussian Bayesian network and the multivariate Gaussian distribution,

which will lay out the foundations for our inference in the Bayesian network. Its proof

can be obtained using an induction method based on the product form (Eq. 6.1) of the

Bayesian network, and the probability density function (Eq. 6.3) of the multivariate

Gaussian distribution [144, 88].

Theorem 3 (The equivalence between the Gaussian Bayesian network and

the multivariate Gaussian distribution [102, 144, 88]). In a Bayesian network,

let Y be a linear Gaussian of its parents X1, · · ·, Xk, that is,

Y |x1, · · ·, xk ∼ N(α0 + αT x, σ2),

where x = (x1, · · ·, xk)
T and α = (α1, · · ·, αk)

T . Suppose that the joint probability of

X1, · · ·, Xk follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution N(µ,Σ). Then the random

vector (X1, · · ·, Xk, Y ) follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution N(µ′,Σ′) with

mean vector µ′ =

(
µ

α0 + αT µ

)
and covariance matrix Σ′ =

(
Σ Σα

αTΣT σ2 + αTΣα

)
.

Throughout the chapter, we use the mean of the derived Gaussian distribution

to represent each predicted Hα chemical shift. When both backbone and side-chain

coordinates are available, we use Theorem 3 to compute the probability distribution
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of Hα chemical shifts in closed form. When backbone coordinates are used as the

only input structural information or no structural information is used, we have two

different approaches to infer the Hα chemical shifts. The first approach is to remove

those nodes representing unknown information and only keep those nodes repre-

senting known information in the Bayesian network (Fig. 6.1). Then the modified

Bayesian network is trained directly and used to infer the Hα chemical shifts. We call

this approach the direct inference. The second approach is to estimate parameters

in the original Bayesian network with complete information (i.e., with both back-

bone and side-chain coordinates) from training data, and then infer the Hα chemical

shifts by marginalizing out the random variables representing unknown information.

We call the second approach the indirect inference. The following theorem indicates

that, given backbone coordinates and chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, or

only chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, the distributions of Hα chemical shifts

can be computed in closed form, using the indirect inference approach.

Theorem 4. In the Gaussian Bayesian network defined in Fig. 6.1, suppose that

random variables X1, X2, X3, X4 follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution, and

X5|x1, x2, x3, x4 ∼ N(α0+αT x, σ2), where x = (x1, x2, x3, x4)
T , α = (α1, α2, α3, α4)

T .

Then the distributions of X5|x1, x3, x4 and X5|x4 can be computed exactly in closed

form using the indirect inference approach.

Proof. We first introduce two lemmas that will be useful for our proof.

Lemma 5 (The distribution of a subset of a Gaussian random vector [79]).

Let X = (X1, · · ·, Xk)
T be a random vector that follows a multivariate Gaussian

distribution N(µ,Σ). Then random variables in any subset of X still follow a Gaus-

sian distribution which can be expressed by simply selecting the relevant means and

covariances from the original µ and Σ.
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Lemma 5 indicates that the marginal distribution over a subset of random vari-

ables with a multivariate Gaussian distribution is still Gaussian.

Lemma 6 (The conditional distribution [79]). Suppose that random vector X =(
X2

X1

)
follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ =

(
µ2

µ1

)
and covariance matrix Σ =

(
Σ22 Σ21

Σ12 Σ11

)
, and |Σ22| > 0. Then the conditional dis-

tribution of X1 given that X2 = x2 is a multivariate Gaussian distribution, namely

X1|x2 ∼ N(µ′,Σ′), where µ′ = µ1+Σ12Σ
−1
22 (x2−µ2) and Σ′ = Σ11−Σ12Σ

−1
22Σ21.

Lemma 6 indicates that the conditional distribution of a multivariate Gaussian

distribution is still Gaussian, whose mean vector and covariance matrix can be com-

puted in closed form.

Based on the above two lemmas, we now proceed the proof. Suppose that

mean vector and covariance matrix of the multivariate Gaussian distribution of

X = (X1, X2, X3, X4)
T are µ =


µ1

µ2

µ3

µ4

 and Σ =


Σ11 Σ12 Σ13 Σ14

Σ21 Σ22 Σ23 Σ24

Σ31 Σ32 Σ33 Σ34

Σ41 Σ42 Σ43 Σ44

 re-

spectively. Since X5|x1, x2, x3, x4 ∼ N(α0 + αT x, σ2), by Theorem 3, the random

vector (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5)
T follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean

vector µ′ =

(
µ

α0 + αT µ

)
and covariance matrix Σ′ =

(
Σ Σα

αTΣT σ2 + αTΣα

)
.

By Lemma 5, any subset of (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5)
T is still a multivariate Gaus-

sian distribution. Thus, the random vectors (X1, X3, X4, X5)
T and (X1, X5)

T still

follow the multivariate Gaussian distribution. The corresponding mean vectors and

covariance matrices can be obtained by simply dropping the irrelevant components

in original mean vector and covariance matrix. Thus, mean vector and covariance
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matrix of (X1, X3, X4, X5)
T are

µ′′ =


µ1

µ3

µ4

α0 + αT µ


and

Σ′′ =

(
A B
BT σ2 + αTΣα

)
,

where B =
(∑4

j=1 αjΣ1j,
∑4

j=1 αjΣ3j,
∑4

j=1 αjΣ4j

)T

, and

A =

 Σ11 Σ13 Σ14

Σ31 Σ33 Σ34

Σ41 Σ43 Σ44

.

Let µ′′′ and Σ′′′ be mean vector and covariance matrix of X5|x1, x3, x4. By

Lemma 6, we have

µ′′′ = α0 + αT µ + BT A−1

 x1 − µ1

x3 − µ3

x4 − µ4

,

and Σ′′′ = σ2 + αTΣα−BT A−1B.

Mean vector and covariance matrix of X5|x4 can be computed similarly. There-

fore, the conditional distributions of X5|x1, x3, x4 and X5|x4 can be both computed

in closed form.

6.3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Bayesian Network

In this section, we show that the optimal estimations of the parameters in our

Bayesian network, including α0, α and σ2 in Eq. 6.2, can be also computed in closed

form. Suppose that X1, · · ·, Xk are parents of Y in a Gaussian Bayesian network. Let

X = (X1, · · ·, Xk)
T and x = (x1, · · ·, xk)

T . To estimate the optimal parameters in
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the conditional distribution Y |x1, · · ·, xk ∼ N(α0 + αT x, σ2), we want to maximize

the conditional likelihood:

p(y|x) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−
(
y − (α0 + αT x)

)2
2σ2

)
. (6.4)

Let m be the total number of data points in the training data set. We use

(xi, yi) to represent a data point, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and xi = (xi1, · · ·, xik)
T . Let

L =
∑m

i=1 log p(yi|xi) be the log likelihood over all data points. Then we have

L = −m
(

log σ +
1

2
log 2π

)
−

m∑
i=1

(
yi − (α0 + αT xi)

)2
2σ2

. (6.5)

Now our goal is to find the values of α0, · · ·, αk and σ that maximize the log

likelihood function in Eq. 6.5. This task can be completed by setting the gradient to

be zero, that is, ∂L
∂α0

= 0, · · ·, ∂L
∂αk

= 0, and ∂L
∂σ

= 0. Based on these equations of the

derivatives at the optimum, we can easily compute the optimal estimations of the

parameters.

Note that, alternatively, the optimal parameter estimation of the Gaussian Bayesian

network can be formulated as a linear regression problem, with the data generated

from the Gaussian noise of fixed variance [144]. In other words, we can try to mini-

mize the sum of squared errors, which is written as:

min
m∑

i=1

(
yi − (α0 + αT xi)

)2
, (6.6)

in which the optimal solutions to parameters α0, · · ·, αk in Eq. 6.6 can be computed

using the standard linear regression methods.

6.3.4 Computing the Influences of Structural Factors on Chemical Shifts

In this section, we describe how to compute the contributions to chemical shifts from

hydrogen bonding, ring current and backbone torsion angle effects respectively. We
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apply an approach similar to [125] to compute the hydrogen bonding effects. In our

hydrogen bonding model, the possible hydrogen bond donors are amide and alpha

hydrogens (i.e., HN and Hα), and the possible acceptors are the carbonyl oxygens

on the backbone. The distance cutoffs 3.50 Å and 2.77 Å are used for HN and Hα

respectively to determine whether there may exist a hydrogen bond between a pair

of hydrogen and oxygen. In addition, the angle between N-HN bond vector and the

C=O bond vector must be ≥ 90 degree. A hydrogen may have more than one oxygen

within the hydrogen bond distance cutoff. In such a case, we choose the oxygen atom

closest to the hydrogen as the hydrogen bond acceptor. After all pairs of hydrogen

donors and acceptors are identified, the following empirical functions [125] are used

to compute the contribution of hydrogen bonding to chemical shifts of HN and Hα

protons, denoted by δh:

δh =

{
0.75/d3 − 0.99 for HN hydrogens,
15.69/d3 − 0.67 for Hα hydrogens,

(6.7)

where d is the distance between donor and acceptor of the hydrogen bond.

We use the classic point-dipole model [133, 87] to compute the ring current effect

on chemical shifts. More specifically, let R be the set of all rings in the protein. Then

the contribution of ring current on the chemical shift of an atom, denoted by δr, can

be computed by

δr =
∑
t∈R

It

(
1− 2 cos2 θt

d3
t

)
, (6.8)

where It is the intensity factor for ring t, dt is the distance between the atom and

the center of ring t, and θt is the angle between the normal vector of the ring plane

and the vector from the ring center to the atom. The intensity factor It is related to

five different ring types, including Phe, Tyr, His, and two rings of Trp. We choose

the values of the intensity factors for different ring types from [87].
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To consider the effect of backbone torsion angles on chemical shifts, we use the

cosines of backbone dihedral angles to represent the backbone conformational infor-

mation and quantitatively measure their relations with chemical shifts. In addition

to the backbone torsion angles of current residue i, we also take into account the

torsion angles in its neighboring residues, namely residues i− 1 and i+ 1. By doing

this, we also consider the effects from the nearest neighbors of the current residue.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Parameter Estimation

We used the talos database [34] to train the parameters of our Bayesian network,

including the coefficients α0, ···, αk and variance σ2 of the linear Gaussian distribution

defined in Eq. 6.2. The talos database contains the high-resolution X-ray crystal

coordinates and corresponding backbone chemical shifts of 186 proteins, extracted

from the PDB and BMRB respectively. For Gly residues, the mean chemical shifts

of the two alpha hydrogens were calculated as their Hα chemical shifts. The chemical

shifts of the first and last residues in the proteins, and those residues with missing

backbone resonance assignments were excluded. In total 10578 residues with all

available backbone chemical shifts were used as training data. Each residue was

considered as a training data point. For all training data points, their secondary

chemical shifts were calculated using the reference random coil shift table from [87].

The corrections for the effects of different amino acids [87] from the proceeding

residues were added to the secondary chemical shifts of nitrogen atoms in the current

residues. For each training data point, the influences of hydrogen bonding, ring

current and backbone dihedral angles on chemical shifts were computed, using the

method described in Sec. 6.3.4.

The set of chemical shifts extracted from the talos database and correspond-

ing computed structural effects were then used in the linear regression approach
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Table 6.1: The estimated coefficients of the linear Gaussian distribution in the
Bayesian network (Fig. 6.1) for all residues except Gly and Pro. All predictor vari-
ables were centered and scaled to have mean 0 and variance 1. Standard errors of
all estimated coefficients were < 0.0058.

Coefficient names Coefficient values P-Values
Intercept (α0) 0.020467 <0.0001
Cα shift (α1) -0.195380 <0.0001
Cβ shift (α2) 0.065402 <0.0001
C′ shift (α3) 0.069192 <0.0001
HN shift (α4) 0.032213 <0.0001
N shift (α5) 0.016739 <0.0001

H-bonding on Hα (α6) 0.110917 <0.0001
H-bonding on HN (α7) -0.012791 <0.0001

Ring current on Hα (α8) 0.122055 <0.0001
Ring current on Cα (α9) 0.053193 <0.0001

cosφi (α10) -0.069096 <0.0001
cosψi (α11) -0.028409 <0.0001

cosφi−1 (α12) -0.045873 <0.0001
cosψi−1 (α13) -0.002356 0.5538
cosφi+1 (α14) -0.082852 <0.0001
cosψi+1 (α15) 0.006807 0.0893

described in Sec. 6.3.3 to estimate parameters, including coefficients α0, · · ·, αk and

variance σ2, in our Bayesian network. For each coefficient αi, we also reported the

p-value at 0.0001 level. A p-value < 0.05 indicates that the coefficient is statisti-

cally significant. Table 6.1 summarizes the estimated coefficients and corresponding

p-values for all residues except Gly and Pro. The p-value <0.0001 implies that all

estimated parameters except the coefficients for the ψ angle effects from neighbor-

ing residues are statistically important. The absolute value of the coefficient for the

Cα chemical shift is larger than those of other coefficients. This indicates that the

contribution from the Cα resonance to the predicted Hα chemical shift is larger than

from other factors, including hydrogen bonding, ring current and backbone dihedral

angles.

To examine the accuracy and effectiveness of the estimated parameters, we checked
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the fit between predicted and experimental chemical shifts of Hα on training data

(Fig. 6.2). We measured both RMSD and Pearson correlation between predicted

and experimental chemical shifts. The RMSD was computed using the equation

RMSD =
√

1
m

∑m
i=1(pi − ei)2, where m is the total number of data points, ei is the

experimental chemical shift, and pi is the corresponding predicted chemical shift.

Pearson correlation, denoted by r, measures the strength of linear dependency be-

tween two variables. Fig. 6.2A shows the scatter plot of predicted vs. experimental

chemical shifts of Hα for all training data points. The RMSD between predicted

and experimental chemical shifts is 0.26 ppm with Pearson correlation r = 0.87. To

minimize the impact on parameter estimation from possible chemical shift outliers

or mis-assignments in training data, we classified those data points more than three

standard deviations from the predicted values as outliers, and removed them from

training data. In total, 181 outliers were removed from the original training data.

The scatter plot for the remaining training data points (i.e., after removing outliers)

is shown in Fig. 6.2B. The new RMSD and Pearson correlation between predicted vs.

experimental chemical shifts of Hα improved to 0.23 ppm and r = 0.89, respectively.

Compared to sparta [147], which was trained on a similar database and had

RMSD 0.27 ppm and Pearson correlation r = 0.85 between predicted and experimen-

tal chemical shifts of Hα, our approach achieved slightly better prediction accuracy.

Most likely this is because our Bayesian model also incorporates the chemical shift

information from other backbone atoms (e.g., HN, Cα, Cβ, C′ and N). To investi-

gate the relationships between chemical shifts of Hα and other backbone atoms, we

checked the correlations (i.e., linear dependencies) between them. Fig. 6.3 shows the

scatter plots and Pearson correlations between chemical shifts of Hα and other back-

bone atoms. Specific linear dependencies have been observed between chemical shifts

of Hα and other backbone atoms. Particularly, the Pearson correlation (r = −0.72)
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(A)  All training data points (B)  After removing outliers  (i.e., > 3 

standard deviations )

RMSD: 0.26 ppm

r: 0.87
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Figure 6.2: The scatter plots of predicted vs. experimental chemical shifts of Hα

on training data. Panel A shows the scatter plot of all training data points. Panel B
shows the scatter plot after removing outliers, which have more than three standard
deviations from the predicted chemical shifts.

between the chemical shifts of Hα and Cα indicates that there exists a strong linear

dependency. This observation is consistent with the chemical shift of Cα being the

dominant contribution to the predicted Hα chemical shift (see Table 6.1). As we

will show next, these linear dependencies can be a reliable source of information for

predicting the Hα chemical shifts in the absence of structural coordinate data.

6.4.2 Performance on Testing Data

We further tested our approach on two new sets of data obtained from [147], which

were not included in our training data used in Sec. 6.4.1 to estimate the parameters

of our Bayesian network. The first data set is called the X-ray testing data set, which

contains the chemical shifts and X-ray structural coordinates of 8 different proteins.

The second data set is called the NMR testing data set, which contains the chemical

shifts and NMR structural coordinates of 14 different proteins. Table 6.2 summarizes

these two testing data sets.
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Figure 6.3: The scatter plots of chemical shifts of Hα vs. other backbone atoms,
including Cα, Cβ, C′, HN and N.
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For each testing data set, we predicted the Hα chemical shifts using the chemical

shifts of other backbone atoms, including Cα, Cβ, HN and N, and the following three

different types of structural information: (1) backbone and side-chain coordinates;

(2) backbone coordinates; (3) no structural coordinate data. Table 6.3 summarizes

the testing results for different scenarios, including the RMSD and Pearson correla-

tion between predicted and experimental chemical shifts of Hα. When using backbone

coordinates or no structural data, we tested both direct and indirect inference ap-

proaches (described in Sec. 6.3), to derive the Hα chemical shifts. Fig. 6.4 shows the

scatter plots of predicted vs. experimental chemical shifts of Hα for different scenar-

ios. Our results show that when accurate backbone and side-chain coordinates, such

as complete X-ray structural coordinates, were used, our approach achieved the best

prediction accuracy (RMSD 0.25 ppm, Pearson correlation r = 0.89). Overall, the

tests with X-ray structural coordinates had better prediction accuracy than those

with NMR structural coordinates (Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.4). This is reasonable, since

in general X-ray coordinates are more precise than NMR coordinates [125]. When

backbone coordinates were used as the only input structural information, direct in-

ference performed slightly better than indirect inference (Table 6.3). When only

chemical shifts of other backbone atoms were used (i.e., without using any structural

information), direct and indirect inference approaches had similar performance, and

achieved the RMSD 0.33-0.34 ppm and Pearson correlation r =0.78-0.79.

Our Bayesian network approach can compute a probability density distribution

for each predicted chemical shift, that is, it can report both the mean (i.e., expected

chemical shift) and standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution for each prediction.

Fig. 6.5 shows an example of Gaussian distribution of the predicted chemical shift. In

general, when more structural information is used in the chemical shift prediction, one

expects to observe smaller standard deviations in the derived Gaussian distribution.

In Fig. 6.5, for example, standard deviation achieved the smallest value (0.22 ppm)
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(A)  X-ray testing data (with 

backbone and side -chain coordinates )
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Figure 6.4: The scatter plots of predicted and experimental chemical shifts of Hα

on both X-ray and NMR testing data with different types of structural information.
The direct inference approach was applied to predict the Hα chemical shifts, when
using backbone coordinates or in the absence of structural data.

when both backbone and side-chain coordinates were used, while it yielded the largest

value (0.28 ppm) when no structural information was used.

6.4.3 Comparisons with Other Structure-Based Prediction Approaches

Other structure-based prediction approaches, including SHIFTX [125], SPARTA [147]

and CamShift [87], require accurate backbone and side-chain coordinates to predict

chemical shifts. It can be challenging to experimentally determine accurate con-

formations for the flexible or disordered loop regions or side-chains at the protein

surface. Our comparisons show that, for the tests on complete X-ray structures,
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Figure 6.5: The derived probability density function of the predicted chemical
shift of 6Leu-Hα in the protein with PDB ID 1IAR. The red vertical dotdashed line
shows the experimental chemical shift (i.e., -0.44 ppm). Means of the predicted Hα

chemical shifts were -0.43 ppm, -0.47 ppm and -0.47 ppm for three cases, in which
backbone and side-chain coordinates, backbone coordinates, and no structural data
were used, respectively. Standard deviations were 0.22 ppm, 0.26 ppm and 0.28 ppm
for these three cases correspondingly.

which typically contain accurate coordinates, our approach performed slightly bet-

ter than others (Fig. 6.6). For the tests on less accurate or incomplete structural

coordinates, such as complete NMR structural coordinates, or backbone coordinates

of either X-ray or NMR structures, our methodology predicted statistically more

accurate Hα chemical shifts than other approaches (Fig. 6.6). Particularly, when

backbone coordinates were used as the only input structural information, our ap-

proach outperformed other approaches, and reduced the RMSD between predicted

and experimental chemical shifts by 14%-23%.
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Figure 6.6: Comparisons with other structure-based prediction approaches using
different types of structural information. The comparisons were made in terms of
RMSD between predicted and experimental chemical shifts of Hα. In our approach, in
addition to structural information, chemical shifts of other backbone atoms, including
Cα, Cβ, HN and N, were incorporated to predict the Hα chemical shifts. When being
tested on backbone coordinates, CamShift failed to predict the chemical shifts of
about 30% of Hα protons (including extreme outliers). Thus, we did not include the
testing results of CamShift on backbone coordinates.

These results indicate that incorporating the chemical shifts of other backbone

atoms can predict more accurate chemical shifts of Hα, particularly when less ac-

curate or incomplete structural coordinate data are available. Moreover, other

structure-based prediction approaches fail to predict the Hα chemical shifts when

structural coordinate data are absent. Chemical shifts of other backbone atoms,

which can be measured relatively easily from NMR experiments, provide an alter-

native source of information for predicting the Hα chemical shifts. As summarized

in Table 6.3, our approach can predict accurate Hα chemical shifts, that agree well

with experimental data, even in the absence of structural data.
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6.5 Conclusions

We discovered that specific dependencies exist between chemical shifts of Hα and

other backbone atoms. Based on this finding, we developed a Bayesian network

approach to predict the Hα chemical shifts, using the chemical shifts of other back-

bone atoms and structural coordinate data. Our methodology outperforms other

prediction approaches, especially when using backbone coordinates as the only in-

put structural information, and still performs well even in the absence of structural

coordinate data.

In the future, we will apply our chemical shift prediction methodology to the

side-chain and NOE assignment using only NOESY data [187]. The Hα chemical

shifts predicted by our approach will reduce the ambiguity in assigning both side-

chain resonances and NOEs from NOESY spectra. Another possible extension is to

generalize our current approach to predict chemical shifts of all backbone atoms that

cannot be assigned experimentally from NMR spectra, due to signal loss or peak

overlap.
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Table 6.2: Summary of the X-ray and NMR testing data obtained from [147]. Com-
pared to the original testing data in [147], we excluded three proteins which either
had missing Hα chemical shifts or had been included in our training data.

X-ray testing data
PDB BMRB Number of Resolution Available backbone
code code residues (Å) chemical shifts
1IAR 4094 129 2.30 Hα,HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
3CBS 4186 137 2.00 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1BDO 4425 80 1.80 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1KMI 4472 129 2.90 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1KQR 5275 160 1.40 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1MMS 5513 140 2.57 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
2IHB 7272 124 2.71 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1IGD 2575 and 15283 56 1.10 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N

NMR testing data
PDB BMRB Number of Available backbone
code code residues chemical shifts
2CYK 4094 129 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1BM5 4186 137 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
3MEF 4296 70 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
2BDO 4425 80 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1CEY 4472 129 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1I56 4876 130 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1KRI 5275 160 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1OLN 5513 140 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1T17 6120 148 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1XNE 6364 113 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1XN7 6367 72 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
1XN9 6368 101 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, N
1YWX 6799 102 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
2OED 2575 and 15283 56 Hα, HN, Cα, Cβ, C′, N
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Table 6.3: The testing results on the Hα chemical shifts predicted by our approach
using X-ray and NMR testing data. The chemical shifts of other backbone atoms,
including Cα, Cβ, HN and N, were used as known information in the prediction.

X-ray testing data
RMSD (ppm) Correlation

Backbone and side-chain coordinates 0.25 0.89
Backbone Direct inference 0.31 0.83

coordinates Indirect inference 0.32 0.82
No structural Direct inference 0.34 0.79

data Indirect inference 0.34 0.79

NMR testing data
RMSD (ppm) Correlation

Backbone and side-chain coordinates 0.32 0.81
Backbone Direct inference 0.33 0.79

coordinates Indirect inference 0.33 0.78
No structural Direct inference 0.33 0.78

data Indirect inference 0.33 0.78
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7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this dissertation, we attack several bottlenecks in NMR structure determination,

and present a number of novel algorithms for NMR data analysis and high-resolution

protein structure determination. In particular, our algorithms focus on the following

areas: (1) backbone structure determination using RDCs and sparse NOEs (Chap-

ters 2 and 4); (2) side-chain rotamer structure determination using unassigned NOE

data (Chapter 3); (3) high-resolution structure determination starting with a RDC-

defined global fold (Chapter 2); (4) side-chain resonance and NOE assignment in the

absence of TOCSY experiments (Chapter 5); and (5) Hα chemical shift prediction

using the dependencies between chemical shifts of different backbone atoms and at-

tainable structural information (Chapter 6). All the algorithms developed in this

dissertation have been validated using experimental NMR data. Our tests show that

our algorithms can be successfully used in high-quality structure determination by

starting with a RDC-defined global fold. The applications of our algorithms indicate

that they can alleviate the current time-consuming NMR assignment bottlenecks

and hence accelerate the NMR structure determination process. The possible ex-

tensions and future directions of our NMR assignment and structure determination
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algorithms are described next.

7.1 Improvement of High-Resolution Structure Determination

To avoid the circularity that NOEs are used to calculate the fold, but the fold is

needed to assign the NOEs, we extended and improved the backbone structure de-

termination techniques [168, 185, 45], recently developed in our lab, to determine

the backbone structures, including SSEs and loops, using the global orientational re-

straints from RDCs and sparse NOEs (Chapters 2 and 4). The following areas can be

improved in order to extend our high-resolution structure determination algorithm

to a wider range of applications. First, in rdc-Panda, the packing module using

sparse NOE distance restraints could be further improved. Currently we use a num-

ber of heuristic rules to extract a sparse set of NOEs. These heuristic rules used for

extracting NOEs based on chemical shift information do not guarantee to obtain the

set of NOEs that best satisfy the chemical shift and NOESY data. This implies that

the SSE backbones packed by our Packer algorithm do not incorporate the set of

NOE distance restraints that best interpret the NMR data, though the orientations of

SSEs have been determined to best fit the RDC data (up to the four fold orientational

degeneracy due to the symmetry of the dipolar operator). To address this issue, we

propose to extend a Hausdorff-based computation under translation [73, 74] to find a

set of translations between SSEs such that the back-computed NOE patterns best fit

the experimental NOESY spectra. We could extend a Hausdorff distance measure-

ment under the rigid motion, that has been successfully applied in comparing two

images in computer vision problem [73, 74], to our structure determination problem,

in which we search over the translation space to compute the relative positions of

SSEs that best fit the experimental data restraints. We could also use the extended

Hausdorff distance measurement to resolve the orientational ambiguity, namely the

fourfold orientational degeneracy caused by the symmetry of the dipolar operator.
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The acquisition of sparse NOEs through the above process requires both backbone

and side-chain chemical shifts. In some applications (e.g., automated side-chain

resonance assignment), we need to compute the backbone structures from RDCs

and sparse NOEs without any side-chain resonance. In such a scenario, we propose

to apply a methyl-protonated specific isotopic labelling strategy [57, 159] to obtain

these sparse inter-SSE NOE distance restraints, which involve only amide and methyl

protons from isoleucine, leucine and valine (ILV) residues. In this specific isotopic

labelling strategy, only the experimental NOE peaks between ILV methyl protons

or from ILV methyl protons to amide protons are expected to be observed in NMR

spectra. These NOEs should be relatively easier to assign since the peak overlap is

dramatically reduced in this strategy.

The second possible extension is to incorporate protein dynamics into the current

structure structure determination framework. Currently our algorithms assume that

dynamics can be neglected, although it has shown in recent studies that modest dy-

namics averaging can be tolerated, albeit with reduced accuracy in the calculation of

the bond vector orientations [143]. When order parameters S2 are measured for the

same bond vectors as the RDCs (e.g. using relaxation experiments), we can neglect

the dynamics within the time scale of the dynamics measurements. Thus, we can

heuristically assume that when S2 is sufficiently uniform (i.e. the core of the protein

is largely rigid), then the dynamic averaging due to S in the RDC measurement

is safe to tolerate for the structure determination. In the future, we will relax the

above assumption and look into protein dynamics under the experimental restraints

from NMR data. We propose to extend the rdc-analytic algorithm to compute

an ensemble of backbone conformations that can be used to analyze protein dynam-

ics [96, 50]. The protein dynamics problem itself is a challenging topic, and the study

of protein flexibility under the NMR data constraints could be a long-term goal.
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7.2 Improvement of Side-Chain and NOE Assignment without TOCSY
Data

To address the fast transverse relaxation problem in obtianing the side-chain res-

onance assignments for large proteins, we developed an automated side-chain res-

onance and NOE assignment algorithm that does not require any TOCSY data

(Chapter 5). Our side-chain resonance assignment approach applies combinatorial

protein design algorithms, including DEE and A* search algorithms, to find the opti-

mal side-chain resonance assignments that best interpret the NMR data. In current

implementation of our side-chain resonance assignment algorithm, the A* algorithm

may still run in exponential time to compute the optimal assignments. Currently

our algorithm runs in several hours1 (the most time-consuming part in the algorithm

is the A* search process). The time complexity of our side-chain resonance assign-

ment algorithm can be further improved by exploiting the overlap property among

the interval restraints of different chemical shifts. Since chemical shift of each atom

is usually in a specific interval, which can be derived from the BMRB statistical

information, each atom can only have several possible overlap regions in frequency

space with other particular atoms. For example, chemical shifts of most aliphatic

side-chain protons have no overlap with those of aromatic side-chain protons. We

can thus formulate the underlying graph in our MRF as specific geometric graphs.

After that, we can use the geometric graph separator algorithms, such as tree decom-

position [179] or branch decomposition [53], to divide and conquer our assignment

problem, and then apply the dynamic programming approach to solve the problem

and find the optimal side-chain resonance assignments that best interpret the NMR

data.

In our current MRF framework for side-chain resonance assignment, the set of

1 However, several hours–with no human intervention–is still acceptable, and is dwarfed by the
sample preparation and experimental time.
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proton labels are considered as a cloud of unconnected points in R3. Since the cova-

lent structure is not incorporated in current framework, resonances may be mapped

to the protons on the same side-chain in different romateric states. In addition, in

current implementation, a proton label can also be mapped to different resonances

in the NOESY graph. We propose the following modification to address above two

issues. We could first apply protein design algorithms, including the DEE and A*

search algorithms, to compute the ensemble of side-chain rotamer conformations

that minimize the biophysical energy of the protein. We could construct a graph,

called the structural graph, to represent the structural information derived from the

RDC-defined backbones and the ensemble of the computed side-chain rotamer con-

formations. On the other hand, we could construct a NOESY graph that represents

the contact map information from the chemical shift and NOESY data. We pro-

pose to extend a subgraph isomorphism [160] or graph matching [32] algorithm to

compute the globally optimal mapping (i.e., one-to-one correspondence) between the

NOESY graph and the structural graph.

The high-resolution structure determination protocol encoded by our side-chain

resonance algorithm still requires the backbone chemical shifts. It would be inter-

esting to perform high-resolution structure determination on NOESY data without

requiring any backbone and side-chain resonance assignment. Because RDCs are

mapped to backbone resonances, in this case, we need to resort to other approaches

such as protein structure prediction [11], protein threading [180] or homology mod-

eling [98, 99], to obtain the initial global fold. We can first apply the GD [98] or

HD [99] algorithms, previously-developed in our lab, to recognize the global fold from

a database of known folds using unassigned RDC data. Once the initial global fold

has been identified , the resonance assignment problem can be casted into the same

framework as in our previous side-chain resonance assignment problem, and solved

using the similar techniques.
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7.3 Determination of New Protein Structures

We have tested our algorithms on several proteins in which the reference structures

were solved using either traditional NMR approaches or X-ray crystallography. In

the future, we will apply our algorithms to solve the new structures of other target

proteins with unknown global folds. We propose to apply our algorithms to solve the

new structures of the FF domains of human transcription elongation factor CA150.

The FF domains of CA150 interact with the phosphorylated C-terminal domain of

RNA polymerase II (phosphoCTD) and may play an important role in controlling

the transcription. To date, the interactions and organizations of the FF domains

of CA150 are still not well understood. We will collaborate with Dr. Pei Zhou’s

lab, and apply our algorithms to determine the structures of the FF1-6 domains of

CA150. Previously, we worked with Mr. Jeffrey Boyles in Dr. Pei Zhou’s lab and

applied rdc-Panda to solve the new NMR structures of the FF2 domain of CA150.

The atomic coordinates of the ensemble of the best 20 structures of FF2 with the

lowest energies, computed by rdc-Panda, have been deposited into the Protein

Data Bank (PDB ID: 2KIQ [185]). The solved structures of FF2 are important in

understanding how the FF2 domain interacts with the other FF domains of CA150 to

bind the phosphorylated C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II (phosphoCTD).

Currently, we have only tested our algorithms on small- or medium-size proteins.

To further demonstrate the feasibility of our algorithms, we will apply the high-

resolution structure determination protocols encoded by our algorithms prospectively

to solve the structures of large proteins. We propose to use our algorithms to deter-

mine the structures of the N-terminal 62 kDa adenylation (PheA) domain and the

56kDa C-terminal epimerase (PheE) domain of a nonribosomal peptide synthetases

(NRPS) enzyme, Gramicidin S Synthetase. The NRPS enzymes complement the tra-

ditional ribosomal peptide synthesis pathway in some bacteria and fungi, and have
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been used to synthesize cyclic peptides for several important therapeutic drugs such

as vancomycin (antibacterial), bleomycin (antitumor) and cyclosporine (immuno-

suppressant). Although biochemical studies about reengineering these enzymes have

been done in the literature, little is known about their structures. Currently, Mr.

Cheng-Yu Chen, a graduate student in our lab, is collecting the NMR data and

performing the structural studies of the epimerase (PheE) domain of Gramicidin S

Synthetase, in collaboration with Dr. Pei Zhou. In addition, Mr. John MacMaster,

another graduate student in our lab, is collecting the NMR data of the adenylation

(PheA) domain of Gramicidin S Synthetase for the structural studies of this protein.

We will work with the NMR folks in our wet lab, collaborate with Dr. Pei Zhou, and

apply our algorithms to solve the new structures of the PheA and PheE domains of

Gramicidin S Synthetase.
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Appendix A

Implementation, Configurations and Graphical
User Interface of Nasca

Nasca is an open-source cross-platform program for automating side-chain reso-

nance and NOE assignments from NOESY data. It does not require any data from

TOCSY experiments. It provides a user-friendly and convenient graphical user in-

terface (GUI), and supports current popularly-used NMR data formats. In this

appendix, we will describe the details on implementation, configurations and GUI of

Nasca.

A.1 Implementation of Nasca

Nasca is implemented in Java as an open-source library, and modularly designed

so that the user can easily modify and extend the program. The Java Swing toolkit

was used to implement the GUI. The program has been tested on Windows, Linux

and Mac machines. The user manual is distributed with source code and the Java

executable binary file. All system parameters and configuration files are stored in a

separate directory or file. Particularly, the rotamer library and the BMRB chemical
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shift information are stored in a separate sub-directory and file such that the user

can easily update and replace them.

A.2 System Configurations of Nasca

A.2.1 Installation

System Requirements

To use this software, the user must have installed Java Runtime Environment (JRE),

which can be downloaded from http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/.

Download and install the program

Nasca can be downloaded from http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software.php

(as a zipped file). The installation of Nasca is simple: just simply decompress the

downloaded zipped file, and extract all files into a working directory.

Run the program

Nasca supports two types of interface: graphical user interface (GUI) and command

line. To run Nasca in the GUI model, simply double click the executable jar file

named Nasca.jar in the working directory. The following main window (Fig. A.1)

should appear if the Nasca GUI is run properly properly.

To run Nasca in the command line model, type the following command in the

command window:

java -jar NascaCMD.jar -i Nasca.input -sc scResonancesOut.prot -noe

noesOut.tbl

where “-i Nasca.input” specifies the input parameter file that gives the the paths

of all input NMR files, “-sc scResonancesOut.prot” specifies the output file for
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storing the computed resonance assignments, and “-noe noesOut.tbl” specifies the

output file for storing the computed NOE assignments. The formats of the input

and output files will be described later (See Sections A.2.3 and A.3.2).

Compile the program (Optional)

1. Install Java Development Kit (JDK). The newest version of JDK can be down-

loaded from http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/.

2. Modify the Makefile under the Nasca working directory as needed. In partic-

ular, specify your working directory and the paths to your Java compiler and

resources.

3. Under the Nasca working directory, type “make”.

A.2.2 File Organization

The executable jar files Nasca.jar and NascaCMD.jar are under the Nasca working

directory. The directory structure of Nasca is organized as follows:

./src/ This directory contains the java source code.

./bin/ This directory contains the java *.class files.

./system/ This directory contains the system configuration files.

./doc/ This directory contains the documentations of the program.

./inputFiles/ This directory contains input NMR data.

./examples/ This directory contains several examples with real NMR input

data for testing the program.
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A.2.3 Input NMR Data and Formats

The input data to Nasca include: (1) The protein backbone PDB file, which also

contains the protein primary sequence information; (2) The backbone chemical shifts;

(3) the 3D NOESY cross peak list from both 15N- and 13C-edited spectra. The paths

of these input files can be specified through the Nasca GUI (See Section A.3), or

an input parameter file (e.g., Nasca.input) in the command line model.

In our current protocol, we applied our recently-developed program rdc-Panda [166,

168, 185, 45] to compute the backbone structures using two RDCs per residue (ei-

ther NH RDCs measured in two media, or NH and CH RDCs measured in a sin-

gle medium) and sparse NOE distance restraints. rdc-Panda is also distributed

open-source under the GNU Lesser General Public License, and can be downloaded

from http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software.php. In principle, modeling ap-

proaches, such as protein structure prediction [11], protein threading [180] or homol-

ogy modeling [98, 99], could be used to compute the global fold. By using backbone

chemical shift information, CS-Rosetta [150] could also be used to predict the

initial global fold.

In the input parameter file Nasca.input that specifies the locations of all input

NMR data, lines starting with “//” are parsed as comments. Parameter names are

single words; parameter values follow the corresponding parameter name on the same

line and are separated by “=”. Each parameter line ends with the symbol “;”. The

following gives an example of an input parameter file:

// File name of backbone PDB coordinates:

backbone = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR\inputFiles\eta_fragment.pdb;

// File name of backbone chemical shifts:

resonance = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR\inputFiles\eta_bb_bmrb.prot;
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// File name of C-13 aliphatic NOESY cross peaks:

3D-C13-NOESY = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR\inputFiles\ali.peaks;

// File name of C-13 aromatic NOESY cross peaks:

3D-C13-NOESY-ARO = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR\inputFiles\aro.peaks;

// File name of N-15 NOESY cross peaks:

3D-N15-NOESY = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR\inputFiles\n15.peaks;

In the input backbone PDB file, the sequence of residue names should be consis-

tent with the protein primary sequence. Nasca can support different input NMR

data formats. It implements a function to automatically detect the format of each

given input NMR data file. In particular, different PDB files with different atom

naming schemes are supported by Nasca. For the input backbone chemical shifts,

both BMRB and CYANA formats are supported by Nasca. For the NOESY cross

peaks, both XEASY and NMRVIEW formats are supported by Nasca.

A.2.4 System Parameter Files

All system parameters and configuration files of Nasca are stored in directory

./system/. In particular, the sub-directory ./system/rot-lib/ contains the ro-

tamer library. The file ./system/BMRB CS.txt contains the BMRB statistical in-

formation. The current and default system parameters are specified in the system

files ./system/nasca system.input and ./system/nasca system default.input,

respectively. The system parameter files use the same format as in the input parame-

ter file (e.g., Nasca.input), that is, lines starting with “//” are parsed as comments.

Parameter names are single words; parameter values follow the corresponding pa-

rameter name on the same line and are separated by “=”. Each parameter line ends
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with the symbol “;”. The following gives an example of system parameter file:

//error windows (in ppm unit) of chemical shifts

haErr = 0.030;

hnErr = 0.030;

h1Err = 0.030;

c13Err = 0.300;

nErr = 0.300;

//NOE distance threshold

noeLimit = 5.00;

//default input file directory

input_directory = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR/inputFiles/;

//default output file directory

output_directory = H:\workspace\ProteinNMR/inputFiles/;

The system parameters can be specified through menu Options -> Parameters

in the Nasca GUI (See Section A.3) or manually editing the system parameter file

./system/nasca system.input.

A.2.5 Output File Format

The output files of Nasca include both computed side-chain resonance assignments

and NOE assignments. By default, the output side-chain resonance assignments are

saved in BMRB format, and the output NOE assignments are saved in XPLOR

format. Other data formats may be supported for saving the output side-chain

resonance assignments and NOE assignments in a future version of Nasca.
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A.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Nasca

A.3.1 Overview

The main window of the Nasca GUI has four areas, namely input, output, command

and menu areas, as shown in Fig. A.1. The input area mainly deals with the input

NMR data. The output area prints out the log messages and outputs the side-chain

resonance assignments and NOE assignments computed by Nasca. The command

area contains two buttons that are used to run and stop a Nasca thread. The menu

area includes menu items for necessary operations, such as setting system parameters.

Below we will show the details of each area.

Input area

Output area

Command area

Menu area

Figure A.1: Overview of the Nasca GUI.

A.3.2 The Input Area

Fig. A.2 shows the details on the input area of the Nasca GUI. The user can use

the Browse button to open each input file. Once an input file is specified, its path

name will be shown in the corresponding text field. As mentioned in Section A.2.3,

Nasca can support different input NMR data formats. It implements a function to

automatically detect the format of each given input NMR file. In particular, different

PDB files with different atom naming schemes are all supported by Nasca. For the
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input backbone chemical shifts, both BMRB and CYANA formats are supported by

Nasca. For the NOESY cross peaks, both XEASY and NMRVIEW formats are

supported by Nasca. For each dialog window for opening an input file, Nasca also

incorporates a file filter (See Fig. A.3 for an example).

Text field for showing the corresponding input file path

Browse button for opening the 

corresponding input file

Button for clearing all text 

fields of input file paths

Button for reading a session file 

that specifies all input file paths

Button for saving  a session file 

that specifies all input file paths

Figure A.2: The input area of the Nasca GUI.

File filter

Figure A.3: An example of file filter when opening an input file in Nasca.
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Three buttons at the bottom of the input area, namely Clear, Read Session

from... and Save Session as..., are used for batch processing the input data

files. The Clear button clears all text fields of input file paths. The Read Session

from... button reads a session file that specifies all input data files. The same opera-

tion has also been implemented in the menu item File -> Read Session from....

The Save Session as... button saves a session file that specifies all input data

files. The same operation has also been implemented in the menu item File ->

Save Session as.... Note that the format of a session file is consistent with the

input parameter file (i.e., Nasca.input) used in the command line model (See Sec-

tion A.2.3).

A.3.3 The Output Area

Fig. A.4 shows the details on the output area of the Nasca GUI. The output text

area is used to print out the log messages, such as the progress and error mes-

sages, while running the program. The button Save Resonance Assignments is

used to save the computed side-chain resonance assignments, and the button Save

NOE Assignments is used to save the computed NOE assignments. Initially these

two buttons are disabled, and they are enabled when the program is finished and the

computed side-chain resonance assignments and NOE assignments area available. As

mentioned in Section A.2.5, by default, the output side-chain resonance assignments

are saved in BMRB format, and the output NOE assignments are saved in XPLOR

format. Alternatively, saving the computed side-chain resonance assignments and

NOE assignments can be executed by clicking the following two menu items: File ->

Save Resonance Assignments and File -> Save NOE Assignments, respectively.
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Output text area for printing out the log messages

Button for saving the computed 

side-chain resonance assignments

Button for saving the computed 

NOE assignments

Figure A.4: The output area of the Nasca GUI.

A.3.4 The Command Area

Fig. A.5 shows the details on the command area of the Nasca GUI. Once all input

data files are specified, Nasca can be performed by clicking the Run NASCA button.

If the program runs without being interrupted, it should compute and output the

resonance assignments and NOE assignments in the output text area. The user can

use buttons Save Resonance Assignments and Save NOE Assignments to save the

finally-computed assignments into the specified file paths. The user can also cancel

a running Nasca thread by clicking the Stop NASCA button.

NASCA logo

Button for running a NASCA thread

Button for stopping a running NASCA thread

Figure A.5: The command area of the Nasca GUI.
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A.3.5 The Menu Area

The File menu contains the following items: Read Session from..., Save Session

as..., Save Resonance Assignments, Save NOE Assignments and Quit. The first

four menu items perform the same operations as the corresponding buttons in the

Nasca GUI. Particularly, the first two menu items Read Session from... and

Save Session as... read and save a session file that specified all input files, respec-

tively. The menu items Save Resonance Assignments and Save NOE Assignments

save the computed resonance assignments and NOE assignments, respectively. The

menu item Quit quits the program.

The Run menu contains two items, namely Run NASCA and Stop NASCA, which are

used for running and cancelling a Nasca thread. They perform the same operations

as the corresponding buttons in the command area.

Currently the Options menu contains only one item, namely Parameters, which

is used to set the system parameters. Once the Parameters menu item is clicked,

the following window (see Fig. A.6) will pop up. As shown in Fig. A.6, the user can

change the following system parameters: the error windows (in ppm unit) in each

dimension for constructing the NOESY graph, distance threashold for constructing

edges between proton labels, and default input and output file directories. The user

can also set all parameters to the default settings by clicking the Default button.

The Help menu contains two items, namely User Manual and About. The User

Manual directs the user to a web page in which the user manual can be found. The

following dialog window (see Fig. A.7) will pop up if the About menu item is clicked.

A.4 Availability

Nasca is distributed open-source under the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The executable Java binary file, source code, user manual and installation files are
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Default input and output 

file directories

Set the default 

parameters

Error windows of chemical shifts

NOE distance threshold 

Save and apply the current 

parameter settings

Close the window without 

doing anything

Figure A.6: The dialog window for setting the system parameters in Nasca.

Figure A.7: The About dialog window in Nasca.

freely available at http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software.php.
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